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SASO to FMSO: Assessing the New Worl Order ':
After two years of turbulent change in Europe, the August 1991 revolution in the Soviet * : -

Union signaled the final demise of a Soviet Empire that had dominated Eastern Europe and con-
tended with Western powers for European and global hegemony for more than 40 years. The
failed coup and ensuing revolution has had an immense impact on political, economic and social - r' Od_
structures within the former Soviet Union. Beyond the confines of the Soviet state, the regional . a...-- I.:
and global ramifications are likely to be equally momentous. Many structures that had contrib-
uted to the maintenance of a tense international order have now collapsed, and if stability is to be
created, the old order must be replaced with new, lasting, international institutions.

These revolutionary changes in Europe have taken place against the backdrop of other more
subtle changes within the world as a whole. The basis of global and regional political structures
had already begun shifting from a bipolar world, dominated by the two superpowers and their al-
lies, to a multipolar system characterized by the emergence of new regional contenders. New eco-
nomic relationships have formed among new economic powers, particularly in Europe and Asia.
Simultaneously, the world has had to contend with a variety of new forces ranging from renascent
nationalism, acting as both a unifying and a divisive force, to the international dilemmas posed
by narcotics trafficking, terrorism, religious fundamenta!ism and the proliferation of weapons of
mass destruction. These realities challenge the task of erecting a new global order.

Understanding change and setting the terms for the future in this more complex world is
the challenge facing the United States and, for that matter, every nation. Within the United
States, no institution faces a more . iallenging task than the military. For 40 years the military
has understood the threats to the nation, as defined by the Political leadership, and has pre-
pared itself to deal with those threats. Intelligence and military research organizations have de-
veloped systems and methodologies focusing on a well-defined enemy. Regardless of the flexi-
bility of those older systems, the world has now fundamentally changed, and so have potential
threats and military challenges. Today, new approaches to traditional threat analysis are re-
quired to master the complexities of the future. In a sense, these new challenges are reminis-
cent of those faced in the interwar years, when threats were not clear-cut and when a premium
was placed on anticipating, rather than reacting to, events around the world.

The Combined Arms Command has begun to restructure its military analysis accordingly.
It has broadened its research to encompass areas well beyond the focus of recent threat analysis.
Symbolizing this shift in emphasis, the Soviet Army Studies Office (SASO) has expanded to
become the Foreign Military Studies Office (FMSO). Under its new charter, FMSO is applying
methodologies used by SASO to investigate a wide range of transnational military issues on both
global and regional bases. SASO continues to study the Soviet Union and its successor states,
while the European Military Studies Office focuses on military and security issues in Europe.
The Regional Military Studies Office investigates the military ramifications of a variety of trans-
national security issues (such as narcotics trafficking and terrorism) and assesses other operation-
al categories of low-intensity conflict in key regions around the world. Through an active
program of networking with other civilian and military research organizations, FMSO seeks to
act as the focal point for ciformation sharing and research on this wide range of issues.

This issue of Military Review reflects the diverse interest of FMSO researchers as well as the
broadened range of future security challenges. The articles illustrate those sorts of issues that
must be analyzed and mastered if we are to manage a peaceful transition to a more secure tuture.

Lieutenant General Wilson A. Shoffner
Commander, Combined Arms Command

92-19402
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CHALLENGESof
O.F FUTURE
Developing Security Issues in the Post-Cold War Era

Colonel David M. Glantz, US Army

The author points out that during the past few centuries, history has
been characterized by periods of revolution, war, exhaustion and the
process of evolutionary change. The collapse of the Soviet Empire
swept out the bipolar power relationship that anchored global security
arrangements for more than 40 years and replaced it with the
uncertainties of a multipolar, shiftng order. It has been accompanied
by revitalized nationa4 ethnic and religious forces that challenge a
peaceful evolutionary process. He sees this period as one of great and
complex challenges but even greater opportunities for lasting peace.
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SECURITY ISSUES

CROSS the span of history stretch centu- of communism in Eastern Europe, but charac-
ries of evolutionary changes embracing terized and broadened by other chaning world

the political, economic and social organization conditions as well. Most prominent amon,
of man's individual and collective existence. these latter were changing global economic re-
Peace and war have been the constant compan-
ions of such development. In retrospect, prog-
ress has been continuous and complex, and its [Simultaneous to] the collapse
speed and intensity have varied from region to of communism in Eastern Europe...
region in different epochs. Punctuating this a technological revolution promised to
process of change have been stormy periods accord smaller nations the ability to
when special, often dysfunctional, conditions contest both militarily and economically
have combined to disrupt the evolutionary (at least locally) with world military
process and accelerate change. We term such powers. Revitalized ethnic and religious
epochs "revolutionary." forces began challenging traditional

Within the past 500 years, we can identifty sev- power elites... and the emerging power
eral such revolutionary periods. The religious of multinational economic organizations
and dynastic struggles of the early 17th century, further blurred the hitherto fairly clear
which culminated in the Thirty Years' War lines of economic authority.
(1618-1648), laid to rest the remnants of the
religion-based European system and paved the
way for the dominance of Europe and much of lationships, a virtual redistribution of economic
the world by powerful dynastic states. The peri- power that has, until recently, been masked by
od of the French Revolution and Napoleon the trappings of military strength. Simulta-
(1789-1815) largely destroyed the dynastic base neously, a technological revolution promised to
of the European political order and ushered in an accord smaller nations the ability to contest
age of nationalism, characterized by the emer- both militarily and economically (at least local-
gence of powerful nation states and a colonial ly) with world military powers. Revitalized eth-
system that embraced much of the world. The nic and religious forces began challenging tradi-
cataclysm of World War 1 (1914-1918) de- tional power elites, if not the very existence of a
stroyed the remnants of older dynastic empires, variety of states, and the emerging power of
weakened European democracies and, ultimate- multinational economic organizations further
ly, gave rise to communist and fascist totalitari- blurred the hitherto fairly clear lines of econom-
anism. World War 11 (1941-1945) completed ic authority among modem nation states.
the destruction of the European old order and Set against the backdrop of these new reali-
propelled the United States and Soviet Union ties, a variety of "transnational" forces had al-
into international dominance and competition ready emerged to challenge the authority, viabil-
in a Cold War that endured for over 40 years. ity and well-being of modem nations and their

All of these periods were characterized by populations. Especially threatening were inter-
the same general progression of revolution, national organizations that fostered narcotics
war, exhaustion and reassertion of the process trafficking and those that sponsored individual
of evolutionary change. and state terrorism. These forces compounded

the impact of the striking political chances in
Global Changes of the Late 1980s Europe.

The year 1989 marked the beginning of a All of these conditions, in themselves, were
new era of accelerated evolutionary change, enough to cause major concern about national.
most vividly evidenced by burgeoning crisis and regional and global security arrangements. Per-
reform in the Soviet Union and in the collapse ceptions that the Cold War had ended, however,
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A young Berliner offers a rose to an East German border guardshortly after the wall dividing his city was opened, November 1989.

(The shift in global power reloonships from bipokr to mudpolar...
offered new opportunities for the advance of peace and stability in Europe. The
ensuing extraordinary global cooperation, so evident during the Gulf crisis and

ensuing war, furthered prospects for greater regional and global stability.

tended to obscure these problems and instead The end of "militarized" bipolar confrontation
created a sort of euphoria over prospects for in Europe between NATO and the Warsaw Pact
world peace. The Gulf crisis of August 1990 and reduced tensions, but also left a security vacuum.
the subsequent Gulf War burst this bubble of eu- Well-understood rules and procedures that, in
phoria (perhaps fortuitously) and caused world reality, had maintained an often tense state of
leaders to reflect more soberly on national, re- peace, now had vanished. New rules, accepted
gional and collective security needs of the future. by new players, had to evolve to handle not only

The end of the Cold War, prompted by a shift great power relations but also relations with and
in global power relationships from bipolar to between new East European governments. Each
multipolar and signaled by the Soviet Union's of these reborn nations evidenced to varying de -
loss of control over Eastern Europe, offered new grees those revived forces, such as nationalism,
opportunities for the advance of peace and sta- that were born of the past and now had to be har-
bility in Europe. The ensuing extraordinary nessed if stability was to be created. Each also
global cooperation, so evident during the Gulf harbored traditional internal and external ant-
crisis and ensuing war, furthered prospects for mosities and tensions that had characterned its

greater regional and global stability. It was very pre-Cold War past.
clear, however, that the absence of the Cold Revolution in the Soviet Union
War and the reinvigoration of international se- Hard on the heels of these significant intema-
curity mechanisms had created new, perhaps tional trends, a revolution has broken out in the
unprecedented, challenges. Soviet Union. This, in itself, is a momentow;
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SECURITY ISSUES

~Interethnic and national conflict has often resulted in tragic

Sconfrontations between security forces and civilians.

The end of "militarized" bipolar confrontation in Europe between
NATO and the Warsaw Pact reduced tensions, but also left a security vacuum.

Well-understood rules and procedures that, in reality, had maintained an often
tense state of peace, now had vanished. New rules, accepted by new players,

had to evolve to handle not only great power relations but also relations
with and between the new East European governments.

event with immense global ramifications. The ures have challenged this tendency and ememed
failure of the August 1991 coup in the Soviet as dominant figures of their time. Only time will
Union opened a new revolutionary chapter in determine who these dominant persons will be.
Soviet (Russian) history. As has been the case Second, issues of national security, whether of
in any revolution, prediction of the ultimate out- the Soviet Union, of Russia or of the likely nu-
come has been futile in the face of the immensely merous successor states, will continue to be a
dynamic forces that the revolution inevitably major concern to the nations themselves, to
unleashed. It is safe to say, however, that, as in neighboring countries and to the rest of the
the past, months or years will pass before those world. The strategic paradigms articulated by
forces stabilize. In the meantime, some rudimen- Soviet strategic theorists A. A. Kokoshin and
tary judgments can be made regarding basic V. V. Larionov after 1986 as a synthesis of re-
forces and general tendencies. form and tradition charted possible strategic

First, individuals involved in the initial stages futures for the Soviet Union and will retain
of revolution often shrivel in importance and be- their utility for whatever states emerge and in
come transitory in the face of contending forces, whatever circumstances they are applied ksee
leaving history and fate to accord fame to those Foreign Military Studies Office publication
now unknown persons who will rise to promi- Soviet Military Art: Challenges and Change in
nence in the future. A few especially capable fig- the 1990s for these paradigms).
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Successor states to the Soviet Union must each confronts. Because of these varied condi-
now address perceived threats and challenges, tions, the ultimate strategic stance or successor
singly or in combination. They will respond states is difficult to predict. At a minimum, their
with security policies and strategies, only in part strategies will react to the stance of the Soviet

(Russian) central state and the policies of their
immediate neighbors, in a continuum ranging

Issues of national security, whether from cooperation to antagonism. In this regard,
of the Soviet Union, of Russia or of the the Russian Soviet Federated Socialist Republic
likely numerous successor states, will may advance the concept of a Soviet "NATO":
continue to be a major concern to the that is, a consensual alliance of 15 or 20 states as

nations themselves, to neighboring coun- the best option for all.
tries and to the rest of the world. The overwhelming predominance of reform

and republican sentiments will, for a time, largely
negate traditional Soviet General Staff concepts

reminiscent of those of the past. Where reform- of military strategy and future war. For example,
ist views prevail, strategists will tend to reject the civilianizationof the Ministryof Defense will
"traditional" threats and instead focus on the in- make the chief of the General Staff the highest-
ternal economic, social and political challenges, ranking soldier. In the midterm and long term,
perceived as the most important obstacles to fu- however, many of these traditional concepts will
ture development. While this is a positive devel- reemerge both in the Soviet (Russian) state and
opment, it can lead to conflict with other succes- in some of the successor states as well. Economic,
sor states as their economies go deeper into political and strategic realities will cease operat-
collapse, and each state seeks to protect its own ing as centrifugal forces drawing these states apart
interests at the expense of the others. and will instead act as centripetal forces impel-

New military reform programs will reduce the ling greater cooperation and perhaps even unity.
size and stature of military establishments to lev- In the midterm and long term, fundamental
els analogous to those of the 1920s. This means national, economic and geographical factors will
for the Soviet (Russian) state the maintenance reassert themselves as new, more mature political
of a force near or well below the 100-division systems evolve, as they must if they are to avoid
level. Nuclear deterrence, supplemented by a a Yugoslavian situation, in the lands of the tor-
smaller and leaner conventional military estab- mer Soviet Empire. The great Soviet strategic
lishment formed around a nucleus of combat- debates of the 1980s and 199 0s, influenced by re -
ready, rapid-reaction forces, will likely emerge as former and traditionalist alike, which preceded
the military component backing up strategic the August revolution will leave a lasting im-
concepts. Military doctrine and military art will print on the future. Ultimately, the debates and
focus on the fundamentals of defense, internal their legacy will affect the successor states of the
security, low-intensity conflict and local war. In Soviet Empire and those other nations of the
time, and as reform mellows, traditional aspects world who now rest easy in the bright light and
of strategy will tend to reemerge. Most impor- euphoria of a new global order.
tant, reform programs will place the military un-
der firm civilian control in an attempt to guaran- Implications for Global Security
tee an open society. The August 1991 revolution in the Soviet

In the newly independent republics, a mixture Union will undoubtedly compound the effects of
of reform and traditional strategies will predomi- over two years of turbulent change in Europe and
nate, depending on the conditions surrounding the world. The net result of these changes is
the achievement of independence and individu- massive and, at the least, involves a basic shift in
al political and economic circumstances that the axis of global relationships from the previous
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1i lovakia's first non-Communist president
JCo. since 1948. Vaclav Havel, meeting with German

chancellor Helmut Kohl in Munich, 2 January 1990.
Since his election, Havel has been outspoken in his
desire to see Czechoslovakia join NATO.

The Waraw Pact's demise and poli cal changes in Central and Eastern Europe
have rendered the existing security architecture obsolete. Europe must struggle to

redefine new security structures to include those emerging nations that expect to share
in the fruas of European political stabily and economic prosperity.

East-West orientation to a North-South one. ic and political integration so characteristic of
Virtually every region of me world will be in the last decade reaches culmination, prospective
some way affected by these changes. One need unity symbolized by "Europe .99?" Ches viv-
only catalog the challenges and ponder the po- idly wit] the divisive forces that resurgent na-
tential implications, region by region. tionalism has unleashed in eastern and south-

In the Western Hemisphere, a US-sponsored eastern Europe. A federated Europe protecting
movement toward reduced tariffs promises long- its markets by exclusive trade barriers will only
term economic benefits of closer economic inte- exacerbate problems in other, more fractious re-
gration throughout the Americas and strength- gions of-the Continent.
ens already expanding prospects for increased The Warsaw Pact's demise and political
democracy throughout the region. On the nega- changes in Central and Eastern Europe have
tive side, the persistent and spreading problem of rendered the existing security architecture obso-
narcotics production and trafficking threatens lete. Europe must struggle to redefine new secu-
economic and social stability in North America. rity structures (on the basis of NATO, CSCE
Insurgencies, ethnic conflict, economic prob- [Conference on Security and Cooperation in
lems and narcotics production and trafficking in Europe] or another, as yet undetermined, struc-
Latin America continue to pose great challenges ture) to include those emerging nations that ex-
for selected nations and their neighbors. pect to share in the fruits of European political

Europe f-ices a wide range of imposing new tabilitv and economic prosperity , koreover. it
challenges. While the drive fc greater econom- must do so within a more reasonable Qlobal
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Successor states to the Soviet Union must now address perceived
threats and challenges, singly or in combination.... Strategists will tend to reject

"traditional" threats and instead focus on the internal economic, social and political
challenges, perceived as the most important obstacles to future development.

While this is a positive development, it can lead to conflict with other successor states
as their economies go deeper into collapse, and each state seeks to protect

its own interests at the expense of the others.

framework. In practical terms, Europe must authoritarian (religious and secular), dynastic
solve the age-old dilemmas of ethnic and politi- and even feudal political and economic systems
cal turmoil in Eastern Europe and the Balkans throughout the region prevents the attainment
and, in addition, establish a viabk framework for of lasting solutions to these problems.
its relations with the Soviet Union (Russia) and Finally, the technological revolution in
its successor states. weaponry equips these states with the where-

Africa, despite recent movement toward more withal to threaten stability in the region and ac-
pluralistic government and a lessening of great tively challenge those great powers that atrc -nri
power involvement, is beset by recurring and to assist the achievement of regional stabilitY.
persistent economic crises, ethnic strife (the Collapse of the political and military power of
Horn of Africa and South Africa), and religious the Soviet Union will inevitably propel Iran into
fundamentalism (the Mahgreb). Disease, most new prominence in the region, especially it the
notably AIDS, afflicts a large segment of the forces of ethnicity and religious fundamentalism
population, and lack of control of population penetrate the steppes of central Asia.
growth, combined with continued economic New power centers have emnergzed in south
backwardness, may condemn the region to Asia, whose strategic role will undoubtedly be
chronic famine. enhanced by the decay of the Soviet Union.

In Asia, problems are as diverse as the exten- Moreover, the potential decay of the traditional
sive regions that make up the continent. The Soviet-Indian "alliance," that counterbalanced
political dilemmas of Southwest Asia (the the Chinese-Pakistani "alliance," raises the
Middle Fast), exacerbated by religious and eth- specter of increased Chinese intluence in the re-
nic hatreds, remain a riddle that only the collec- gion. The existence of a potential power vacuum
tive agreement of world powers and the nations in Afghanistan, once the Atghan civil war ihas
in the region can solve. The likely endurance of been resolved, could be further complicated by

8 December 1991 * MILITARY REVIEW



SECURITY ISSUES

the decay of Soviet power in central Asia. Other
equally serious problems abound in the region. The technological revolution in
ranging from longstanding national hostility weaponry equips these states with the
(India-Pakistan), through internal and ethnic wherewithal to... actively challenge
strife and tension (Afghanistan, Sri Lanka, those great powers that attempt to assist
Myanmar, Cambodia, Malaysia, Indonesia), the achievement of regional stability.
to state-sponsored (Myanmar) and indigenous Collapse of the.., the Soviet Union will
narcotics trafficking (Thailand, Laos and inevitably propel Iran into new
others). It remains to be seen whether bur- prominence in the region, especially if
geoning economic progress in some of the na the forces of ethnicity and religious
tions of Southeast Asia will spread and translate fundamentalism penetrate the steppes
into greater stability and peace throughout the of centralAsia.
region.

East Asia may well be the region of greatest
geopolitical change in the future, as the United in microcosm the kinds of problems requirin ur-
States, China and Japan redefine their roles in gent solution if a new global order is to be estab-
the region and the world. The diminution of So- lished and stability is to be restored.
viet power, the economic and inevitable political While recognizing these realities, one must
transformation of China; an end to the dysfunc- also recognize that the existence and prolifera-
tional relationship between the economic, polit- tion of modern weapons of mass destruction
ical and military power of Japan; the likely emer- (whose effects cannot be limited to waning pow-
gence of a unified Korea; and the reformuh-tion ers alone) promise unprecedented destructive-
of US policy in the western Pacific characterize ness. While war has not become obsolete and
revolutionary changes that should transform the nations will undoubtedly resort to conflict to
face of this region and its role in world affairs. settle future disputes, a new imperative has

History indicates that, in the past, regional emerged for responsible nations of the world to
and global changes of this magnitude have not work more closely together and erect those re-
occurred peacefully. On the contrary, they have gional and global security arrangements neces-
normally been accompanied by unprecedented sary to promote greater stability and avoid the
strife. In recent centuries, this strife has been on specter of unlimited regional or global conflict.
a global scale, most recently in the form of "total Future regional and global stability depends
war." Since 1945, the specter of total war and its on the ability to define, control, manage and,
associated nuclear threat has been kept in check ideally, eradicate the many problems touched
by clear understandings on the part of the two upon here. This means understanding and cop-
great powers and their allies. Today, that US- ing with an extended revolutionary period, a
Soviet context has eroded and been replaced by skill that often eluded our forebears. We must do
the uncertainties of a multipolar world subject to better if we are to avoid the catastrophic conse-
the divisive forces of ethnic unrest on an unprec- quences of failing to understand and master the
edented scale. Civil war in Yugoslavia represents conditions and opportunities that we face. MR

Colonel Datid M. Glantz, editor of the Journal of Soviet Militarv Studies, is direcurr of F'reikn
Militar Stud Office, US Army Combined .Arms Command. Fort Leavenumnh, Kansas. lie rc-
ceved a B.A. from the Virginia Mitary Institute and an M.A. from the Linitersic_ of N(th Carofina.
He is a graduate of the US Army Command and General Staff College ( LSACGSC). the Russian Lan-
guage School and the US Army Institute for Advanced Sotiet and Eait European Studies. He has .rved
uth the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Intelligence, US Army. Europe; the C(omhat Studies Inso-
tue, USACGSC; and the US Army War College, Carlisle Barracks. Pennsyhania. His article "S'e
Operational Maneuver in a Period of Reform- appeared in the December 1989 Militarv Review.
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a current threat, they do constitute a real or
The PGM-equipped defender can - potential danger, especially if chaos or civil

now inflict unacceptable casualties on war ensues.5

an attacker before the attacker can On the other hand, should relations between
close for baffle, while a PGM- the Soviet Union, its successor states and the

equipped attacker can also recipro- West continue to move from confrontation to
cate. Consequently, there has been a cooperation, the possibility of a future Soviet-

change of meaning and blending of the US coalition also exists.6 In either event, the
terms "offense" and "defense." West must continue to monitor and understand

the Soviet mlitary.
fully prepared NATO defense, backed by
PGMs, seemed impenetrable to Soviet forward- Soviet Military Doctrine
deployed forces. The Sovie concept of doctrine differs from

In 1987, the Soviets announced the adoption the West's. Soviet military doctrne has a rich
of a defensive doctrine under the aegis of the historical background, a "scientific" substanti-
now defunct Warsaw Pact. As Soviet forces be- ation process and, until recently, an explicit
gan their withdrawal from Eastern Europe, a new ideological content that defined how not only
era in East-West relationships also commenced. the armed forces but also the entire nation
The new Soviet military doctrine was not, how- should be prepared and structured for future war.
ever, solely based on the good will and peaceful On thie other hand, Western military doctrine
vision of then General Secretary and President focuses on warfighting. In addition, current So-
Mikhail Gorbachev Rather, it was an evolvin - viet military doctrine stresses war prevention.
doctrine prompted by monumental ongoing Such a new defensive doctrine does not, howev-
changes in the technological, economic and po- er, impose an exclusively defensive strategy.
litical realities facingt- Soviet Unior The So- There are indications that under certain circum-
viet military had to adapt to these new realities stances, Soviet (Russian) defensive doctrine
and, while doing so, determine how o best de- could have an offensive or counteroffensive
fend the Soviet Union under very different and character at the strategic level and that the So-
difficult conditions. Subsequent Soviet force re- viets have not discarded time-tested, offensively
ductions, reorganizations and redeployments ac- oriented operational methods." Further, a So-
tually suggested that the orientation of Soviet viet goal in proclaiming a defensive doctrine
"defensiveness" was genuine. The recent revolu- may have been to gain the time needed to devel-
tion in the nation has confirmed likely future So- op and field high-technology weapons before re-
viet (Russian) defensiveness. suming a more assertive international stance.

The specter of the by now "classic" Soviet The shift in Soviet military doctrine is shown
threat has virtually disappeared with the Soviets' by the questions that doctrine now addresses, in-
pronouncement of defensive doctrine, their cluding:
withdrawal from Eastern Europe and their ensu- Pre-1987
ing internal revolution. The West, however, e Who is the likely enemy and what is the
must not simply assume that the Soviet Union possibility that war will be fought against that
(Russia) is now, or will be, a benign former super- enemy?
power that no longer warrants military vigilance, * What will be the nature of the w-ar that
awareness or attention. The uncertain future of may be fought against this enemy?
Soviet reform, the remaining large Soviet armed * What are the goals/objectives of the
forces and their possession of strategic nuclear armed forces in this war?
arms dictate that the West maintain an active * What forms and methods will 1e
interest; for although the Soviets do not present employed?
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Soviet military doctrine has a rich historical background, a "scientific"

substantiation process and, until recently, an explicit ideological content that
defined how not only the armed forces but also the entire nation should be

prepared and structured for future war. On the other hand, Western military
doctrine focuses on wartighting.

0 What are the requirements for preparing tains many of the tenets of the old doctrine and
the armed forces and country for these wars? admits that while war prevention is a goal, it is

Post-1987 still prudent to prepare for war.
" How can war be prevented? The retention of the defensive doctrine is cur-
" What is the nature of the military threat rently being debated. Civilian academicians

and the probable enemy? have become involved in this previously sacro-
9 What aggression should the state and the sanct preserve of the General Staff and have

armed forces be prepared to repel? succeeded in further obscuring the issues. Press
* What armed forces should we have? conferences, Supreme Soviet committees, dec-
" What methods of military operations larations, statements by renegade military re-

must be mastered for repelling aggression? formers, and select statements and proposed
* What are the requirements for preparing models presented at various international semi-

armed forces and the country to repel this nars and symposiums have added to the confi-
aggression? sion.8 Out of this complex mosaic, there are

The central theme of the new Soviet military many indications that the announcement of de-
doctrine purports to be war prevention. With fensive doctrine was a purely political decision
the apparent withering away of the ideological made for economic and political purposes and
tenet of the inevitability of war between capital- imposed on the military with little retard for the
ism and communism, the Soviet Union could military logic of that doctrine. Conversely, there
underscore this new purpose. It can be argued, are other indications that top military planners
however, that in its relationship with the West, were themselves instrumental in formulating the
the Soviet Union has adhered to such an un- initial pronouncement and that the General
stated goal, particularly regarding nuclear var, Staff considered a reasoned approach to military
for several decades. The new doctrine still con- reform and modernization, under the rubric of
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Acolumn of Iraqi armor destroy 1#30.
a Euphrates Valley road b'y airca fying

•,from Rathah, Saudi Arabia, Februry 1991.
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As Operation Desert Storm demonstrated, the tank is very vulnerable
to PGMs; yet the Soviet army has gone to great expense and trouble to move large
quantities of tanks out of the Conventional Forces in Europe (CFE) treaty-limited

area to holding areas east of the Urals. This gives the Soviets the potential to
field large tank-heavy forces.

defensive doctrine, was a necessary condition for posals, technology, political events, economic
survival. 9 The new chief of the General Staff, realities and other factors, have all had an impact
General V. N. Lobov, recently stated that the de- on the new doctrine (fig. 1). Soviet military
fensive doctrine was strictly a political invention vXTitings have reflected these factors, especially
that must now be radically revised.' 0 One fact the impact of new technology, as they try to
remains clear: defensive doctrine has been pro- forecast fiture war. The Soviet General Staft's
foundly shaped by events that preceded it by vision of future war anticipates dynamic, high-
over a decade. intensity, high-tempo land-air operations ex-

A wide range of events, including modem tending over vast expanses, to include space.
warfare, Western initiatives, arms control pro- Within this vision, tactical combat will be

even more lethal than in the past and will be
vio of characterized by nonlinear (ochagovvy) combat.

Arms Control The front line will disappear and terms such as"zones of combat" (zona bo-vevykh de-Ystt\) will
Changin, 1g replace the outmoded concepts of FEBA (for-
Posture ward edge of the battle area), FLOT tforward

Technoog * line of own troops) and FLET (fonvard line of
c,o,,,n I enemy troops). " No safe ha,'ens or "deep rear"
Relte m. .,will exist. Nuclear war must be avoided ar all

sWestern costs, as it could escalate to strategic exchance
itiv and the destruction of the planet. A constantFigure 1. Factors of Soviet defensive doctrine factor in those military-professional lxNks, jour-
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Figure 2. Events shaping, influencing and reflecting on Soviet defensive doctrine

nals and newspaper articles that forecast future
war has been the lethality of PGMs and the ne- Another indication of the
cessity for developing countermeasures to offset reluctance of the Soviet army to
these systems. 1 2  abandon totally its traditional offensive

This view of future war has been shaped by operational methods is its retention of
the factors portrayed in figure 2. The 1973 its older "triangular" division force
Arab-Israeli War demonstrated the vulnerabil- structure, which is optimized for high-
ity of tanks to modem antitank guided missiles, tempo, continuous offensive
The wars in Vietnam, Angola and Ethiopia operations. At this writing, the bulk of
highlighted the difficulty of combating indige- Soviet divisions remains triangular.
nous forces on rugged terrain with conventional
forces and proved the value of helibome mobile
forces. The Iran-Iraq War provided a study on demonstrated the importance of terrain, the
the value of surprise and deception in maintain- value of shoulder-fired air defense weapons, the
ing operational tempo and the difficulty of re- role of helibome mobile forces and the need for
gaining the initiative once the enemy has had low-level, combined arms forces and junior-
time to go to ground in a well-prepared defense. leader initiative.
The Falklands War, Grenada and Panama un- Western initiatives, arms control delibera-
derscored a spectrum of strategic mobility re- tions, the changing political climate and the col-
quirements, while the Falklands War, Bekda lapsed Soviet economy all have had a significant
Valley Campaign, tanker war and US air strike impact on the Soviet posture for conducting fh-
against Libya demonstrated the tremendous po- ture war. Battlefield modernization has demon-
tential of PGMs and power of electronic war- strated the pace that key weapon systems have
fare. Finally, Soviet experience in Afghanistan gone into production. Development of these
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in nonlinear. low-level tactical combat and the
As Soviet forces began their impact of other modem technologies. They as-

withdrawal from Eastern Europe, a new sert that traditional deep operations and em-
era in East-West relationships also ployment of tank armies in their nonlinear op-
commenced .... Subsequent Soviet erational role still have relevance today-almost

force reductions, reorganizations and as if PGMs and nonlinear tactical issues were
redeployments actually suggested that irrelevant.
the orientation of Soviet "defensive- There have been other indications that sup-

ness" was genuine. The recent revolu- port this conservative view of future war employ-
tion in the nation has confirmed likely ing traditional Soviet operations and large tank
future Soviet (Russian) defensiveness. armies. As Operation Desert Storm demon.-

strated, the tank is very vulnerable to PGMs: vetThere are many indications that the the Soviet army has gone to great expense and
announcement of defensive doctrine trouble to move large quantities of tanks out of

was a purely political decision made for the Conventional Forces in Europe (CFE)
economic and political purposes and treaty-limited area to holding areas east of the

imposed on the military with little Urals. This gives the Soviets the potential to
regard for the military logic of that doc- field large tank-heavy forces. 4 Another indica-
trine.... The new chief of the General tion has been the Soviet ground forces' reluc-

Staff, General V. N. Lobov, tance to abandon a large conscription-based
recently stated that the defensive doc- army in favor of a professional army. Large ar-
trine was strictly a political invention mored and mechanized forces, massed or moving
that must now be radically revised, into a region, are vulnerable to PGMs, yet the

General Staff apparently wanted to retain the
systems began five to 15 years before their ap- conscript system in order to maintain what they
pearance in response to existing requirements assert is a critically important mobilization base
perceived at that time. Note that Soviet intro- for these large armored and mechanized forces.
duction of systems optimized for deep offensive Such a mobilization base is more suited to meet
operations peaked just before Gorbachev's elec- the demands of large-scale, sustained operations
tion as general secretary. New US systems, on rather than smaller, dispersed and highly mobile
the other hand, were introduced later and were force groupings envisioned on nonlinear battle-
clearly next generation, emphasizing the role of fields. 5

PGMs and electronic warfare in support of com- Yet another indication of the reluctance of
bined arms battle and operation. The Soviets the Soviet army to abandon totally its traditional
were clearly being left behind, offensive operational methods is its retention of

Soviet professional books and journals re- its older "triangular" division force structure,
flected these realities and forecast the General which is optimized for high-tempx., continuous
Staff's view of the future nonlinear battlefield. offensive operations. At this writing, the bulk of
However, there are two notable exceptions to Soviet divisions remains triangular. The Gener-
this view of future war. M. M. Kir'yan's 1987 al Staff is still debating what its future force struc-
Frony nastupaly (The Fronts Advance) and .M. ture will look like and assessing which structure
Anan'vev's 1988 Tankovyye amii v nastuplenii is better designed for nonlinear combat. How-
(Tank Armies in the Offensive).' 3 These re- ever, the Soviet army clearly is not retainin2 the
spected military professionals focus on opera- "square" structure of those divisions deployed in
tional maneuver and nonlinear warfighting at Germany, once these divisions are withdrawn to
the operational level. Yet, they seemingly ignore the Soviet Union. This square structure ostensi-
the profusion of PGMs, the lively Soviet interest bly was optimized for defense. '6
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Soviet combined arms exercise utilizing
Hind-A attack helicopters. BMP-1 armored
personnel carriers and a ZSU-23-4 self-
propelled antiaircraft gun.
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The Soviet General Staff's vision of future war anticipates dynamic,
highI-intensity, high-tempo land-air operations extending over vast expanses, to
Include spce .... tatical combat will be even more lthal than in the past and

will be characterized by nonlinear combat. The front line will
disappear and terms such as "zones of combat" will replace the outmoded

concepts of FEBA, FLOT and FLET.

The Offense as a tional/strategic counteroffensives.1 ' Successful
Component of the Defense Soviet defensive operations have always culmi-

Soviet tactical and operational defense corn- nated in the counteroffensive, and the resources
bines positional elements (fortifications and p- and percentage of forces devoted to the position-
sitions), preplanned fires, maneuverable fire ele- at defense have been secondary to the forces and
ments (aviation and artillery) and maneuver resources devoted to the operational reserve and
elements (mobile reserves, counterattack forces counteroffensive capability.' 9

and counterstrike forces). Maneuver defense, in The purpo~se of a Soviet defense is not merely
the form of security" :ones and covering armies, to blunt a'n aggressor's advance. Rather, it is to
is used to provide tactical and operational depth .seize the initiative while creating the conditions
in advance of the more positional main de- necessary for the destruction of the enemy.-"~ A
fense." Maneuver and countermaneuver forces key concept in seizing the initiative is preemp-
are used to ensure the viability of the main de- tion and counterstrike. :

fense and create the conditions necessary to Maintaining offensive capability is central to
mount an offensive or counteroffensive. The Soviet defensive planninz from the highest 1ev -
tempo and scale at which maneuver and coun- els down to battalion. This, in itself, is not "a,
termaneuver forces are used have allowed the nor does it discredit the defensive doctrine.
Soviets to build tactical counterattacks into op- What is of concern is the Soviet predlilection to
erationai/tactical counterstrikes and to build op- consider the strategic "defense" and the counter-
erational/tactical counterstrikes into opera- ,,ffensive as practically the same concept.
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Soviet soldiers leaping from a KV-1
tank during a counterattack against
German forces, circa 1941-1942.

The resources and percentage of forces devoted to the positional
defense have been secondary to the forces and resources devoted to the operational

reserve and counteroffensive capability. The purpose of a Soviet defense is not
merely to blunt an aggressor's advance. Rather, it Is to seize the initiative while

creating the conditions necessary for the destruction of the enemy. A key concept
in seizing the initiative is preemption and counterstrike.

A Readiness Structure strength divisions of today.24 Ivanov's three-
In 1990, Major General V. D. Ivanov, a tiered readiness structure emphasizes a

General Staff officer and instructor at the Gen- nucleus of highly mobile, professional forces.
eral Staff Academy, offered a radical transfor- yet retains the bulk of future Soviet ground
mation of the Soviet strategic posture.22 He forces in cadre-strength, mobilizable units.
proposed creating a three-tiered system con- While much is new, this is still an evolutionary
sisting of combat-ready forces and equipment, change and indicates that the General Staff is
reserve forces and equipment, and training not currently prepared to abandon totally its
and alternative service personnel. The combat- traditional successful operational orientation
ready forces are those of the strategic rocket for an untried, politically driven hybrid.
forces, space command, air defense forces, part
of the air force, part of the navy and highly mo- The Growing Influence
bile ground forces. These highly mobile, largely of a Nonperson
professional ground forces resemble a rapid reac- In recent doctrine debates, the Soviets have
tion force of airborne, air-assault, Spetaz and rehabilitated the concepts of once suppressed
elite combined arms units that can be coupled theorist A. A. Svechin, who wrote on strategic
with select Committee of State Security (KGB) issues in the 19 20s. A former c:arist -eneral,
and Ministry of Internal Affairs (MVD) units.23  he became director of the History of Military
The largest ground contingent is composed of Art Department of the Red Army General
less ready forces, which resemble the cadre- Staff Academy. He is best known tr his work
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Thin-skinned vehicles like this
1st Armored Division M113 can
move freely only across battle-
fields already cleared of enemy
andtwror threats.

A reduced-strength US Army may deploy contingency forces to conduct
limited operations such as those in Panama and Grenada, counterterrorism and
counternarcotics. This will reduce incentive for the United States to procure
great quantities of these very expensive weapons. But as the Gulf War has

shown, their role has become so critical to success that large stocks are required
as a hedge against a large, but as yet unforeseen, threat.

titled Strategiya (Strategy).25  time, they would annihilate the attacker Jeep
However, from the 1930s until the Khrush- within the confines of the Soviet Union.

chev reforms, Svechin was a nonperson. Al- This view was opposed by M. N. Tukhachev-
though his name was allowed back into the So- sky, V. K. Triandafillov, N. E. Varfoloneyev,
viet lexicon, it was not until 1987 that G. S. Isserson and other prominent theoreti-
discussion of his works gained any currency. cians of the mid-1920s. In their view, it was
Then, in 1989, the Soviets announced that best to annihilate enemy forces on enemy tern-
they would republish the collected works of this tory and, when war breaks out, to begin iime-
great military. theoretician. What is relevant diately an offensive on enemy territory" This
today are Svechin's formerly repressed views of offensive (annihilation) school of military
attrition warfare. In his view, the best way for thought has held sway in the Soviet armed
the Soviet Union to defend itself would be by forces for 60 to 65 years, despite the fact that
using frontier border troops backed by mobile, Joseph Stalin, S. K. Timoshenko and G. K.
lightly armed defenders who would not become Zhukov lost the bulk of the Red Armv durin
decisively engaged, but rather would lure the at- the initial period of the Great Patriotic War by
tacker into the depths of the countr. While the massing forces forward in the vain hove ot
attacker overextended his lines of communica- launching an immediate and decisive t ounter-
tion and diffused his combat power, the Soviets offensive against an invading foe.
would mass forces for a powerful counter- Svechin's view has current appeal in that it
stroke or counteroffensive. At the optimum was then and is now a stratey ot necessity tor a
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Usage of

Precision-Guided Munitions

Mobilization

and Movement

Creeping up to war Phase One: Phase Two:
PGM/Counter-PGM Conventional Operations

Figure 3. Creeping-up-to-war scenario with preemption

General Staff is interested in preparing for future
Soviet introduction of war while employing austere resources, lessons

system optimized for deep offensive learned from recent wars, a faltering research
operations peaked just before and development effort and as many current

Gorbachev's election as general secre- systems as possible.
tary. New US systems, on the other

hand, were introduced later and were A Probable General Staff Plan
clearly next generation, emphasizing for the Future Theater War

the role of PGMs and electronic Despite internal difficulties, the General Staff
warfare in support of combined arms will undoubtedly continue to be concerned

battle and operation. The Soviets were with defense of the nation's entire periphery.
clearly being left behind. Although the Western (European) strategic di-

rection will continue to be preeminent, it no
"backward Russia." With the loss of a I - longer possesses the same importance that
"ckadeologyha." thtene te lssea Marxist- NATO has understandably given it. The Soviet
ic ideology that threatened to spread Marxist- General Staff likely foresees future theater war,
Leninist ideology on the point of a bayonet, however it may begin, in two phases. The first
the Soviets have lost their past definition of a is the defensive, counter-PGMI phase, during
just war-a definition that provided impetus which border troops, air forces, defensive forces
for their offensive views. Now, repulsion of an such as machinegun-artillery divisions, other
invading enemy is the foundation of a just war, limited-scale forces optimized for nonlinear tac-
whereas retributive invasion of enemy territory tical combat, Spetsnaz and forces equipped with
is not required. high-technology weapon systems would be en-

Svechin's writings are relevant today not only gaged as each side attempts to gain the advan-
because his views support a defensive doctrine. tage. The meeting battle, meeting engagement,
Although many civilian academics initially combat for point defenses and tactical-scale
seized on Svechin, the Soviet General Staff may counterattacks would be the main torms of
also see value in his works. The new chief, Lo- ground combat. Each side would target the oth-
bov, has written favorably about Svechin.27 The er's PGMs and supporting systems to cause attri-
General Staff is not likely to adapt the works of tion of enemy forces, defeat/suppress enemy
Svechin in toto. Rather, it is more likely inter- troop control and force him to deplete his high-
ested in assisting the dialectical process in which tech munitions.
the opposing views of the attrition school (Sve- While this phase is being fought, lafer con-
chin) and the annihilation school (Tukhachev- ventional forces and highly maneuverable forces
sky) combine to produce a synthesis that may would mobilize, using stocks held east of the
solve the problem of future war. Further, the Urals. As the supply of PGMs dwindled, con-
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Usage of MblztoPrecision-Guided Munitions Mobilization
(PGM)

Phase One: PGM/Counter-PGM Phase Two: Conventional Operations
Figure 4. Short notice war scenario

ventional mobilization stocks would be deliv-
ered forward to mobilization bases closer to the The meeting battle,
conflict. Once the "smart bombs" stocks are de- meeting engagement, combat for point
pleted or destroyed, only "dumb nukes" and defenses and tactical-scale counter-
"dumb bombs" would remain in the enemy arse- attacks would be the main forms of
nal to attack operational targets. -8  ground combat. Each side would target

At this point, phase two (the counteroffen- the other's PGMs and supporting
sive) would begin. Strategic nuclear weapons systems to cause attrition of enemy
would guarantee that dumb nukes would not be forces, defeatlsuppress enemy troop
employed (deterrence) and that only dumb control and force him to deplete his
bombs could be used against operational targets. high-tech munitions.
At that time, operational forces, including op-
erational maneuver forces (tank armies) and
other conventional massed forces, would begin tional General Staff concepts of strategy and fu-
operations in time-tested Soviet fashion. ture theater war. However, in the midterm and

This war phasing permits mobilization to be long term, traditional concepts will reemerge in
conducted either before or during the war. the Soviet (Russian) and some successor states.
Should there be adequate political or military The nature of the Soviet Union's future military
warning arising from a period of crisis, mobiliza- posture largely depends on the corresponding
tion could begin before the initiation of combat posture of the United States, Germany, China,
in a "creeping-up-to-war" process (fig. 3). Mo- Japan and other potentially threatening coun-
bilized forces would be relatively safe from enemy tries. Should the Soviet Union, its neighbors
PGMs as long as they stayed out of the forward and traditional foes continue to move toward
area where phase one would be primarily more cooperation, or should these countries not
fought. 29 With limited warning, mobilization rearm or modernize forces rapidly, there will be
could begin simultaneously with phase one, less pressure on the Soviet General Staff to pre-
again relying on separation from the primary pare for the future, high-tech battlefield. Con-
battlefield to provide security (fig. 4). versely, with the spread of technology, many

Planning for such a phased conflict would al- Third World nations are, or will be, acquiring the
low the Soviets to maintain a varied and viable technology that now concerns the General
force well into the future while their force is Staff. Proliferation of high-tech systems is of
being modernized. concern to the United States as well-particu-

larly if future foes field more capable forces than
A Decade or Two Down the Road those of Iraq.

Economic concerns, reform and republican The United States expended sizable PGM
sentiments will, for a time, largely negate tradi- stocks against Iraqi forces during the Gulf \War.
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would require less time and resources tor the So-
The United States expended viet army to prepare to offset a potential toe

sizable PGM stocks against Iraqi PGM advantage. In either case, the Soviet
forces during the Gulf War. Some of (Russian) army needs "breathing space" in order
these sydems will be replaced, but to develop or purchase PGM technology. A

the administration has announced its nonthreatening Soviet Union (Russia) may pur-
Intention to develop second- chase off-the-shelf, late-generation PGI svs-

generation systems and reduce teins or technology on the world market like amv
purchases of current technology, other nation.

Without the Soviet Union as a threat,
the United States may not actually Reality Check
stock these new PGMs in quantity. The Soviet economy has collapsed, and the

union is now faced with dissolution and civil war.
Will the Soviet Union survive and will its mili-

Some of these systems will be replaced, but the tary system survive with it? The General Staff
administration has announced its intention to cannot accept the demise of the total nation, so
develop second-generation systems and reduce it must prepare for the future-as either the So-
purchases of current technology. Without the viet or Russian General Staff.3° The question is,
Soviet Union as a threat, the United States may does its vision of future theater war and theater
not actually stock these new PGMs in quantity, or strategic preparations really matter?
However, US perceptions of all threats and the Is future large-scale war plausible? The So-
forces required to deal with them may, in fact, be viers publicly subscribe to war prevention, at
credibly larger than at present. In future mis- least in theory, but continue to contemplate war
sions, a reduced-strength US Army may deploy prosecution. The inevitability of war and the
contingency forces to conduct limited opera- spirit of the offensive, so tied to their former
tions such as those in Panama and Grenada, ideology, may be a genetic implant in the current
counterterrorism and countemarcotics. This generation of General Staff officers, but will it al-
will reduce incentive for the United States to ways be so? Winds of change have swept the So-
procure great quanr;--es of these very expensive viet Union, and it cannot return to the old wavs.
weapons. But as the Gulf War has shown, their How much must the army change to keep pace
role has become so critical to success that large with the nation and how will it get the necessary
stocks are required as a hedge against a large, but resources to make those changes? History indi-
as yet unforeseen, threat. cates that at least some traditional aspects of So-

The Soviet armed forces, due to the collapse viet thought will endure.
of the Soviet economy and the catastrophic state Key questions for the General Staff in the
of their research and development effort, is years, future must be the posture of the US military
if not decades, behind the West in the PGM vis- -vis the Soviets. Will it be hostile, coop-
field. It will take time and money for the Soviet erative or wary? Will the US principal fxcus be
army to field comparable systems. If the General on containing Soviet or Russian power or will it
Staff forecasts a threat involving a large number be preoccupied with regional threats or such
of PGMs, the Soviet (Russian) army will require transnational security issues as terrorism, nar-
large PGM stocks. If, however, the projected cotics trafficking and disaster relief? Will US
threat has a limited amount of PGMs, the Soviet force development continue to invest in high-
General Staff could expect that phase one opera, technology systems, or will other priorities di-
tions, conducted over a large area and involving vert funds and interest?
destruction of PGMs by both sides, would be Increasingly, Soviet concerns over low-
over in a relatively short period of time. This intensity conflict (LIC), local war and civil war
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compete with theater warfare concerns. In the and relationships.
past, the Soviets developed LIC tactics in- the Finally, the Soviet General Statf must consid-
airborne, air assault, Spetsnaz and MVD and er the future political course of the nation-bie
KGB forces. These LIC tactics may need to be it the Soviet Union or Russia. Will the nation
modified and applied to all Soviet (Russian) continue playing the same old game and keep
maneuver forces. Existing contingency plans falling further and further behind, or will it emu-
will be scrapped or radically altered as new re- late the German and Japanese examples and
lationships between military and civilian gamble on the military-technolotical potential
planners develop within a truncated state. A implicit in a modernized economy? Prudence
new military support infrastructure will be alone dictates that the nation follow the latter
hampered by changing political boundaries path. MR
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clear weapons without the collateral damage. "In terms of their capailities. unchallenged. as they were sanctloned by b C, the oartyPolitical hierarchy andhigh-preasion weapons systems such as hypersonic guided missiles and the top mili a. Today, it is often unclear who these authorities and "experts
smart bombs resemble the capabilities of tactical nuclear weapons. They could actually represent and what weight their pronouncements carry.
sharply increase the losses of personnel. armament and equipment as a single 9. This reemergence of the dominance of the oolitical side of doctrineo"et could knock out entire tank or motorized rifle companies. These weapon should be expected. The Soviets are basicaly Clausewitrian and as "war is a
systems 'change the nature of modem combined-arms combat.. Combat continuation of politcs by other means. the poltical sloe of 0ocrine neeOed 10
is becoming increasingly dynamic and fluid and the significance of the long- reestablish t dominance. Poitics defines threats, not capabiles The United
range fire battle to the course and outcome of the combat is growing dramati- States is unconcerned about French and Brtsh nuclear capabilities because
cally" of our political symmetry of intarest. Our past concern with Soviet nuclear ca-

4. "Today, battle may be initiated by a bey contested, long-range engage- pabties has been shaped by politcal reats of the past. For a discussion of
ment well before the combatants come into contact. Under these arcum- the milary role in shaping defensive doctrine, see Dale R. Hersoring. The So-
stanCes. defending forces in prepared positions, which are deployed with fewer vie Hiqh Command 1967-1989 (Pnncelon: Princeton University Press. 1990),
forme and combat power than the aftacker may obtain a definite superorty. 217-96. On the technological side. "perestoka simply promised the creation
This is done by the more effective protection of personnel and weapons systems of a breathing space. and the ultimate provision of hige-echndoIgy weaponry
during ith Iong-range], Massive fire strikes and the preservation of the combat In fact. ith Soviet General Staff saw perestrowa as a national security pro.
potential of one's own armies and divisions." I. N. Manzhunn. NAekoloryye vo- gramme, not designed to cope with the statgic dilemmas ocumng in the So-
prosy podgotovi i nanesenr kontrudaov v oboronitelntylh operatsTyakh viet Union in the 80s and 90. but with strategic challenges of the 21 st centurv
[Some questions on the preparation and conduct of the counterattack during de- The Soviet General Staff did get the end of the Cold War ana slowed down the
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momentum associated with the arms race. but it cost them the Warsaw Pact Army and 9th Guards Army-the operational counterotrensve torce wncn %as
Stephen Covington in 'The Soviet Union-Quo Vadis?" record at Droceecinas committed to take Vienna and knock Austria Out ot ti'e war See David M
of a tn-service seminar held at the Britisrh Staff College. Camberley. 26 Marcri G;antz. h-cmr the Vistula to vtie Oder Soviet Offensive C.7ceraror-iA=Der
1991. 19. 7944-Marct 1-945 (Carlisle. PA US Army Art at War Symposium 6

10. Interview of V. N. Lobov. ,'Policy. Doctrine, arid Strategy in a Changing -17-56
World: Army General Vladimir Lobov on Military Reform. KZ. 23 October 1991. 20 'Experience has shown that [the defender] cannot gain the initiative ov
1-2. In an interview with TRUD on 1 October 1991. Generaj Lobov saw the new -ney parrying blWs. The aggressiveness of the defernder s actions rr st
doctrine as a ,unified coaliton 00ctnneincoorporaning the doctrines of union re- grow constantly. not only to stop the enemy, but also to resolve the Primary m'is
publics maintaining qualitative pantly with potential threats arnd allowing in00rpo- sian--to create the conditons tor the utter destrujctionl of the toe. S L. Luau
ration of Soviet forces under UIN command. chan and A. V. Zlobin. iiManevr v obaonltalfoy operatsi Maneuver in a detiri-

11. An excellent discussion atf this battlefield is contained in V. M. Yeviaikhav. sive operation). V&4 (January. 1989). 20.
K vorosu o primrieri iizdusinyli desanrov, v aborone [On the auetiton 21 The counterstrike rs the aggregate of massed fire strikes. coordinated as

of stmplo"n air assault forces in ft 6efense[. VMi (May 1990), 35-A0. 10 oblectve. place arnd time with the strikes ot formations and large formiations
12. F. D. Sverolov'S premier tactical work. Peredovyye oftyadv bcyu (For- Idivisions and armies) of the ground force sand the other branchtesano services,

warddelacimertin Cornball(Moscow: Voyenzdat. 1986). was given an over. - with the abtective ot destroying those enemy forces which have penetrated into
all excellent review but was criticized for niot adequately discussing the impact *.e defense or are preparing tar an offensive. The couniterstrike is executed
of PGMi; (precisin-guidedl munitions) on the forward detachment. See P Las- from a single plan in dlose coordination with those forces conducting combat in
d11e1114. 'DeystWa peredovogo orada: Kniztrallat polka Itomandra [ Actions '.e enemy rear area. 1. N Manzhurin. Ne7iony ar~ uosy pocooloiki i narte.
of a forward detachment: The commander s boaklLhef[. KZ (5 August 19861 seniiya kontrtidarov v oboraineitny*Ii opersitsyaktf [Several questions con
For a discussion of the Soviet view of nonlinear wartare. see Lester W Grau. cerning preparations and conduct of the, counterstinke in the defensive opera.
Soviet Nonlinear Combat: The Challenge of the 90s. (Foil Leavenworth KS ?ioi. VM (January 19891. 15 A preemptive coutriiry can do more ma'n
Soviet Anry Studies Office. 1990): David Ma. Glantz. The Soviet View at Future olunt the enemy advance in modern times. in the course 01 combat wint an
War." (Fort Leavenworth. KS: Soviet Army Studies Office. 19901: aria Christoori- attackijng enemy. the counterstrikes undertaken by t torces at the operational
er Bellay Soviet Futur Wailr 2 volumes. 1 Fort Leavenworth. KS Soviet Army reserve may exceed the limits of resolvng the strictly defensiv missions and
Studies Office. 19901. poave to be the inetal stage of the counteroffensive operation V N Anonenko

31 M M. Kiryan, Fronly, nalstunath: Po opyru Velfoy Otechlesivennoy iioyny "Of oori- k korfnstdloersyu [From the defense to the counteroffensivel.
[The fronm advan-ce: From thie experience of the Great Patriotic War) (Moscow VM(Decemrber 19881. 27
Voyenizdat. 1967): 1. M. Anariyev. Taft"v~ arm v nastuloerer [Tank armies 22. V. 1. lvanov. "Korer-noye obnovfie a nw kostrweciskry rernorit (Fun
in the offansiveJ (Mosow: Voyentzdall. 1988). Both bootks were signed into damental retut rignot -cosmetic repal. Kommrunr vocruzferryn xi

Press the a YeON in which they were published, so this as not a matter of [Communist of the armed forcesI, no. 15. (August 19901. 15-20.
books atapirifN queue which go out of dabe. 23. In lawe August. most of the KGB and MVD cormbat unis were resubort

14. This also may be an attempt to postpone the esoese of destroying this nated to the Ministry of Defense.
treaty-lled equipmernt or a desire to sell large numbers of Soviet tanks on the 24. These diisions normially contain 5 lo 50 percent ot their personnel and
world market. Howeer a reasonable iterpretatio of the withdrawal and stock- are tilled with reservists before the divisio is deployed
Piln of W1im--in SOrti measre at least-cat also be that the Soviet army 25. Alexsandr Andreyeivich Svechin was born into a milary family on 17 Au
war nts0 elm a large t forc. gust 1878. is father was a malor general, and Alexsn" followed his footsteps

15. There are ofther reasons why ft army does not want to professionalize tram his boyhood in the cadet corps arnd the Milihayovsky military School He
their forM cs. V aufrigte highir coot of fintaring a professional airy, the smai[ entered active service in 1895 and late completed the Niliolayesky Academy
en size of a proemiona army and the loes of influence on the daily Wie of the of the General Staffl. He served in the Russo-Japanese War of t9M-. During
atize. Howver partially tred conscipts will probably dosa poorer job of pro- World War 1. he advanced from regimtentail comnder to army arnd thfrn
te00i thefm equPment from PGI&M at wig professioals. chief of staff. H-Ie voluntanrly entered the service of the new Red Army in 19 18

16. Arialyss; of khbrmaailys o mescih raspoilotherwa., Aoodissakh i i- Sovetskaya Vocyerlya erisjkthwediya [Soviet miltaencyclopedial. vl 7
pail o&/clfinftiff liotwhe ry i laktralU naAthoid'as&titsyg na ocrtjzherm (Moscow: Vayerizat 1979). 264.
Voloryzaininy SM SSSR 1(lnormon on the location. deposition, quantity 26. Discussion of the Sverthiri-Tuldhadievsky debates arid the eventual
and "ea of wtoerenol weapons arid equiprrient which are foun ithe mil- triumph ot the pnmaicy of the offensv over the schwo of attintion are found in
tary of fth arme fobe of the USSRJ: Inibomis o soultare &ichoidumfilh Jacob W. Kipp. iUass. Mobility and the Red Army s Road to Operational Art.

yak7 aWl-4od~trJ S aviab Irbysit PaO~nzdusint aorny (Fart Leavenworth. KS: Soviet Army Studies Office. 19881: and Vitaly Rapoport
'Vaienrl~kr Sd SSSR v f5)orm, primensirlyo Inicirnation on the structure and Yuri Alexeev. High Treason: Essays on ift History of in e Red Army.

of the ground forces, ar forces and aviation of air defense forces ot the armed 1918-1938. (Durham. NC. Duke University Press. 1985).
forms of the USSR in the region of applicationj: and lsithchyy oarvyye dvya 27 A. A. Kokoshin and V. N. Lobov. Prehldye (Foresght. Znaniya [Ban.
rasolnem lroefflbyiefri soimiricsoeb rsziov voorzherna i vyerincy, ner(, February 1990. 170-71
teWwa I voysirovyfi brimiroswsyf SSSR iNATO (Inita data for the calculating 28. This desciption holds many similarities with the old General Staff plans
coefficint of commermirability fo models of weapons and militay equipment tar the conduct of general nuclear war Each of the opposing sides wi bry to
in the combat formirien of the USSR and NATOY--aI data provided in No- .nflicf heavy losses in a shr timre on the enemy In such wars, the caoailirv
vemiber 1990 by t Sovie General Staff in support of the CFE (Conventional of the military to conoud planned arnd organized action will decrease raidly. ano
Forme in Europe) negotiations. The triangular motocrize rifle divisions ma- nuclear stockpille will be exhausted. Thes does niot mean that a nuclear war
neuver force are three motorized rifle regimerus arnd one tank regimrent. The wil be terminated very quickly Even after the exhauston of The pircipar nuciear
trnruiar tank divisions mtaneuver forces are three tank regiment and one stockpiles, miliary acions will carry on for a long time. arnd t war wIll assume
"WAmotoize rile egien The square motorized rifle divonsM manieuver forces a special character unprecedented iii history Following massive nuclear
are for nmrie rife regients arid a tank batlin. The square tank omv- strikes, the war will surelly not end, but the opposing sides will continue ID laurnch
sionas maneuver foce are is tf regiments arid two, motoied rife egi- their strilhes at a lower level of force. The force must be prepared to continue
ments. For further infortmation on divisioin structure, see David M. Glantz. -So. the war, despite the fact that they may nave suffered enormous losses. They
Yet Force Structure in an Era of Reform.": (Fant Leavenworth. KS: Soviet Army should continue to advance arid prosecute the war Grhulamr DastWi Wardak
Ste Office. 1969). The vorwhov Lectures: PAatntsfom tweSovietGenral StafAcriy Vol-

17. For &discussion ofthesecurtyzone battle, see Lester W Grau. Defend - ume 1: Issues of Soviet Military Strallegy. tWashinglon. DC National Defense
ing Forward: Soviet Actrvites in Front of te Main Line of Defense. (Fort Lea- University Press. 1969). 71
verwrth KS: Soviet Affrmy Studies Office. 1990). 29. The Soviets conider that US high-preciso weapons deployed in deep

IS. "In the theory of Soviet operational art considering thne strong defensive baffle in the inefat period of war will strike primarily in a zone 100 to 150 kilomne
character of the defense in Soviet military doctrine, special atfention is being tent dee and secondany. inia zoneaout to 45010500 kilometersdeOM Andnan
given to the creation Of a staunch, preiosl prepared. deliberate defense At Ito, 24-25 With a limited stock of PGMs and the immediate demands of forward
the same time. questions of ensuring it iisurmountabity are rtinrctly ran. combat. prinolyrf PGM #--~ would be given to the mast threatening fora tar
n ecte to prseN" a POtenia for aggressiveness inthe form at counterat- gets. Follw*-On forces targetig. directed at tonces located oven 1 000 klime.
tacks arid counterstikee.' Gregonry fvanovich Salmanov Sovelfskoye voyen- tens from the main area of hostilities as problematic and would probably lackt the
noye 151russt 28 70 ler [Soviet miltary art after 70 years). VM (February necessary quantity of dedicated IPOG Unlike the Persian Gull War future war
19688. 35 will invoilve aciv use of PGMs by both sides. PGM stocks an bath Sides will

19 "in the history of the Great Patioti War, the battle of Kursk is the classic decrease much more quicky than did coareor stacks iri me Gulf. since counter-
examrplel of the organization of a positiornal defense, deepl echelorned and PGM targetin will demand the highest piority
heavily reinforceifd With antitank and antiararaft deflenses. Despite it positonal 30 Alreaady, elements of the Soviet General Staff have taken positions Winh
nre, the Soviet forxe defense of Kursk was exceptionally, aggressive. The Bons Yeltn s government at the Russian repubic
reserves wfichi were created in advance of the operation in the armies and
frona; were strateg in nature. They added depth and Stability to the defense
whileprovidinthe polentlaltfor the counenffensive. .. Theidea of thiecounter-
offensive was at the Core of the concept of t (defensi operation.- V V. Lend.
nov. - Tnunnf prechrrerennoy oborony" (The thumf Of the, premeditarted de-
terms). VM (July, 1968). 21 During the Lake Bailal defensive operation in
Hunglary, Soviet main force units in the main defense were below 50 percent
strength. Yet personnel replacieents were direte mainly to 6th Guards Tank
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TheReceding

Military rhreat
Lieutenant Colonel William D. O'Malley, US Army

F OR the last 40 years, the NATO/Warsaw
Pact confrontation was both militari ly In strictly numerical terms,

threatening and intellectually comfortable. the disparity between NATO and the
Each change in military hardware, force struc- Warsaw Pact conventional forces in
ture or tactics could be examined against a well- the mid to late 1980s was indeed
structured and well-known environment. The dramatic....
dissolution of the Warsaw Pact, the withdrawal In 1988, NATO had roughly 23,700
of Soviet forces from Eastern -rope, and the po- tanks, of which 6,200 belonged to US
litical and military revolution in the Soviet forces. The Warsaw Pact maintained
Union have reduced the direct military threat to over 56,000 tanks, of which more
the West but increased the uncertainty. While than 41,000 were Soviet.
we recognize that the possibility of a major East-
West war-as long envisioned-seems to have
virtually vanished, as military professionals and key ground combat systems deployed throuizh-
planners we must strive to understand how mili- out the region. Furthermore, in addition to the
tary forces might operate in future conflicts forces provided by their Warsaw Pact allies, the
whose character we cannot now predict. Soviets maintained 30 maneuver divisions

When the West began its latest European of their own, with their air and sustainment
arms control efforts in the mid-1980s, its over- support forward deployed with the Soviet
riding objective was to reduce the direct threat Groups of Forces in East Germany, C:echoslo-
posed to NATO by the overwhelmingly superior vakia, Hungary and Poland.'
numbers and offensive orientation of the War- The Soviets and their former Warsaw Pact
saw Pact forces, especially in the Central Region. allies had spent decade,, and many millions ,t

In strictly numerical terms, the disparity be- dollars putting the lomistics intrastructure In
tween NATO and the Warsaw Pact conven- place. They had also torward deployed in
tional forces in the mid to late 1980s was indeed quantity key military consumables such as am-
dramatic. To underscore the scope of this dispar- munition and POL (petroleum. oils and lubri-
ity, let us focus on one key ground combat sys- cants). 4 This potent first-echelon torce in ind
tem, the tank. In 1988, NATO had roughly of itself represented a si-nificant short-warnimn
23,700 tanks, of which 6,200 belonged to US threat to NATO's Central Region. It was clear
forces. The Warsaw Pact maintained over where the Soviet military pe rceived its prmnci-
56,000 tanks, of which more chan 41,000 were pal threat lay, as better than two-thirds ot its
Soviet.1 Across the board during this period, the overall conventional military power was
Soviets and their Warsaw Pact allies maintained deployed west of Urals in the EuropeMan portion
a better than 2-1 advantage in the numbers of of the Soviet Union.
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nounced in a UN declaration a unilateral Soviet
After more than two years of torce reduction package.> There was also ,, 1e

intense negotiations, members of the a restructuring of Soviet forces to give re i
Warsaw Pact and NATO signed the CFE more defensive character.9

Treaty, which would significantly re- All of these events, especially the Soviets' uni-
duce the numbers of key conventional lateral force reduction that implied acknowled -
combat systems statiohed in Europe. ment of their European-based conventional

Although it was signed ... force superiority, gave reason for new optimism
by represent-atives of all parties to in the West and opened the door for further

the two alliances, it has yet to become European arms control agre ements.
binding, pending ratification by

all states. Conventional Fo'"es Arms Control
After more than two years of intense negoti-

The Change Begins -tions, members of the Warsaw Pact and NATO
By 1987, growing political pressure 1-d to signed the Conventional Forces in Europe

change in the strident political content of th1. (CFE) Treaty, which would significantly reduce
Warsaw Pact's military doctrine.5 Observable the numbers of key conventional combat sys-
change began modestly wi'. ri-e ML- 1987 dec- tems stationed in Europe. Although it was
laration of the Political Consultative Commit- signed in Paris on 19 November 1990 by repre-
tee, stating that the pact's "...military d,,:- sentatives of all parties to the two alliances, it has
trine...is strictly defensive and proceeds from the yet to become binding, pending ratification by
fact that the appli-ation of milits: y means to re- all states. 10
solve any dspute is inadmissibi, under current If the CFE Treaty is ratified, it will limit the

conditions."6 Statements in July 1987 byGener- overall numbers of treaty-limited equipment
al D. T Yazov, the Soviet minister of defense, (TLE) that can be maintained in the "Atlantic
went a little further by defining the Soviet to the Urals" (ATTU) treaty area. 1 This. of
I Inion's military doctrine as: "... a system of ba- course, will require a reduction in the numbers
sic views on the Prevention of War, on military or- of Soviet combat formations within the treaty
ganizational development, the preparation of area. 12 Moreover, when taken in concert with
the country and its armed forces for repelling ag- the subregional limits that preclude force con-
gression, and methods of conducting warfare in centrations, these limits will generally dictate
defense of socialism." 7  where their residual conventional ground and

At the time, these and similar statements did air forces can be deployed. 3

not yet appear to be backed up by concrete Although the treaty would significantly affect
changes in the structure and disposition of So- the numbers of Soviet army and air force equip-
vier or Warsaw Pact forces that would indicate ment and units deployed within both the
they were becoming any more defensive in char- ATTU and the Eastern Europe subzone, the
acter than before. Before long, however, and de- CFE Treaty alone would not have ended the So-
spite evident military reluctance, the Soviet po- viet Union's Eastern Europe presence. Under
litical leadership pressed ahead. First, it the treaty's provisions, the Soviets would still be
negotiated a bilateral (US-Soviet) agreement able to maintain their bridge into Central Eu-
on the Intermediate-range Nuclear Forces rope and control of and access to the forward-
(INF) Treaty, which eliminated a whole class of deployed stocks and facilities in rhe sustainment
theater nuclear systems. Second, it agreed to base. It would, however, have radically changed
push ahead on negotiations of a Europe-wide the pattern and density of that force deploy-
conventional forces arm, -ontrol agreement. ment, eliminating the ability of these East Euro-
Third, in December 1988, Gorbachev an- pe-based forces to conduct independent, short-
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I.4

The Soviet General Staff, in anticipation of a CFE agreement,
sought to... maintain the conventional combat systems necessary to temper
the treaty's impact on their overall wartime force generation capability ... bymoving combat equipment out of the treaty area. in doing so, they have shifted
the center of gravity of theirconventional forces east of the Urals, where more

than two-thirds of their conventional combat systems are now deployed.

warning offensive operations and limiting the Soviets in the region just three years ago. In fact,
role of that composite force--unreinforced-to the Soviet General Staff, in anticipation of a
defensive and LOC (lines of communication) CFE agreement, sought to shelter large quanti-
security operations during the initial phase of ties of their conventional forces from destruction
any conflict.14 under the provisions of the agreement. 15 The

If the CFE Treaty is finally ratified, established Soviets began to build down their Europe-based
TLE constraints will require the Soviets to re- conventional force structure as early as 1988.
duce their 1988 holdings in the ATTU by about Their intention was to ensure that they could
50 percent, which would mean a Soviet ground maintain the conventional combat systems nec-
force structure of about 60 to 65 maneuver divi- essary to temper the treaty's impact on their
sions. Furthermore, in order to field even this overall wartime force generation capability, in
number of divisions, the Soviets have had to re- this case by moving combat equipment out of
duce the numbers of treaty-limited combat sys- the treaty area. In doing so, they have shifted the
tems with each of the formation types, decreas- center of gravity of their conventional forces east
ing their combat capability. This will represent of the Urals, where more than two-thirds of
a force of less than 50 percent of that held by the their conventional combat systems are now
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The Importance of Eastern Europe
Clearly, it is the loss of Clearly the CFE Treaty alone is not affecting

[the Soviet military's] bridge into the builddown in Soviet military capability'. Nor
Central Europe and its operational is it really the factor most dramatically influenc-
and sustainment base-more than ing the changes we have seen in the threat posed

the loss of their former allies' force to NATO. Soviet operational planning for war
contribution-that has effectively in Europe had been heavily dependent on the

forced the General Staff planners to forward deployment of large quantities of critical
toss oit, rather than retool, their consumables and other stocks.

contingency war plans for the Along with their forces forward deployed in
Western Theater. Eastern Europe, the Soviet General Staff had put

much time, effort and money-along with for-
mer Warsaw Pact allies-into the development

deployed. The Soviet General Staff has, through of the infrastructure necessary to support the
this mass movement eastward of equipment into pre-positioning of large stocks of ammunition,
the newly evolving strategic reserve, significant- fuel and other critical supplies necessary to sup-
ly reduced the overall effect of the treaty on port combat operations in Central Europe. Over
their future conventional force potential. But the last two decades, the Soviet military has sub-
at the moment, that large stock of combat equip- stantially increased the numbers of depots and
ment remains only a potential. Even if the So- the quantities of military supplies within the
viets were able to actualize the combat capability Western Theater's logistics infrastructure. West-
of these assets, would they-over time-be able em intelligence assessments placed the quanti-
to circumvent the arms control constraints and ties of forward-deployed ammunition at an esti-
reestablish the military position vis-A-vis mated 3 million metric tons and POL at 9
NATO that they held just three years ago? million.16 About 45 percent of that total was
And at what cost? stocked in Eastern Europe.' 7 These theater

The key to Westerin TVD
operational planning had Finland

been a pre-positioned Swedeno Leningrad
sustainment base

Estimated total Volga-Ural
P0L & Ammunition Baltic Sea
9 million metric tons

~Kahningrad

ML East Poland

6 million metric tons North Caucasus

Ammunition usiaH Ro

lavia Black Sea Transcaucasus

Distribution pattern Bulgaria
represented by shading
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A POL storage facility in the former __,,
,East.emanst a tecirca 1983.

[Pre-positioning played] a critical role in the movement of combat
forces from within the Soviet Union to their staging areas in Eastern Europe.

Without [it), logistic stocks and other combat support assets and facilities...
would have to be deployed forward from the Soviet Union and compete with the

forward-deploying combat forces for access to railroads, which will carry
an estimated 75 percent of all military traffic to the fronts, during the important

buildup and initial combat phases of any European conflict.

stocks albeit at a much reduced level. 75 percent of all military traffic to the fronts,
Through this pre-positioning, the Soviets during the important buildup and initial com-

had relieved the rail network of a tremendous bat phases of any European conflict.
burden. This would play a critical role in the
movement of combat forces from within the So- Impact of the 1989 Revolutions
viet Union to their staging areas in Eastern Eu- The speed of the revolutions in Eastern Eu-
rope. Without the pre-positioning, these logis- rope and the unwillingness of the Soviet Union
tic stocks and other combat support assets and to intervene took everyone by surprise, In June
facilities, so vital to the support and sustainment 1989, Solidarity handily won its first election in
of combat operations, would have to be deployed Poland, in November the Berlin Wall came
forward from the Soviet Union and compete down and by the end of the year, all of Eastern
with the forward-deploying combat forces for Europe's communist dictatorships had ifallen.
access to railroads, which will carry an estimated These events effectively overturned the post-
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WAKE OF REVOLUTION

KaliningradOblast
eray Lithuania Europe's Changing Military Geography

Czechoslovakia stia
HungayP oln

Romania

Bulgaria Mold

Georgian SSR

Armenian SSR
Azerbaijan SSR"

II Former Warsaw Pact allies E] Possibly next to go indepenaent

dzhik SSR U Newly independent Likely to remain in new union

World War 11 security order and operational
structure the Soviets had so assiduously con- Although the Soviet Union
structed around the Warsaw Pact Treaty Organi- or its successor state(s) will poten-
zation. It became clear early on that the days of tially retain the largest single military
both the Warsaw Pact and Soviet presence in force in Europe, the ... key
Eastern Europe were numbered. components of its direct military

In April 1991, the Warsaw Pact militarv a[- threat to Western Europe, have been
liance was officially disbanded and with it any significantly reduced. In fact.., the
pretense of a continued adherence to its coali- Soviet General Staff for the first time
tion warfare concepts was terminated. The So- finds its active force structure in
viets completed the withdrawal of their forces Europe conventionally inferior to or, at
from Czechoslovakia and Hungary by June best, at parity with its longstanding
1991, negotiated the withdrawal of Soviet forces adversary NATO in peacetime.
from Germany and are in the process of negotiat-
ing a withdrawal agreement with Poland. - | It is adapt its military doctrine and strategy to this
the loss of this bridge into Central Europe and its new and uncertain security environment. Be-
operational and sustainment base-more than sides the withdrawal of forces, the Soviets must
the loss of their former allies' force contribu- also move the principal components of the
tion-that has effectively forced the General operational command, control and commu-
Staff planners to toss out, rather than retool, nications (C3) and support/sustainment in-
their contingency war plans for the Western frastructure and put them in place-at a tre-
Theater.22 Additionally, the General Staff is mendous cost in manpower and rubles-in their
undoubtedly reassessing the Soviet Union's new first echelon based in the Soviet Union, in
evolving security concerns and struggling to the pattern and density necessary for effective
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iion of the nation it must now serve.
Pressures for major military The Soviet Domestic Environment. The

reform, directed not only at the armed dramatic developments outlined here have
forces, per se, but also at the overall overturned the basic assumptions that have -,

national security apparatus ... long served as the foundation for Soviet military
have grown. The "liberals" are planning in Europe. The Soviet General Staff

forcing an opening up of this process, has thus had to adapt to a transformed strategic
displacing the military's long-held environment. Planners have sought to address

uncontested control and demilitarizing the long-term uncertainties they face through a
the economy, reducing the amount of series of interim measures, designed to ensure the

rubles, manpower and production basic defense of the state and to provide some
capacity controlled by the sense of institutional stability within the miili-

defense sector. tary. The approach has entailed making refine-
ments to existing operational plans and plan-
ning parameters, rather than making maJor

conduct of operations, even defensive.23  changes to the system, until this transitory phase
Effects on the Military Environment. passes and a more precise picture of the world

Within this new environment, we have seen a and, in turn, Soviet national security concerns
quick and dramatic change in the region's bal- emerge. 26

ance of military power and an ongoing disen- In their attempts to hedge against an uncer-
gagement of opposition forces along and near the tain future, however, the Soviet military leaders
long-contested Inter-German border (IGB). have been severely constrained in pursuing their
With the complete withdrawal of Soviet forces desired ends by political developments at home.
from Eastern Europe, "he "entire military geogra- Pressures for major military reform, directed not
phy of Europe is changing."24 Moreover, the So- only at the armed forces, per se, but also at the
viets have not only lost their presence in Eastern overall national security apparatus and its deci-
Europe, but also their assured access. 25 Al- sion-making and budgetary processes, have
though the Soviet Union or its successor state(s) grown. The "liberals" are forcing an opening up
will potentially retain the largest single military of this process, displacing the military's long-
force in Europe, the overwhelming size, offensive held uncontested control and demilitarizing the
capability, forward-deployed position and op- economy, reducing the amount of rubles, man-
erational buffer and capacity for surprise attack, power and production capacity controlled by the
which were all key components of its direct mili- defense sector.
tary threat to Western Europe, have been signifi- Following the 19 August 1991 coup attempt,
cantly reduced. In fact, the tables are now turned the new and more reform-minded military lead-
and the Soviet General Staff for the first time ership finds its political position eroded even fur-
finds its active force structure in Europe conven- ther and the pressures for radical change even
tionally inferior to or, at best, at parity with its more pronounced. Moreover, the union contin-
longstanding adversary NATO in peacetime. ues to fracture and the weight and influence of
And the General Staff must now focus its efforts the republics continue to grow. The ultimate
on developing plans and force deployment pat- shape of any new "union" is uncertain, as is the
terns and retailoring its combat formations to willingness of its component parts to contribute
support defensive and possibly counteroffen- to collective defense. Under these circum-
sive operations from within Soviet territory, stances, it seems increasingly implausible that
But compounding these difficult planning prob- any central government will have the abilitv to
lems for the General Staff are the unresolved maintain for long an armed force of the size ad
questions about its identity and the composi- character that the Soviet Union fielded even at
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WAKE OF REVOLUTION

the beginning of 1991, after two years of reduc-
tions had already occurred. Although both the It seems increasingly
Ministry of Defense and the General Staff will implausible that any central govern-
likely have some direct input, the decisions that ment will have the ability to maintain
will determine a mutual defense structure and, in for long an armed force of the size and
turn, the future organization, structure and size character that the Soviet Union fielded
of a new union's post-Cold War armed forces ap- even at the beginning of 1991, after
pear now to be in the hands of those negotiating two years ofreductions had already
a new "all-union" treaty. The outcome remains occurred. Although both the Ministry
highly uncertain, to say the least, as even the of Defense and the General Staff will
shape, powers and geography of any new union likelyhave some direct Input, the
are still far from evident. So, too, is the nature decisions ... appear now to be in the
of any new security arrangements that may hands of those negotiating a new
emerge. "all-union" treaty.
Some Final Thoughts

Unquestionably, the great European war sce- tant, we must recognize that the Soviet Union,
narios involving a NATO/Warsaw Pact con- along with its military establishment, is at a po-
frontation, played out in agonizing detail in nu- litical watershed as well, and that the process of
merous books and war games and which for so change is far from complete. Undoubtedly, a
long provided the focus for US and NATO con- very different and clearly defined armed force
tingency planning, weapons development and will emerge from all of this. How it evolves will
acquisition, and force design, are a thing of the be cntical to any future assessment of its roles,
past.27  missions and capability. Like Soviet planners

That is not to say that during this period of themselves, we cannot know the exact shape of
conventional force retreat and declining combat the future. Hence, we should not plan now for
capability, we should reduce or eliminate our a single view of that future, but we must keep in
monitoring of the "Soviet" strategic and con- place an apparatus that continuously examines
ventional forces. Rather, we must acknowledge the military situation and how best to use our
the gravity of the changes in the security envi- limited forces and resources to meet any military
ronment that have occurred. Even more impor- needs. MR

NOTES
1. These comments are denved from the text of the Secretary of Defense 3. This logis port infrastructure incuded hospitals. maintenance tacl-

Richard B. Cheney's testmony on the Treaty on C Armed Forces ties, storage depots, a transportation newo1, cinstuuction assets (sup:ies and
in Europe before the Senate Forein e Commitee on 16 July 1991. equWpment) necessary for the ukeep. repair. and peacetime and wartime oper-

2. There were 19 divisions in East Germany (Western Group of Forces- ation of fines of commurcatons.
WGF, formerly GSFG-Group of Soviet Forces, Germany), 5 divisions in 4. Western estimates suggest that 60 to 90 days of ammunition ard petro-
Czecdiolovalua (Central Group of Force*-CGF), 4 divisions in Hungary leum. oils and lubncants were stodpled in fixed storage facilities n the Western
(Southern Group of Foes-SGF), and 2 divisions in Poland (Nothern TVD to support Soviet and Warsaw Pad (WP) comaat operations against NATO
Group of Forces-NGF). in the Central Region. Sowetaryq Power (SMP) (Washington. DC. US Gov-

Lieutenant Colonel William D. O'Malley is assigned to the Office of the Deputy
Chief of Staff for Analysis, US Army Training and Doctrine Command, Fort Mon-
roe, Virginia, and is currently serving as a research associate with the RAND Arroyo
Center, Santa Monica, California. He receiveda B.A. from California State Uneer-
sity-Fullerton, an M.B.A. from the Universiry of Utah and an M.A. from the Uni-
versity of Southern California. He is a graduate of the Defense Language Institute,
the US Armnv Russian Institute, the US Army Command and General Staff College
and the US Army War College. He has served in a variety of command and staff posi-
tions, including tactical assignments in air defense and inteligence assignments at na-
tonal and theater levels as a SovierEast European foreign area officer.
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eminent Printing Office [GPOI, 1987). 101; SMP (1990), 95. 11. Under the provisions of the CFE Treaty. tme Soviets will be DermeO to
5. This pressure was being directly applied by Mikhail Gorbachev. who had retain. in the treaty area, a maximum of 13.150 tanKs. 20.000 armored combat

been since he assumed power. trying to remove or deemprasize those miltary vehices 13.175 artillery pieces. 1.500 attack helicooters and 5.150 comoat air-
issues and devekopments that fostered Western threat perceptions and anxiety craft. Moiseyev, 6. as reported in USSR Report. Arms Control aria D0sama-
in an effort to demilitarize the polibla-deoological compettion with the West. merit, FBIS-SOV-91-067, 8 April 1991. 1-4
Furthenrore. with peresan u*a [restructuring) came an opening at the national 12. These treaty ceilings will go a long way toward reversing the tremendous
secuity prc PaOCs and, for the first time, the fostering by the political leadership conventional force disparry that the Soviets aria their former WP allies had long
Ot alternative civilian" s -bot inside and outside the governmental enoyed over NATO in Europe, by establishing panty between me two alliances.
strctulre-of information and analysis to those of the Ministry of Defense. Although the WP no longer exists as a military ailianoe, the established ceilings
Many. i not most of these evolving national security 'experts- presented views will sti effectively force the Soviets to remove or destroy large numners o, these
and analysis that were much more liberar' and reform-minded than that of the combat systems to meet the established ceiling of 13.150. The 1989 Soviet total
ministry of around 41.000 was by itself almost twice mhe NATO total of rougny 23.500

6. The full text of the declaration was camed in Pravda 30 May 1987. tanks.
7. Pravd (27 July 1987); larshal D. T. Yazov, Na StrazMir i Sosialtizma 13. The CFE Treaty area has been dirced into tour subzones. wrth subel-

[On Guard for Peace and Socialism], (Moscow: Voyeniat. 1987), 23. The ings for the amoum of treaty-limited equipment (TLE) that can be maintained
qu le was found in Jacob W. lpp's, "Soviet Military Doctrine in the Post-Cold in each. In this way, the treaty has effected an overall converioa force reduc-
War Era2"AMsary Review(December 1990):4 and 5. This article does an excel- bon and also recludes force concentration
lent job of pl;aigall of tese military changes in the context of the domestic and 14. Kipp, 8.
international political environment that has been their eediwg ground. As Mi- 15. During the two years preceding the final signature of the CFE Treaty, the
chael McaGwire points out in Peuestrayla and Soviet National Secunty (Wash- Soviet General Staff aggressively pursued a program amed at reducing as -de-
ington. DC: The Brookings Institution, 1991), 364-68, a focus on war prevention struction liability" and sheltenng large quantities Of TLE from fte treaty con-
versus the inevitability of conflict means a Massive change for the Soviet military straints by moving more than 50.000 (estimates range as high as 70.000) tems
planner in the way things are done in general and speofically how future force of TLE east of the Urals. out Of the treaty area
requirements will be determined: 16. SMP 101.

'For forty years military doctilne and science had been primanly concerneo 17 For example, in discussing the problems associateid with withdrawal of
with the worst-case contingency of world war, and the Soviet Union had struc- their forces from Eastern Europe. the Soiets acknowledge that about 2.5 million
tured and postured its fores to fight such a war. Henceforth the military must metrc orts ot ammuneon were stockpiled in eastern Germany alone. Draft of
Plan on the assumion that world war could be averted and Prepare instead artcle by Kerry L Hines, -Eastern Europe and Soviet Secunty Challenges.
for lesser contingencies .... scheduled to be published in Defence Analysis Special Edition (Fail 1991).

8. In his UN Speech. Gorbachev announced that them would be a reduction 18. The Soviets have aciowledged that thew iscs stocks in eastern Ger-
over the next two years in several categores of Soviet irruiiary equipment and many. Poland. Hungary arid Czechoslovakia alone were sufficient to support
in loalo Soviet ated fes, incding the withdrawal of six tank divisions and operations up to 40 days. SP 1990. (Washington. DC: GPO, 1990). 95.
5.000 taksf from Eastern Europe. Overall cuts in the Soviet arned forces would 19. These included t storage of bridging repair and replacenwt stocks at
include 500.000 troops, 10,000 tanks, 8,500 artillery systems and 820 aircraft key crossing points. stocks of rats, ties and other stoas necessary to rpW and
from the European part of the Soviet Union. He further declared the intention replace key rail lines. tactical pipeline and constiucion supplies an equpment.
to change the structure of Soviet maneuver divisions so that 0t would be unarn- 20. For an excelnt discussion of the soope and dept of this inirasaxcture.
biguously deat they were defensive. Krasnaya zvezdIS December 1988). see Hines, 23-24.

9. Further Clarification by the General Staff indicated that the offensive char- 21. In February and March 1990. the Soviets signed bilateral agreements
acter of tfse divisons was being reduced by decreasing their tart density- with Czechoslovakia and Hungay for the wito-awal of the troops from these
ta* divisions by 20 percent and motonzed rfle divisions by40perceri In order countries by July 1991. As part of the two-plus-four agreement which sold-
to do this, the basic maieuver division was altered from its traditonal trangular fled the reunification of Germany. the Soviets agreed to withdraw their foces
structure (three regiments to one) by replacing one of the tat regiments in both from eastern Germany by the end of 1994. Indications ame that this withdrawal
the tank and molorzed r fle divisions with an IFV-equipped motorized rifle regi. from Germany is proceeding on schedule. Negotations ae still under way with
ment. The resut was tha the tart dision then had a balance of two tank regi- the Poles to establish a time schedule for the removal of Soviet forces from Po-
rnert arid two BMP-eqwppod motorized rifle regiments, and the motorized nifle land. Kipp, 8.
divisi onhad four motorized rifle regiments. With the reptacement of the fanks 22. In order to update their longstanding operational orders for the Western
by newer variants of the BMP infantry figh vehicle and a couple of other Theater, as a mnmum, Soviet forces would have to conduct a new two-phase
equipimient upgrades, the resulting diisions were a better combined arms mix. military operation into Poland to reestablish their bridge into Western Europe.
had lost little of their overall combat power anid were well desKjned for either de- Critical to the timing involved and the allocation of forces for the successful con-
fensi'e or offensive operations on the anticipated high-tech Central European duct of this initial p hase of any operation against NATO would be the rote Played
batlefld. At the time. it was anticipated that all of the Soviets' East Europe- by any remaining East European allies. However. even under the best of or-
based forces and some Of those in the western Soviet Union would convert to cumsatnces. with the Poles inviting them in. t would stifl take them about a
this "Division 89" structure: however, the world changed once again before they month to concentrate and secure the transportation assets and lines ot commu-
restuctured more than a n dvsions in Eastern Europe. and this struc- nication (LOCs). move in the combat and combat suppor units, reestablish the
tural concept has not survived the next series of shocs. as they are reverting forward-eployed C

3 
facilities and strategic air defense network, and out in

back to variants of the traditional division structure. place the staclS and logistics infrastructure necessary to support an sustain
10. It is qite likely that the West has dropped all of ts opposition to the Con. any large-scale combat operaoins against NATO. If the Poles resist in any way.

ventional Forces in Europe (CFE) Treaty's ratificalton. But for members of the the time. manpower and assets required for both the occupation and consolda-
Soviet caneal government, especially the military leadership, they have to see tiorVreestalaishment phases of this operation would incrase proportonately.
te treaty as being even less favorable and of less utility to them today than t Wh the loss of their forward -deployed infrastructure, assured access to Polish
was six months ago. For one thing, because of the accelerated changes occur- facilities and support by Polish militaW and civilian manpoweir arid equipment
ring in Europe. we are becoming ever more removed from the European political in securing, operating and maintaining key LOCs and facilities, me Soviets
and secunty environment that served as a basis for our negotiations. Additional- would have to structure their forces and plan their operations very differently.
ly, n its current form, the trealy, which was negotiated on a bloc-to-bloc basis. 23. General V. N. Lobov in his article. -Ways to Realize the Conceo of Defen-
does not establish conventional fore party in Europe for fte Soviet Union, since sve Sufficiency." Voyennaya A" (March 19911: 14-15. underscored the fact
the WP Treaty Organization has been disbanded. This point was argued by that ".. faoliies in that amount (present in Eastern Europe are] nonexistent on
Gen"al V. N. Lobov in his February 1991 article, "Ways of Realizing the Con- the European part of the USSR."
cept of Sufficiency for Defense." in Vovenray 4s/ [(ita4 y Thoughn. 3: "In 24. John J. Yurecdho. -New Soviet Thinking on Unwinnable Wars Mob0iza-
such a situation (a breakup of the Warsaw Pact) the Soviet Union will have to tion and Military Doctrine." in Eunoean Security Policy After tle Revokutions of
count only on its own forces to ensure security." In April 1991. General M. A. 1989. ed, Jeffrey Simon, (Washington. DC: The National Defense Universty
Morseyev Chief of the Soviet General Staff, argued that following reductions the Press. 1991). 62.
Correlation in ground-bas9d systems (tarks, artillery and armored combat ve- 25. For further discussion of the planning implications of this cnaning envi-
hide) between the Soviet Union and NATO will be roughly 1.5-1 in NATO's ha. ronment, see Paul K. Davis, Panning for Long-feri Security in Cenrwar Europe
vor and approximately 1.3-I in airboarne systems (combat aircraft and attack he. Impcaions of the New Strategic EnvironmeiTt. RAND Report R-397,-USDP
Icomprs). See "Problems of Security: A Considered Approach is Needed,, 26. Yurecko, 58.
Zvesbya (6 April 1991). 6. Second. with the establishment of the indepenaet 27. Ibid.. 55

Baic states and the growing pressure for further independence by the remain-
ing republis of the union, fe Principal WP signatory of the treaty is no Onger
the nation it once was and it future remans unclear. Therefore. there should
be some doubt over whether the treaty will be ratified by the Soviets and even
i if was. the question would remain over how bindirg the treaty would be on
newly vidependent states emerging from further breakup of the empire. Despite
the growing number of national security questions and other concerns that ap-
per to surround this treaty and call for renegotiation, as a minimum. Soviet ratifi-
cation wil most likely proceed and be determined by political and economic im-
peaivest.
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AUGUST a cisis in the B ad a revo- Yugoslavia (SFRY), create a sea of refugees with-
a upheaval in part of Europe- in and outside Yugoslavia and resurrect a climate

-hese words raise the hair on the hack of the of communal violence and fear that could go un-
sc. Jst abit less than 80 years ago, Europe in- checked for decades. The international commu-

auguedthis century of total war, thanks to the nity at the onset of the Yugoslav crisis spoke with
imbihitolts fmarchs, statesmen and generals one voice about the need to maintain the terni-

to deal with a Balkan crisis, the latest manifeita- torial integrity of the SFRY. But, two months
tn ofwhat diplomats then called the "accursed

Eutem Question. In the wake of that failure of [An] intemal crisi in
-, sarea millionman armies marched into
.: , de from one end of tie Continent t the oth-'xok~ iig back on the long interal of peace I [event t t l I about a

that Europe has enjoyed since the end ofWorldI
War I, the present crisis confirms the reality of Itution i froea i ty
aprotiound shift in the European security system tlat the one of suc a ,Iu ...
and raises the question of whether the emerging ha not set off asysteiii s in
secuity system in Europe will be able to deal Iwith new B3alkan crises. Erp.A h aetmeitn

. r several decades, while the military might i Eu r n i
andocrisisresolutio S .. hv oof two ideolgically hostile blocs stood poised for I

acinin Central Europe, a hypothetical inter-
na risis in Yugoslavia was often seen as an ele-

aent in a scenario for bringing about a NATO- into a bloody conflict, some began to fear that
Warsaw Pact military confrontation. It is Yugoslavia had become a "Humpty-Dumpty"
smVpomatic of the new situation in European that all the ECs horses and men could not put
security that the onset of such a blowup, pitting together again.
ethnic groups against one another and the Yu- New security problems connected with ethnic
goslav People's Army (YPA), has not set off a sys- tensions, economic disorders and the collapse of
temic crisis in Europe. At the same time, exist- older sociopolitical institutions have not, in this
ing European institutions for intervention and case, proved easy to resolve. For four decades,
crisis resolution, such as the European Commu- thanks to the bloc stability of the Cold War, Eu-
nity (EC) and the Conference on Security and rope has not been forced to face so serious a
Cooperation in Europe (CSCE), have not been threat of ethnic violence challenging existing
able to check the ethnic violence that threatens borders and usurping an existing state's monopo-
to dismember the Socialist Federal Republic of ly on violence within its borders.
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An M-980 of the Serbian-dominated Yugoslav army
passes a Croatian police armored car during ethnic
unrest in Pakrac, Croatia, 3 Marh 1991

.1 in

6 . .. . O.

em it ull force in cen and eastern lynowedinthe sprngofI1991,until thepros-Europe. Yugoslavia is the fir s a test of the post- pects of civil war and d esoluton of the SFRY
Cold War securityso.er in.Eu e At the core outweighed the liklihood of onstitutoa l

of the current crisis is the fate of the YPA. Its sur- transforniation into a conifederative state. This
vival or transformtion nto a Serbian national prpc rase the risk of a "Balkan Lebnon."3upn dlarge measure, detemine the fte f of

ugsaiand provide a solid indication of the Background of the
viabilit of e's t- ld War seit s- Current Civil Warte. What makes this situation fst disturbing Until the Slovenian and Croatian decslar-
s that, according to some analysts, the Yugoslav fons of independence in June 1991the YPA

crisis is not an anomaly but the manifestation of ewas the last functioning federal institution of
a specific stage in post-Cold War eaten Europe Marshal reto' state, and was itself in deep crisis.
and a potential scenario for future developments The Yugoslav League of Communists has disin-
on a grander scale in the Soviet Unionf There- tegrated as a ruling party. Successor elements
cent, mutual recognition of each other's inde- hold power in some of the republics, most nota-
pedentce by the republics of Lithuania and bly President Sobodan Milosevic's socialists in
Croatia make such linkage explicit. Serbia. But there is no Yugoslav party that

Moreover, the Yugoslav case, like that of the bridges the cleavages of ethnic politics. The col-
Soviet Union, carries with it a host of intema- lecrivepresidency,which assumeddefacoandde
tional ramificatiom relating to disputed territo- ure executive authority ater Tito's death, has
ties and the status of ethnic minorities (Kosovo, been unable to act because of divisions n its
Macedonia and Vojvodina being the most ranks, reflecting the tensions amongnYugoslavia's
prominent). The number of scenarios for a six republics and two provinces.
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sions and international complications, has
moved toward independence, with talk of a Bal-
kan federation and a"union of sovereign states."'5

Elements of the old League of Communists in
Serbia (renamed the Socialist Party of Serbia)
promoting Serbian nationalism have remained

* * in control but were, until the outbreak of fight-
ing, challenged by a Serbian opposition for more
democratic reforms. Milosevic has spent the last
several years promoting a program of Greater
Serbia at the expense of any compromise in sup-
port of the federation. He rode to power as a de-
fender of Serbian minority interests in Kosovo
against the claims of its Albanian majority for
self-rule and has brought the provinces of Koso-
vo and Vojvodina directly rider Serbian con-
trot In Kosovo, where 90 c ofthe popula-do •tn is A fin this mant impoi-e fim

Belgrade by force of arms.6 7lThe deteriorating
economic situation in Serbia itself, dnbned
with efforts to limit democracy there, finally re-

*suited in confrontations between Milevic and
* 0 the opposition in Serbia in March 1991,eading

to mass protests over contr of the Se anme-
dia and federal military deployments to Belgrade.

The present crisis is more than just a reasser-
tion of old ethnic conflicts The regionalization
of economic decision making in the 1980s un-
dercut any prospect of federal leadership. Milo-
sevic refused to support federal economic re-
forms unless his claims in Kosovo were
recognized. At this juncture, as Robin Reming-
ton has pointed out, 'fhe road to Yugoslav mar-
ket socialism had detoured down the ally of na-

The northern republics of Slovenia and Croa- tional and ethnic strifeO
tia are set-upon defact0 independence, while Ser- Yugoslavia entered a deep economic crisis.
bia, along with Montenegro, is committed to the Over the past several years the country has expe-
existing federal systems, which the Slovenes and rienced a declining GNP (gross national prod-
Croats believe has been a disguised"Greater Ser- uct) and runaway inflation that reached the in-
bia." Bomia-Herzegovina, a microcosm of the credible rate of 2,000 percent in 1990. Despite
ethnic diversity that is Yugoslavia, favors a new the best efforts of Prime Minister Ante Markov-
federalism, a moderate position between the two ic's government, it has shown no signs of abating.
extremes. In the wake ofthe outbreak offighting, His administration did manage to bring inflation
its leadership has called for the intemationali- temporarily under control and carried out cur-
zation of the crisis and expressed fear of "far- rency reform. The federal government's program
reaching interethnic conflict" within its own collapsed, however, as the economy continued
borders." Macedonia, with its own ethnic ten- to deteriorate in the face of growing civil unrest.
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The Yugoslav socialist-market economy faced a
rising tide of closed firms and increasing unern-
ployment.

The tourist in&rtry, which has earned Yugos-
lavia about $2.5 billion annually, has been
brought to a halt by the fighting. By late March
1991 the federal Social Accounting Service re-
ported that 7,293 firms, or 23 percent ofal those
in Yugoslvia, were insolvent in late February.
With a current unemployment rate of 20 percent
and the prospects of another 1.5 million workers
losing their jobs by the end of the year, Yugoslav-
ia faces econormic collapse.8 There exists a recip-
rocaltrelationship between the economic crisis
and eddc teivns. Croatia paramiltr

This dire eoomlicsituation makes the rpay- i-,ain
menio(t oshiA$18bflfbonfreigndebtvery tr 4O W1~fi

"di~, i& A breiiup i5f the feeration would Aff~rv~~Wrk
crat sno jrcblns&fifieign creditors, whio rdse 28 Jun 1.

#o~~ul ~ U U~~fitD ooect:from the succes-
9sm& 1&ovmi the division between the

(Sosperous o ihe north (Slove-
&~rC~O~'"I* h &an south, led by

S .r&1 e ethri unrest. Croats and
e.ac the arrnt federal syem of

bled ,&ir republics to support development
in he moe backwad egions, especially for the I
berit oSerbian intersts.9  -- -

Thsspiring, as Slovenia and Croatia moved **
cdei h idcler to declaring their formal inde-
perkndeefrm Y lavia and circumrscribin
the p 'o fede w and institutions within
their borders thn si teons roe betweenthe
Croan majority of 4 million and the Serbian
minority of600,000. Serbian enclaves took steps
to leave Crotia, once that republic declared its
independence, setting in motion confrontations
between local Serbs and Croats and pitting Ser- in the latest round, the intention of the Croa-
bian irregulars against Croatian police and police tian Republican government to hold a plebiscite
reerves, who were viewed with distrust by the on secession from the existing federation set in
Serbs as the embryo ofa Croatian national army. motion the efforts of the Serbian majority in
For the last several years, and with greater inten- Krajina in western Croatia to hold their own
sity since last August when Croatian nationalists vote for secession from Croatia. As part of that
won local elections, Yugoslavia has moved ever campaign, armed Serbs have sought to isolate
deeper into a political crisis fanned by ethnic un- Croat villages in the region, leading to the de-
rest and communal violence, punctuated by ployment of Croatian paramilitary forces. On 12
scandal and mutual accusations. May 1991, this ieferendum was held, with 99
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der attack by nationalists of all varieties, who
In t spriiin g of1991,Croatia insisted that Tio's postwar communist state was

and Soei pr.o.dthe creation an ethnic prison for their nationality to the
of rpli armed forces and benefit of others, and declared their open hostil-

dth r of. the YA to a ity to the existing order.
j commad i p ci whle The role of the military in a new confederative

th other republicsalled forth e order pitted Croatia and Slovenia against Serbia,
' eenio of a uniid* are. d forces Montenegro, Bosnia-Heregovina and Mace-
fo ational deens e , upprte d [, donia during discussions among experts in the

reer ad trio1 fr ce. spring of 1991. Croatia and Slovenia proposed
the creation of republican armed forces and re-
duced the role of the YPA to a joint command

percent voting to leave an independent Croatia in peacetime, while the other republics called
and join Serbia.1 0 Located several hundred for the retention of a unified armed forces for
miles from the nearest Serbian territory, Krajina national defense, supported by reserve and ter-
becme a tnderbx waiting for the match to ritorial forces.tf

kijA a c" W= Such opposition increasingly took the form of
-sarn-nm,,,Vngavewayto abloodyswnr- paramilitary groups. The YPA came under chal-

me, spe concering a military coup to lenge as the sole military instrument of state
ebiminare Ygslavia's collective state presiden- through the creation of paramilitary groups in
cy, thereby preventing the office from rotating the various republics and their subordination to
from Serb Borisav Jovic to Croat Stipe Mesic. local police. By sping 1991, Slovenia had orga-
Comnunl violen e ebbed and floed but each nized a militia ofabout 30,000 men and Croatia
crisis sawan increaed intensityma civilwar had raised a force of about 40,000 militia plus
seem more likely. The killing of 12 Croatian po- another 4,000 special forces troops to fight ter-
lice in what appeared to be a deliberate ambush rorism13 The creation of such forces represented
at Borovo Selo in the Slavonia district, which a serious challenge to the sovereignty of the
has a Serbian majofty, was -a taste of things to SFRY and the legitimacy ofthe YPA. According
come. In the wake of these events, tensions and to the YPA, such forces had targeted the YPA for
hatreds between Serbs and Croats reached a destruction as a first step in preparation for an
postwar crescendo. Croats in the largely Serbian anticipated civil war.14 Moreover, the creation
Krajina district of Croatia, Serbs in Croatia and of Croatian paramilitary forces led the Serbs in
even Yugoslav troops feared for their lives. Croatia to create their own paramilitary force.
Everywhere vigilance was the order of the day. Croatian sources initially pictured their mili-.Some Serbs in Croatia fled into the neighbor- tia as a self-defense force, designed primarily to
ing Serbian-dominated province of Vojvodina. counter the threatofSerbianterrorism. Its forces
"Chetnik" and "Ustasha," the World War II would not threaten to attack anyone beyond the
terms for Serbian and Croatian armed national- border of Croatia, but they would be sufficient to
ist bands respectively, came into open usage. 1  deter an attack and prevent any attempt by the
These very terms carry with them the horror of YPA to intimidate by force of arms the Croatian
the violence that Croats and Serbs inflicted Republic, as Soviet forces did in Vilnius in Janu-
upon each other during World War II, when ary 1991.5 Special forces loomed large in the
more than 10 percent of Yugoslavia's population missions of the Croatian forces in the face of this
waskilled. Attempts by Catholic and Orthodox threat. 6 By April 1991, however, the threathad
religious leaders and political moderates to de- escalated into low-intensity conflict within
fuse the incipient violence provided only mo- Croatia itself and the republic set about creating
mentary relief. The existing public order was un- the National Guard Corps, composed of profes-
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sional, uniformed and armed formations.17 The
appearance of such Croatian forces spawned the
creation ofSerbian paramilitary forces a Croatia
and placed the YPA in the untenable position of
trying to separate armed groups intent upon civil
war. Serbian nationalists began to speak of these
irregulars as "chemiks," the term for the Serbian
nationalist, anti-Communist movement of
World War II.

On 6 May 1991, in a further escalation of
communal violence, Croatian protesters at-
tacked navy headquarters in Split, killing a
guard, a young Macedonian conscript. Federal
Secretary of Defense General Veljko Kadijevic
warned that "Yugoslav society has already en-
tered a civil war" and the army would open fire
on any attackers. Kadijevic presented an ultima-
tum to the collective presidency: if federal and
republic officials "failed to ensure peace, [the Yu-
goslav armed forces] could efficiently do so
themselves.""8 The news of the guard's death S h a
sparked protests in Skopje demanding that Mac-
edonian soldiers serve only in their republic.

'Kalevir, known to be a tough officer loyal to
Yugoslavia, comnitted the YPA to protecting
the state and constitution from its enemies, for- s
eign and domestic. He has stated that the idea a
ofa Yugoslav state is more than two centuries old s o
and that a Yugoslav state has actually existed for
moM than 70 years. He supported the concept
of a modernized "democratic socialism, based The officer corps of the YPA is drawn predomi-
upon economic effidency, political democracy, nanty from among Serbs and Montenegrinsth ule of law, a humane and just society."19 I n atyfo amnSeladMneegis
the face ofaw, collect e resd tat ouldt 9 nt Current estimates suggest that 54.25 percent of
the face ofa olective presidency that would not the officer corps is Serbian.21 Until January
orcould not act, Kadijevichad to deal with a sit- 1991, when the YPA officially banned political
uation in which both'the constitutional order of party activities in its ranks, about 96 percent of
the state and the army itself were under attack. the officer cors were members of the League of

Communists. The regular YPA was only the
The Yugoslav People% Army tip of the Yugoslav spear.

The YPA, which General Kadijevic corn- The concept of national defense, which the
mands, is composed of about 150,000 active SFRY had put into practice to protect the state
troops and 510,000 active reservists. The mili- from foreign intervention, now made the pros-
tary, which has experienced severe cuts in fund- pect of a Yugoslav "Lebanon" all the more likely.
ing over the last decade--down from $2.9 The YPA had emerged out of ito's World War
billion in 1988 to $2.2 billio--is the chief insti- II partisan army and had incorporated the con-
tution still funded out of the Yugoslav national cept of partisan warfare into the scheme of na-
budget (50 percent of the federal budget). 20  tional defense. In the wake of Warsaw Pact in-
Conscripts are called to service for 12 months. tervention in Czechoslovakia in 1968, the
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agitation for republic status were a first indica-
tion that the TND concept could not be ad-
justed to the mounting tide of ethnic tensions.

Without the League of Communists as a rul-
ing party in all the republics, no political mecha-
nism existed to check republican ambitions to
create their own armed forces. Among the sen-
ior officers of the YPA, strong support emerged
for the League of Communists-Movement for
Yugoslavia [ILC-MY]. They sought to use LC-
MY to galvanize a transethnic Yugoslav political
movement. One of the explicit objectives of the
generals was to restore the YPAs monopoly on
the instruments of violence in the SFRY.

I oWYPA efforts to disarm the Slovenian TDF in
ie i i1990 proved unsuccessful The YPA high com-
: 98 tmand did manage to tansfer the small arms as-
emb e te csigned to Croatian TDF units to federal arsenals.

-n e eA However, the government of Croatia was able to
spurchase 20,000-30,000 small arms from exter-

a d fnal sources to equip already trained personnel.2 4
• The attempt to bring to trial the former minister

att of defense for Croatia, Colonel General Martin
. sSpegelj, for importing arms from Hungary in

preparation for an armed confrontation with the
SinYPA, collapsed in the face of mass demonstra-

tions before the court inZagreb.25 Croatian Pres-
ident Franjo Tudiman, speaking during an offi-conhep t cial visit to Budapest in April 1991, characterized

Total adonal Defnse (TND). A conscript the arms transfer as a contribution to a "demo-
military ssem, backed by territorial defense cratic solution" to the Yugoslav crisis-Z6 Croatia
forces (TF)-large reserve contingents trained and Slovenia ceased sending conscripts to YPA
and'eqf pd to carry out territorial defense- garrisons outside their republics in the spring of
would support YPA regulars in resisting external 1991, leaving the YPA with only voluntary re-
attack TDF reserves, in theory, can provide 1.5 cruits from those republics for federal duty.
million men under arms in wartime. The Yugo-
slav 1emal Staffwas expected to direct combat The Outbreak of Civil War
operations against an aggressor. The military dis- As the outbreak of fighting in Slovenia and
tricts provide army staffs and, in case of war, Croatia inJune 1991 demonstrated, in a national
would oversee mobilization of reserves. The very mobilization the active reserves and territorial
features that made such a system so credible defense forces split along ethnic lines, making
against external attack during the Cold War mobilization the spark for civil war. The Army's
contributed to the collapse of the SFRY's mon- heritage is Yugoslav, drawing upon the traditions
opoly on the instruments of violence and made of Tito's partisan movement, which denied the
civil war both more likely and more lethal.23 Ef- primacy of ethnic loyalties in fighting for a social-
forts in the early 1980s by Fleet Admiral Branko ist Yugoslavia. That very loyalty is anathema to
Mamula, as federal secretary of defense, to dis- Slovenian and Croatian national movements,
mantle TDF in Kosovo in the face of Albanian but has deep psychological roots for many of the
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In May 1991, Croatian and Slovenian nation-
Aalists responded to Kadijevic's ultimatum as a

a ithreat directed against their sovereignty and in-
* dependence, and Croatian leaders stated that

t t they considered the military "enemy number
one in Croatia." Croats in Bosnia-Herzegovinae used cars and other vehicles to block roads tote shinder tank movements. The military claimed

hegr"itage that its movements in Bosnia were "routine."
q Crowds in the Dalmatian town of Sibenik de-

moveet wmanded the resignation of army Chief of Staff
a oGeneral Adzic and chanted "we want weapons."

* f a islv In Skopje, the capital of Macedonia protesters
Sev continued to demand that lbcal recruits do their

o military service in Macedonia. By the end of the
national ms month, the collective presidency was in crisis

_ . twhen Serbia and its allies refized to accept the
- normal rotation of the officefom the Serb Boi-

m b t 'the commu- savJovic to the Croat Stipe Mesic. Although fi-
'iiviolence of the war years .General Blagoje nally resolved, this manifestation of distrust and

'bas beerequ n itarget ithe Croatian ill will was only another step toward disintegra-
-Press Mohsat-Co r e reportedly dion of the SFRY.
axl, "owbatiseve. heakrl. The On 25 June 1991, Slovenia and Croatia de-
~1d will be oz~r ziar fora.ek and then dlared their irideperidenice; two days late the

U Shu 7 ,The C e Sxbi YPA attempted a limited intervention to retake
ointeds that Adzic ii . -ued by a customs stations and the airport in Ljubljana, the

pathological hatred of Croats: "In all Croats he capital of Slovenia, but proved ineffective in the
sees bloodthirsty Ustasha members who would face of Slovene militia using partisan warfiare.
once again butcher and cremate Serbs."28 The The YPA continued to defend itself in the press
fact tharmembers ofAdzic'sfamlywere killed in against charges that it was an occupation force,
World War It by the Ustasha provides some stating that it was preserving the territorial and
foundation for his hostility towa@ Croatian na- constitutional integrity of the SFRY and had
tionalism. Indeed, 40 members of the generalls been forced to act because of "hatred, terror, ad
family were killed in January 1942 when the extremely inhumane actions" directed against it
Ustasha raided the village of Pridvoricaz 9  by the Slovenian government and forces. 3 A
However, Adzic does not picture himself as a nasty stalemate with YPA units trapped deep in
Serbian extremist but a loyal Yugoslav, trying Slovenia threatened to escalate from a battle of
to avoid the very dismemberment that set off nerves into heavy fighting. Worse still, the mo-
commfinal bloodshed a half--century ago. In a bilization and deployment of forces against Slo-
long interview with the Sarajevo newspaper venia broke the YPA. Croatian and Slovene of-
Oslobodlenje, Adzic recently stated that the ficers, soldiers and reservists refused to serve. On
YPA has the basic task of preventing wider 5July 1991, inaspeech to newly appointed com-
interethnic clashes and civil war and to create manders at the Military Academy's Center in
the time and conditions for true democratic solu- Belgrade, General Adzic declared:
dons to overcome the Yugoslav crisis. He also "rhe] YPA is in a war imposed on it by the se-
stated that he was sure that Yugoslavia would cessionists of Slovenia and Croatia, umcrupu-
continue to exist, although perhaps not with lously determined to crash the foundations of
all its peoples and with the same territory and Yugoslavia, all of the achievements of socialist
borders. development within the Yugoslav community,
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niversary of Medieval Serbia's defeat by the
-he .P1 atemd a imit e. Ottomans, Serbian leaders of Krajina an-

intervention to "-- nounced that the region would merge with the
tion I and' the.irrt Pi ula municipal community of Bosanska Krajina, in

Bosnia-Herzeoovina, to form a greater Serbian
community.35- Shortly thereafter, simmering

ineffectiveinef ae o Sl o n ,ethnic tensions inside Croatia exploded into
S.open fighting in Krajina and Slavonia, with Ser-

Worse sil, th moblization a bian irregulars gaining the upper hand.
deplomet of forces against Croatian authorities have repeatedly charged

S lovenila broke the YP Croatia that in that fighting, the YPA is aiding Serbian
an lo [ II~ officers, soldirs ad irregulars.36 By bombarding Croatian settle-

resemt refused to see.- ments with mortar fire during the night and then
attacking police stations and strongpoints, the

as well as the interests of all Yugoslav nations." Serbs were able to demoralize the Croatian civil-
Adzjc also warned officers, mostly Serbs and ian population and outmaneuver Croatian de-

Monteri not to embrace the tempting slo- fenders. On 25 July, Austrian TV reported thatgana o(AI1 Serbs nited in one state," and hetos federal forces had shelled Croatian national
sered that the only battle for the YPA is the guardsmen in Erdut on the Croatian-Serbian
battle forYugoslviaY3 Three days earlier he had border. YPA tanks were firing from the Serbian
addressed the nation and declared: side of the line.37

wThere has been betrayal in our ranks, mostly The seriousness of this situation has been re-
amgthe Slovenes. This is not asmall betrayal. flected in the Yugoslav press. On 22 July, a Bel-

?A f p h e eo grade daily declared that "Yugoslavia has for all

units. They wished for the repetition of 1941 intents and purposes already disintegrated, even
[that is, the dismemberment of the Yugoslav before all its republics make this act formal." The
state following the German invasion]." 33  paper pointed out that the "price paid for the po-

Intervention of the EC and pressure from the litical insanity" is not only reflected by the
international community after several false starts bloodshed but also in the "total collapse of the
led to a solution. On 7 July a compromise agree- Yugoslav economy." On 23 July, the daily com-
ment between the federal government and Slo- mented on the failed Yugoslav summit talks in
venia was worked out at Brioni. The agreement Ohrid, saying that because "there is no good will
left the border posts and airport in Slovenian in some [politician]... every talk ends where it
hands and called for the return of YPA units to started."' The fighting in Slovenia and Croatia
their barracks. At the same time, Slovenia has worsened a desperate economic situation.
agreed to a three-month suspension of its decla- This crisis prompted another round of EC and
ration of independence. The EC agreed to pro- CSCE attempts to end the violence and resolve
vide a small detachment of observers to monitor the Yugoslav crisis. Germany, which played a
the implementation of the agreement. After leading role in resolving the Slovenian crisis, has
a number of attempts, the Brioni Agreement led these efforts. In the fighting over redrawing
was finally implemented when the collective internal boundaries of Yugoslavia, demands for
presidency on 18 July agreed to the gradual a-greater Serbia and the support of the Milosevic
withdrawal of the YPA from Slovenia over the government in Belgrade for Serbian irregulars in
next three months.3 4  Krajina and Slavonia have made either the

maintenance of the SFRY or its transformation
The Serbian Inurrection In Croatia into a confederal state seem more remote. In the

As this element of the Yugoslav crisis was face of Serbian military successes, the Croatian
being defused, its sparks set in motion the government has been forced to compromise, of-
main conflagration. On 28 June 1991, the an- fering autonomy to its Serbian minority en-
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ClaveS.39 The ypAs open identification with the This situation has, in turn, led to an explicit
efforts of Serbian insuirgents in Croatia to seme identification of the YPA with "Serli an imperi-
teritorybhas made clear the shift in its position. alism" by somne European spokesmen."' AM
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A Fo s and the Nation/n/g /~t /
Searchin-iTr-st
i ;zechsvakia
Lietennt Clonel Timiothy L. Thomas, US Army,.1 / /.I

N The Good SoLdier Stjk, a satire of war and
military life, Czech writer Jazrslav Hasek In 1968, when 'AT frc

provided his nation a folk hero still popular i d [ehl ovakia,
.. .1i ) a.ho never professed his belief troop sv in their bit b repeatdy gettinglost onhis -clleVl vet

: vw. to f. 'fi v thereby managing to avoid l tion, a pefllitica
World Warl-. Many feel that Svejk, who served cag ocur with army
I i te Austro-Hungarian army whe there was ie no
..,no Czech national army, represented an un-
q- okn Czechnational tradition opasive resis- -. -

tance by the p6jnuation and armedforces to re- military doctrine .and strategy sufficient for the
sented authority. country's defense and requires a new positive

From 1946 until 1989, the Czech and Slovak identity and heritage for the armed forces.
Fedeiated Republic (CSFR) army endured a Three key elements are necessary for the de-
similar fate: during this period the Ceahoslovak velopment of a new military heritage, defensive

.army, as part of the Warsaw Pact WP), act d doctrine and strategy. First Czech traditions cru-
with restraint in conf ntational situations. In cial to the armed forces and the nation must be
1968, when WP forces invaded Czechoslovakia, identified and integrated into the doctrine. Sec-
Czech trops stayed in their barracks; during ond, military resources must be dearly defined
1989's so-caled Velvet Revolution, a peaceful and credibility must be regained among the pop-
iolitical change ocred without army inter- ulace. Finally, the CSFR military-technical in-
vention. •frastructure must be reformed to provide reliable

Nevertheless, there have been examples of defense for the country Successful development
Czech military prowess, such as the Czech Le- of these factors depends on a stable local and
gion in the RussianCivil Warand the Czech Bri- international environment, a condition that
gade on the Eastern Front during World War II. the CSFR cannot control, but to which it can
Thereafter, the Czech Army proved to be a loyal, contribute.
if largely untested, Soviet ally. During this peri-
od, however, Czech forces had little to do with Traditions: Necessary Base
ch sovereignty, and Cawh pride and initia- Values for the CSFR Armed Forces

tivewere stifled by Soviet dominance in the WP Some military professionals feel the public
There is no core Czech military experience perceives the army as a "failure" because it lacks

through which the population can view the a legacy of defending the countrys sovereignty
armed forces as the sole defender of the country. and its past is associated with an unpopular corn-
This exacerbates the task of creating new CSFR munist regime.2 This tends to foster self-doubt
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among professional suldiers and conscripts. To
change this perception and regain its credibility,
mhe armed forces must clary for itself and the na-
tion those national values worth defending. It
must build upon those Czech and Slovak popu-

lar traditions on which the nation was based,
both at its inception 73 years ago and after the
Velvet Revolution of 1989, and it must pursue
those traditions and values rooted in the popula- t

tion. Defining national security concepts in
terms familiar to the population will ease fears
that military reforms are aimed only at sving ca- **
rce in the ministry of defense (MoD). The mil-
itarv must also recognize positive lessons drawn
fraom its experiences with the Soviets and incor-
porate them into new defensive doctrine- and ic parliament; for example, the new oath devel-
legisaat.on. oped in 1990, which all members of the armed

The process of Soviet infiltration and reedu- forces must execute, and the Defense Act of 14ca.to n of the Cechoslovak People's Army March 1990, which notes that "soldiers in active

(CSLA) lasted 40 years. New information in- service, except soldiers summoned to military
dicates it is still too early to determine the de- exercises, have their membership and activities
ree of the armed forces' loyalties in that peri- in political parties and movements suspended."

a-d. 'When the CSLA failed to come out of the Hopefully, a military establishment responsive to
barracks in 1968, were they demonstrating the needs of the people will be created, acting as
"traditional" passivity (analogoas to the Ger- the glue to bond the military to society
man invasion of 1938 and the communist The MoD Educational and Cultural Admin-
ta-keover of 1948)? Were they reacting to the istration was created in 1990 to facilitate this
reality of being vastly outnumbered? Were process. It draws upon the civilian educational
they still infected by a degree of anti-Sovietism system for information on principles of human-
ard unwilling to support world socialism? Or. it, patriotism, democracy and scientific progress
were they responding to isolation and a lack of based on historical Czechoslovak experience
international support? and is responsible for formulating and imple-

'"he i'tervention was swift and bloodless. menting state educational and cultural policies
The Communist Party of Czechoslovakia in the army and elaborating on tradition-based
(KSC) did not call upon the CSLA to defend its education. So-called Halls of Tradition are used
sovereignty and the Warsaw Pact command did to educate military personnel.
not ask Czechoslovakso1diers to reverse the re- Much has changed in the military education
form. Pledged to allegiance to both the KSC and system itself as the CSFR military searches for
the Soviet Union, the CSLA watched the clash more cost-effective officer training. The last
bet:een them from the barracks."'3  major reorganization of the school system oc-

With a military history based on apparent curred in 1972, when many secondary schools
contradictions in their attitude toward the So- were reorganized into military academies. Ap-
vers. and with an absence of military values and proximately 85 percent of the officers graduated
traditions over 40 years of WP domination, the from these academies after four- to five-year
a rmned forces. must now forge a "new heit-age. pro--rais.5 Officers also h.dt aeauies
supported by the population. A starting point degree, and almost 20 percent of them went on

will he new legislation developed by a democrat- to even higher levels of education.6
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th ectniivi and irigson secuity in civiliara controlnoerte miblicftay in ie
terestshosovki and thlnlec o nesae e ft re n spcth SReafring afCtechaRepub-

latons on national security issues differs marked- lic tradition of civilian defense ministers.9

ll from the WPs obsession with external es Dobrovsky must orchestrate a clean break
Although foreign to the CSFR's military doc- with the armyn communist past and simulta-
trine of the past, these cncerns must now e neously avoid alienating both society and his
recognized. To accommodate this goal, Havel cucoefrrt professional army staff. Although the
created the Czech Army Council on Cern- separation of the ISFR armed forces command
ton with the Public.7  structures from the WP is now complete, the

Much also de ds on how well the new civil- new system may prove to be more dinicult for
ian deense minister, Lubos Dobrovsky (former Dobrovsky to control, since he has no military
deputy minister of foreign affairs), performs. His experience. On the other hand, as deputy minis-
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ter of foreign affairs, he handled talks on Soviet
troop withdrawals from the CSFR, which has
given him some experience in this area.

Dobrovsky also moved to depoliticize the 4
armed forces by creating a general inspectorate
for the army. The inspectorate will be indepen-
dent of the ministry and will control the reorga-
nization, modernization and professionalization
of the new army. Cosen by parliament, the in-
spectorate will cooperate with civilian represen-
tatives and consult closely with both the MoD
and ministry of internal affairs.l° Outside of the
ispectorate, local commanders must restructure

military institutions to limit civil-military con-
frontation and promote cooperation.

In addition to efforts of the Havel govern-
nent, other civil-military problems must also be
solved, including alleviating local grievances
against the former occupation forces, especially "go,

envionmetalconcerns; limiting the role of the
arms industry in the economy (and its impact on
the budget); solving ethnic dissension; and re-
forming the military. There is also the paradox Z1

of the former Soviet presence: over the last four
decades, those who were once the guarantors of
Cechoslovakia's security against a NATO at-
tack caused more harm to the environment and T a f m
civil-military refations than did any NATO
threat. Soviet insensitivity and irresponsibility f a "e h s p t by

in these areas endangered public safety in Czech-
oslovakia and left an appalling afterma& There
have also been many reports of the Soviets' care-

less handling of weapons and supplies.M
Czech animosity toward the Soviet army and s e

the political legacy of communist control has
counterbalanced any positive Soviet historical
effort as, for example, the Soviet-led World War
II liberation. Some CSFR officials have at-
tempted to defuse public contempt toward the
Soviets when it is at the expense ofhistorical ac-
cmacy, 2 Obviously, the Soviets' actions in 1968 years it was a source of employment and, there-
have not endeared them to CSFR citizens, and fore, caused little civil-military friction, the fate
it will take more than public apologies from Rus- of the arms industry is becoming a source of
sian Republic President Boris Yeltsin to erase heightened ethnic tensions, mainly through the
years of lies, deception and control.13  threat of unemployment in Slovakia. The CSFR

The arms industry has placed another severe is the seventh largest weapons exporter in the
strain on civil-military relations. Although for world. It is also, in per capita terms, the world's
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leading arms manufacturer. One hundred and Once again the leadership is faced with a con-
eleven factories produce weapons worth more tradiction: "Czechoslovakia is not interested in
than $800 annually per citizen versus $700 per producing tanks," according to Prime Minister
citizen in the United States. 14 These figures are Marian Calfa, "but we do not want to break the
the legacy of Czechoslovakia's contribution of 13 economy of a region." Sales to the CSFR's largest
percent to the total military budget of the WP. customer, the Soviet Union, fell by 40 percent

To shut the doors on an industry vital to the last year, increasing interest in sales to the Third
livelihood of the CSFR economy will cause mass World. But political developments, particularly
unemployment and severely affect Czech bal- the Gulf War, helped cut off some of these mar-
ance of trade. Nevertheless, conversion from kets. 5 Defense officials argue that if the CSFR
military to civilian output is gradually being im- does not sell a product to a country, then some-
plemented. CSFR sources estimate that rapid one else (implying the Soviet Union, United
conversion will mean a loss of 30,000-40,000 States or one of several other contenders) will,
jobs. The military-industrial work force will concluding that it is not improper to have a dem-
shrink from 75,000 to 15,000 workers in Slova- ocratic country, moving toward a market econo-
kia alone, where the majority of arms industries my, exporting weapons. Officials admit that care
are concentrated. Other sources estimate that must be taken, however, concerning its clientele,
80,000 jobs, the majority in Slovakia, depend on especially if the sale of Semtex (the plastic explo-
the arms industry. sive linked to the Pan Am Lockerbie bombing)
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or tanks is involved. A list of those items the tary torce against the separatist movement in
CSFR desires to sell abroad includes: Slovak-ia. 17 He may, however, be faced with an

0 Excellent aviation industry products, unsolvable dilemma where ethnic pride and jobs
especially the L-39 traning jet and the DV-2 in the military-industrial arena intersect. He
aircraft engine, capable of competing on the must support conversion to eliminate the arms
world market. industry stigma, yet to do so will aggravate the

0 Airfield radars and passive radar recon- already-strained ethnic tensions between Slo-
naissance systems able to detect stealth, with yaks and Czechs. Havel has also promised not
proven climatic adaptability, to involve the army in resolving ethnic conflicts;

* A range of military items such as NBC yet the arms industry is at the heart of the prob-
protective devices (used in Saudi Arabia); night lem. In fact, this area is probably the litmus test
vision devices; Semtex, plastic explosives; and for civil-military relations in the country at large.
submachineguns (with or without stocks) and Recent comments by leading Slovak officials
light machineguns. (including the prime minister and minister of in-

A key step by Havel to improve civil-military ternal affairs) indicate that, despite Havel's work,
relations is his intent to make defense budget in- trouble is brewing. They advocate the formation
formation public. This will be reported to the of a Slovak "home guard" to combat crime and
Parliamentary Military and Security Commit- deal with potential refigees from neighboring
tee. In general, the military budget reflects ongo- countries. Czech officials counter by stating that
ing reform. It was cut by 40 percent (adjusted for the national police are charged with fighting
inflation) in 1990 from 35.6 billion koruny crime, and the military is tasked with controlling
($3.68 billion) to 31 billion koruny, and is ex- refugees, underscoring the blurry distinction be-
pected to be 26.5 koruny by the end of 1991. 16 tween law enforcement and military responsibi-

Another crucial internal issue being addressed lities in low-intensity situations. But Slovak offi-
by Havel is the ethnic problem, which is closely cials continue to press for their home guard.
related to the arms industry problem. He has Extremist groups have called for the creation
pledged to Slovakia the right of political self- of a Slovak army and for "the liquidation of the
determination and has promised not to use mili- irredentists, the Hungarians, all enemies of the
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198,000 (this number is possibly already at about
Military rfmsehli h * . 140,000 and could go as low as 110,000 by

to improve 1"vi-m .tr r6f** 1993).20 This stage will also restructure equip-
Such innt ions - a s. reducing ment and organization of units to conform to the

cosr ipta servic from 24 to I Conventional Forces in Europe agreement.E .Imonu I.; pIEding r a Phase two (1993 to 1996) will result in profes-
civilia s eti , nw fd sionalization of half of the armed forces. No
allwne lg ,tim and guidelines were given for the third period (1996-

pission t ._ wear civl a he 2005). It is believed that the reserve syvstem will

on illeave; and the introductionenable the armed forces to reach 600,000-
.6 70,00inwatie. 1  heG~~ ~ l , 70,000 in wartime.21 The General Staff will

se-rc mre hmn an'd tolerable command all forces, but only the air force and air
defense forces will remain centralized within it.

te milita. The CSFR armed forces will be organized into
Czech, Moravian and Slovak territorial military
commands. Each will serve as a field headquar-

Slovaks and the renegade Slovaks." 18 This eth- ters, in contrast to the old-style military district
nmc strife has exacerbated an already dangerous where each organized an army headquarters.
security environment (see map). Each command will have subordinate divisions

Despite these problems, military reforms are and will handle mobilization affairs within its
helping to improve civil-military relations, area. The goal is to create a single national army
Such innovations as reducing conscript service and abolish all links with paramilitary organiza-
fion 24 to 18 months providing for alternate ci- tions and the Party. In peacetime, the ground
vilian service options (27 months), new food al- forces will number seven divisions--five located
lowances, longer leave time and permission to im the Czech and Moravian commands and two
wear civilian clothes on leave, and the introduc- in the Slovak command. Two of the five Czech
tion of religious services have made service more division: and both of the Slovak divisions will be
humane and tolerable by putting a human face fully active, ready combined arms divisions, and
on the military and easing the tension between three of the Czech divisions will be maintained
the military and society. The military office of at lower readiness. E~it inactive divisions will
the president, headed by Lieutenant General La- bring CSFR army strength to a total of 15 divi-
dislav Tomecek, is also helping in this process. sions. These ground forces will be supported by
In addition to guarding the president, the office three air defense divisions (one in Slovakia and
is charged with ensuring the constitutional in- two in the Czech command) and one air corps.
terface between the president and the ministry Tank strength will be reduced from current levels
of defense, and is responsible for answering let- (4,500); spare parts for some tanks and armored
ters concerning military affairs sent to the presi- personnel carriers will still have to come from
dent's office by the populace. the Soviet Union, making conversion to other

weaponry difficult. Recently the first profession-
Restructuring the Armed Forces al border police guards were established.22

At a February 1991 meeting with NATO rep- Force deployment will also change. Reported-
resentatives in Oslo, CSFR representatives elab- ly, 36 percent of the troops will be stationed in
orated on the future restructuring of the Czech the eastern regions, due primarily to the require-
armed forces 19 By 2005, a three-stage restruc- ment of controlling mass emigration, and not to
turing of the armed forces will be complete. a fear of possible Soviet actions.23 This strategy
Phase one (through 1992) will reduce the armed could backfire if the Slovaks view this move as
forces to 130,000 men from a current strength of an infringement on their sovereignty.
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Developing a New Doctrine being a declaration of reasonable defensive suffi-
In the past, military doctrine was the domain ciency.2 Chief of the General Staif Karel Pezl

of the Czechoslovak and Soviet General Staffs further clarified this approach. He noted:
and was dominated by Soviet military influence. "In our country, we do not talk about acting as
While the Czechoslovak General Staff was al- a deterrent. This would be setting ourselves too
lowed to plan the operations of Czechoslovak great a task. However, under the given condi-
forces, the Soviets assigned objectives and the tions, our Army must be capable of mounting a
time allotted to seize them. The Soviet General sufficient defense .... Anyone wanting to estab-
Staff also introduced "corrections" to bring lishtheirdesiredsuperioritywouldfirstofallhave
Czechoslovak plans into agreement with Soviet to carry out a number of measures and, conse-
plans. In addition, direct Soviet liaison, the So- quently, there would be sufficient time for the
viet political apparatus and advisers to Czecho- necessary reaction. Therefore... we also have
slovak military counterintelligence all provided to carry out intelligence activity to make sure
additional "checks" on the Czechs.24  that we have enough time to decide how to ade-

Now the CSFR has its own doctrine. The text quately react to a possibly dangerous situation.
of the new Mditary Doctnr of the Czech and Slo- We cannot be equally strong everywhere, but we
wak Federal Republic was published in April 1991. will be strong where it is necessary and we will be
It is based on five principles, the most important strong within the scope of our state's resources."26
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in response to the coup. Langos and Defense
Twoi [ * o the f C ch Minister Dobrovsky were, in turn, asked to sub-

and both of t Slva mit some of the proposals to the federal govern-
wi l fullyactive ,1 ady combid ment. These proposals include an agreement be-

-, ltween the army and the Interior Ministry forars d s ad t e of tcooperation in guarding the state borders, which
at lowe-,r,' raiss E i nacti.v involved the allocation of some 6,000 soldiers to

d wl bthe border defense mission. Military equipment,
stregth to ... 1 iision. however, was not moved to the eastern border.

Motor fuel stores were guarded and airport secu-
Ihe G e ff s. still rity increased. A "mobile rapid deployment

wrki ng on a. iitary straegy unit" was also set up at Prague's Ruzyne Airport,
tha wi ll suppor resnal a lfen. and police ammunition and arms stores were

sive~ ~ ~ ~ sufcec.Sraeiso re guarded.2 9

n *e*utrly, u r nurlit y a The Czechs are attempting to replicate defen-
sm11 mobile defesiv unitsII have sive postures of such smaller NATO countries as

been propsed It is lieved that Belgium. The size of the CSFR and its central
ra eg* of armed *"t ywll be location between the Soviet Union and Germa-

i m d l the form o o ny pose one of many security risks that cannot be
4: a Er e m f o avoided. The intensification of ethnic conflicts

some other sc1t a of the past (such as the Hungary-Slovakia and
Poland-Ukraine borders, and the common bor-
der with Poland) and internal issues, especially

The General Staff is still working on a military the possible collapse of the Czech economy and
strategy that will support reasonable defensive resulting destabilization, pose other risksY' Con-
sufficiency. Strategies of armed neutrality, un- sequently, the CSFR is seeking military coopera-
armed neutrality and small mobile defensive tion with its neighbors. It has already concluded
units have been proposed It is believed thit a military pacts with Hungary and Poland and is
strategy of armed neutrality will be implemented prepared to conclude a new agreement with the
until the formation of a European multinational Soviet Union as well, since their bilateral de-
force or some other security apparatus. General fense treaty expired in December 1990. The
Staff concerns also focus on the so-called tech- changed nature of the Soviet Union makes any
nological vacuum resulting from the Soviet such agreements "uncertain." Yet the CSFR also
withdrawal.2 7  desires an agreement with the Soviet Union that

Contingency planning is also under way, includes an exchange of information, school
made more urgent in light of the recent coup at- exchanges and a mutual obligation to resist
tempt in the Soviet Union. A special security aggression. 3 1

staff, composed of representatives of the Interior, The Czechs regard NATO as a positive securi-
Defense, Foreign, and Communications and ty apparatus that should endure. Havel has
Transport ministries, ordered stepped-up border warned that Eastern Europe, due to social unrest
patrols and the transfer of border guards to speci- and economic deprivation, has become a securi-
fled areas.28 Measures were put in place to pre- ty vacuum, and urges NATO to forge closer ties
vent the reincarnation of the old Czech Secret with young democracies in the region. 32 Since
Police (StB). NATO membership is currently impossible for

New special security staff proposals were sub- the Czechs, they argue for conversion of all Euro-
mitted at a meeting of the CSFR Defense Coun, pean armed forces into professed "defensive
cil on 20 August by Interior Minister Jan Langos structures" or into a "European multinational
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force" under CSCE auspices. In any case, Havel
prefers a pan-Eur security system with i ",
NATO as its core. l 's] ... repacmen o
What Is Ahead?

The road to a new CSFR military doctrine, was an tte mpt by Hae to

strategy and armed forces identity will be very reas s civilian cnrl'r ]
rocky. Resilient ethnic hostilities may erupt mltr ..... enemnitr
along the path over minor issues, similar to those |. i .,

bra those th ary' om uns
plaguing neighboring Yugoslavia. Economic [
conversion could be the catalyst to set off the ex-
plosion if thousands of Slovaks become unem-
ployed. The resulting ethnic conflict would
place the military squarely in the middle of the
nightmare of'civil war. Hopefully the "reformed" sis will be closely monitored by the CSFR. If it
CSFR armed forces will not be baptized under fails, other changes may be in store for CSFR
such circumstances. military doctrine and strategy in the future. Dur-

In the final analysis, the CSFR would like to ing the recent coup attempt in the Soviet
play a political role in future security arrange- Union, Poland, Hungary and the CSFR met in
mrents: Warsaw to discuss the event, try and find a com-

'he most important future agency for the mon perspective and review mutual understand-
CSFR's national security would not be the re- ings reached at Visegrad. Herein lies the coun-
structured defense ministry in Prague, but the try's dilemma: either to resort to an all-European
European Security Commission, for which Ha- security process like CSCE or the Economic
vel has already reserved one of Prague's most Community, or to rely on regional pacts such as
beautiful palaces. That is to say, Havel and [For- Visegrad.35 This time, however, the people and
eign Minister Jiri] Dienstbier do not envision a the armed forces will act as one to make a demo-
'territorial defense"> system as the defense posture cratic decision on the country's fate. As coup
of a neutral CSFR. A neutral CSFR would be events in the Soviet Union have shown, it is
nothing more than the battlefield of choice for possible for the armed forces (or at least elements
opposing alliances, or for a Russo-German war. more committed to democratic values and a
In no circumstances would the CSFR ever again greater national good than to narrower institu-
commit its military forces to a bloc security sys- tional or personal agendas) and the people to
tem which would deny the CSFR national con- work together to protect the nation's sovereignty
trol over national armed forces." 34  and democratic tradition, even from internal en-

The ability of CSCE to solve the Yugoslav cri- emies as strong as the security services. MR
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Eastern European and Transnational Security Threats
Graham H. Turbiville Jr. and Harold S. Orenstein

As the Eastern European nations celebrate the second anniversary
marking the demise of the Iron Curtain, they also must face the
realities of political, economic and social problems. The authors
point out how the nations are faced with a restructuring of their
armed forces amid a growing threat from terrorism, narcotics and
organized crime. They also point out some of the initiatives taken
to combat these growing areas of concern.

HE SECOND anniversary of Eastern Some military establishments in the region have
Europe's revolutionary autumn and winter even begun to develop their own concepts of

'"rof 1989 is finding its earlier euphoria con- "low intensity conflict" in an effort to address
siderably tempered as the realities of political, defense issues far removed from the "theater-
economic and social problems facing new and strategic" contingencies that recently domi-
aspiring democracies continue to grow. In the nated former Warsaw Pact (WP) planning.I
area of national security, traditional concerns Law enforcement and internal security forces
with external military threats remain important also face new national security challenges.
considerations for Eastern European states seek- In this regard, geometric increases in the rates
ing to restructure, redeploy and reorient their of general and organized crimes have been in evi-
armed forces. However, these concerns have dence throughout the region over the last two
been joined, and in some cases overshadowed, by years.2 Most notable from a national security
the potential of interethnic and other internal standpoint, however, are those security threats of
violence in the region and the possibility that a transnational nature-specifically intemation-
spillover from conflicts in neighboring countries al narcotics trafficking and those forms of oliti-
will threaten national stability and integrit. cal, criminal and random violence often defined
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ranged from passive acquiescence in providing
More open borders, the disruption safe havens to planned and active training and

and reorganization of security and law equipping of individuals and groups. In the for-
enforcement agencies and a growing mer German Democratic Republic (GDR), for
array of highly mobile international example, the State Security Service (Stasi) al-

criminals seeking new opportunities and legedly not only supported but also collaborated
vast profits threaten to undermine state with the Red Army Faction (RAF) and West
institutions struggling to achieve some Berlin terrorist groups such as Rote Zora and the
measure of stability and effectiveness. Kreuzberg Autonomists.' The GDR's Ministry

for State Security reportedly provided members
of the "Carlos" terrorist group with 24 kilograms

in Eastern European states as "terrorism." More of explosives-and housed the organizer-for
open borders, the disruption and reorganization the 1983 attack against Maison de France in
of security and law enforcement agencies and a West Berlin.7 Also, the Stasi is said to have
growing array of highly mobile international supplied intelligence to assist Palestinian terror-
criminals seeking new opportunities and vast ists in their planning of a number of assassination
profits threaten to undermine state institutions attempts in West Germany.8 Some assessments
struggling to achieve some measure of stability even link the 1972 massacre of the Israeli Olym-
and effectiveness. 3 It has been said that Hungary pic team in Munich and the 1985 terrorist attack
serves as an example for the entire region: at Rome's Leonardo da Vinci Airport to the Sta-

"The major problem... today is no longer si. At the very least, they trained Palestinian ter-
crimes... by Hungarians, but rather the growing rorist commandos of the Abu Nidal group (Al
involvement by significant numbers of special- Fatah Revolutionary Council), which claimed
ized and organized international criminals in do- responsibility for these terrorist acts.
mestic criminal activities, including Arab cur- Some former WP countries have been forth-
rency dealers, Turks and Yugoslavs, weapons and coming in investigating and reporting terrorist
drug smugglers, Romanian pickpockets and support activities of their former regimes. The
burglars, Bulgarian counterfeiters, Poles, Soviets. Czech and Slovak Federative Republic (CSFR)
... Hungary is now part of the Balkan trail; crimi- acknowledges the role of its former security ser-
nals have begun to carve out their own territories vice (StB) in creating a "zone of peace" for some
in our country."4  terrorist groups and supplying them with explo-

Latin American, African, Asian and Western sives (notably Semtex) and armaments, while
narcotics traffickers and arms dealers have re- current Hungarian law enforcement officials
cently been added to this bizarre mixture. continue to re port on past support to the Carlos
Coupled with the potential for interethnic con- organization. Bulgarian press and official
flict and volatile internal political disputes and spokesmen continue to investigate that coun-
antagonisms, a destabilizing milieu is created try's alleged role in supporting Turkish and other
that not only affects Eastern European states and terrorists (to include the 1981 attempted assassi -
institutions but also has security implications for nation of Pope John Paul II in Rome and the
all Europe and far beyond its bounds. successful murder of Bulgarian dissident writer

Georgi Markov in London a dozen years ago). 10
Terrorism and Armed Violence Bulgaria's counterintelligence chief acknowl-

Among many intriguing revelations accom- edged, in August 1991, that weapons sold to Leb-
panying the sweeping change in Eastern Europe anon and Syria in the past had wound up in the
is the continuing confirmation of long-alleged hands of Bolivian terrorists and that some train-
support to a variety of international terrorist or- ing support had been provided to terrorists' I I
ganizations by former WP members. 5 This Official or tacit sanctioning of safe havens,
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I,,An Israelilbank damaged by a t
a. jbomb, Paris, France, 13 April 1985
:T2 Troqghput the 1970s and 1980s. the

former Est Bloc countries supportedj
terrorist goups operating in the West.

technical support, supply and training created a
terrorist infrastructure that reportedly did not !
simply disappear with a change in regime. East-
ern European commentators assert that former
security service agents in at least some of these "
countries are continuing illegal activities (drug

and arms smuggling, terrorist acts, and so on), 1

maintaining an effective organizational network
and enjoying the support of former members of
the People's Militia. 2 Earlier this year, for exam-
pie, an illegal "arsenal," said to be intended for 7
terrorist actions to be carried out by former secu-
rity service and militia reserve personnel, was
seized in Bytom (Poland) from a former security "
service agent.13 More recently, a senior C:ech-
oslovak law enforcement spokesman said he
could not rule out the possibility that terrorists A. . - --. -
familiar with the CSFR were still using the coun-
try as a hiding place. Of particular concern was
the reinvigorated RAF, whose members German
authorities feared would hide on Czechoslovak
territory.14 Former security personnel are said
also to have formed new underground organiza- .'
tions such as "Red Fist," (composed of former -

Stasi members), along with analogous groups in ,Z ...
other former WP states.5 ..

Longstanding and newly energized ethnic and
national tensions have heightened the potential
for politically motivated violence throughout
Eastern Europe. For example, a text attributed
to the Slovak Republican Army-an extremist
organization that identifies its enemies as Hun-
garians, Czechs, Jews and renegade Slovaks--
noted its contacts with the "Irish Republican
Army, Vatra, Poland's 13 December Indepen-
dent Group, and the PLO [Palestine Liberation The [GDR's] State Security
Organization]." The organization declared its Service (Stasi) allegedly not only
intention to create an apocalypse in central and supported but also collaborated with the
southeastern Europe by destroying nuclear pow- Red Army Faction and West Berlin
er plants, petroleum and gas pipelines and other terrorist groups such as Rote Zora....
facilities, if the "Slovak nation is threatened with The Stasi is said to have supplied
extinction."16 intelligence to assist Palestinian terrorists

Certainly, the terrorism potential in the in their planning of a number of assas-
troubled Yugoslav republics has been under- sination attempts in West Germany
scored by many acts of violence accompanying, ... [and] trained Palestinian terrorist
and separate from, the more organized military commandos of the Abu Nidal group.
actions by federal and republic forces. There has
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been a threat of even greater violence amidst movement of men and materials and have
murders and bombings. For example, a pan-Ser- opened new routes to a ready market for means
bian "Chemik" faction has threatened to destroy of violence. Consequently, the potential for ter-
the Krsko nuclear power plant owned jointly by rorism and terrorist support is judged substantial

by both Eastern European and Western security
specialists. No longer officially or implicitly en-

Official or tacit sanctioning of dorsing terrorist organizations, the new regimes
safe havens, technical support, supply are now themselves potential terrorist targets.
and training created a terrorist infra-

structure that reportedly did not simply Narcotics Traff icking
disappear with a change in regime... Eastern European states have become central

Former security service agents in at least players in the upward spiral of international nar-
some of these countries are continuing cotics trafficking and domestic narcotics abuse.

illegal activities (smuggling, terrorist acts, To an even greater extent than arms dealers
and so on), maintaining an effective and terrorist movements, aggressive and well-
organizational network and enjoying financed "narcobusinessmen" have sought to

the support offormer members of capitalize on the "security vacuum" in which
the People's Militia. underre;ourced and reorganizing security estab-

lishments are unable to mount effective counter-
measures. Open borders, variegated transporta-

Croatia and Slovenia.17 A Serbian organization tion systems and resources, proximity to
calling itself the "Black Hand" (after the group lucrative western and northern European drug
responsible for the 1914 assassination of Arch- markets and a growing appetite for narcotics
duke Francis Ferdinand at Sarajevo, which ig- consumption in the region itself have further
nited World War I) threatened the lives of Ger- elevated the importance of Eastern Europe in
man diplomats in a letter delivered to the the activities and planning of drug trafficking or-
German Embassy in Ottawa. 18  ganizations.

Added to this is the emergence of profit- While economic problems (and seductively
oriented organized crime throughout the region high profits) in Eastern Europe are pushing some
and its involvement in both weapons sales and citizens and organized criminals there into the
the procurement and sale of embargoed items narcotics trafficking business, these same prob-
(chemical, nuclear and bacteriological). In Au- lems, for the present, eliminate most of Eastern
gust 1991, customs officers at a Slovak post on Europe as an inviting consumer market; that is,
the Polish border seized two boxes with some 40 the average user simply cannot finance an ex-
hand grenades--a seizure said not to be an iso- pensive foreign drug habit. The lack of converti-
lated one. 19 A large shipment of machineguns, ble currency also makes narcotics sales inconve-
pistols and ammunition was confiscated at the nient and unprofitable for foreign traffickers.
Hungarian border in May 1991 -after itsdiscovery Ironically, as the economies of these countries
in the trunk of a car on its way to Yugoslavia. 2 improve, they will become increasingly more at-
Arms traffickers and other organized criminal tractive and lucrative markets for the interna-
groups perceive new opportunities for successful- tional narcotics trade. As one 1990 Polish assess-
ly conducting their business in Eastern Europe. ment candidly noted, Poland is not yet an
With Eastern European law-enforcement attractive partner for outside drugs since "in nar-
agencies in a state of uncertain transition, a kind cotics the law of pure economics prevails." The
of "security vacuum" has been created in which author stressed, however, that a more prosperous
a host of organized criminal activities are flour- Poland in a few years could "become a real mar-
ishing. Far looser border controls facilitate the ket for opium and cocaine specialties. "21
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Drugs and Terror
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mnt of narcotclAt Asia to EasternIOl

and beyond.

Arms traffickers and other organized criminal groups perceive new
opportunities for successfully conducting their business in Eastern Europe.

With Eastern European law-enforcement agencies in a state of uncertain transition,
a kind of "security vacuum" has been created in which a host of organized

criminal activities are flourishing.

Unfortunately, the interim period is seeing becoming increasingly common, with codeine
abuse of cheaper drgs, especially pharmaceuti- and pervitin being the most commonly used in
cals and indigenously produced substances-a the CSFR. -'5 In Hungary, an increased demand
supply and demand situation that has generated was noted in early 1990 for certain medicinal
a burgeoning "cottage industry" in Eastern Eu- drugs, especially guttahydrocodin and meristin
rope. -2 Polish addicts, for example, are said to suppositories, both of which produce an intensi-
"fan out across Poland" every July to purchase, or fied narcotic effect when combined with small
otherwise acquire, poppy seeds and straw grown quantities of alcohol. -'

in legal (and presumably some illegal) poppy Of far broader import is the development of
fields.23 Czechoslovak police note that marijua- Poland into one of the leading producers and ex-
na and hashish are among the most used organic porters of illegal amphetamines in Europe. Ac -
drugs, while the Czech representative at an April cording to an April 1991 Interpol report, Poland
1991 international drug conference in Paris is second only to Holland in European produc-
cited a cheap street drug called "brown" as one tion of amphetamine sulphate. However, Po-
whose use is rapidly spreading. Hungary reports land's product is said to be superior to that of the
the presence of illegal laboratories in that coun- Netherlands and even of the United States.
try producing narcotic products from poppies Polish-produced amphetamines are widelh sold
and hemp.24  in Scandinavia and northern Europe in general,

Pharmaceutical abuse-the misuse of drugs with the Polish product said to account for 6.9
available through prescriptions, often forged-is percent of the total exported from Europe. Poles
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living abroad appear to play a substantial role in 1991, Romanian customs officials at the Giurgiu
the supply pipeline. While Polish amphetamine b-order crossing sei:ed 10.5 kilograms of opium
traffickers rank third in terms of arrests, even half in a British firm's vehicle driven by a Turk. Ro-
the Germans arrested for drug smuggling are said mania was to be a transit area for a subsequent

destination. The driver had been given the
drugs in Bulgaria by two Iranians. These were

Longstanding and newly energized part of 30 kilograms of drugs divided into three
ethnic and national tensions have parts; the other two arts were to be transited

heightened the potentialfor politically through Yugoslavia. z'
motivated violence throughout Eastern Bulgaria's and Romania's increasing roles as

Europe.... The Slovak Republican transit areas are reinforced by other evidence.
Army-an extremist organization - According to Interpol, as of September 1990,
... declared its intention to create an more than 60 percent of the drug trade reaching

apocalypse in central and southeastern Italy and Austria passed through Bulgaria, with
Europe by destroying nuclear power this figure expected to increase; while in 1990,

plants, petroleum and gas pipelines and Romanian police uncovered three heroin ship-
other facities, if the "Slovak nation is ments-totaling 150 kilograms-bound for

threatened with exanction." western Europe.3° Poland is also said to play a
growing role in heroin distribution to western
Europe.31 Of course, it is from western European

to be of Polish descent. The amphetamines are distribution and transshipment points that
produced in hidden laboratorits using chemicals Southwest Asian heroin continues on to North
purchased in the West.27  America.

Former WP states have already become an in- A variety of non-European nationals is in-
tegral part of key drug transit routes, a role that volved in the drug trade in Eastern Europe, in-
underscores the truly international dimensions cluding, among others. "Arabs" (Egyptians) said
of narcotics trafficking in the region. For heroin to be congregating near Budapest and involved
and other opium products originating in South- in the storage of heroin, as well as its sale to Hun-
west Asia (Iran, Afghanistan and Pakistan), garian addicts, and a Lebanese resident of Timi-
Turkey stands as the principal European distribu- soara arrested by Romanian police, in August
tion center. From there, a number of routes and 1991, for his effort to smuggle half a kilogram ot
variations have been described by regional spe- heroin to Germany concealed inside a television
cialists, using ground, air and sea transport in set. 32

various combinations. Organized crime links among European crimi-
For example, there is the main "Balkan nal groups overall are becoming more devel-

route," running through Yugoslavia into Austria oped. For example, there are now Soviet-Polish,
and on into western Europe, and a second Bal- Soviet-Hungarian and Soviet-Bulgarian crime
kan route, increasingly used, through Bulgaria syndicates, with the Soviet-Polish organization
and Romania to Hungary. From Hungary, nar- ranked by some as the third most powerful drug-
cotics continue on into the CSFR and then to trafficking and production group in Europe in
western and northern Europe. Some narcotics terms of "influence and financial turnover.""
transit Hungary from Yugoslavia, entering at Far more complex relationships have developed
Hungary's southeastern comer and exiting into in the region as well. For example, in May 1991.
Austria through a "northwestern gate." Overall, Yugoslav police stopped two Poles who were ir-
an estimated 5 to 6 tons of narcotics pass ing to smuggle 10 kilograms of heroin (carried for
through Hungary every year.28 Illustrating the Albanians in Kosovo) concealed in their car.
complexities of the Balkan routes, in February The drugs were believed destined for the Amen-
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- " Soviet militiamen raid a poppy crop once destined for
S"- "InmiI sale or a growing European export markt, summer 1991.
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Eastern European states have become central players in the upward spiral
of international narcotics trafficking and domestic narcotics abuse.... Open borders.

variegated transportation systems and resources, proximity to lucrative western and
northern European drug markets and a growing appetite for narcotics consumption

in the region itself have further elevated the importance ( - astern Europe in the
activities and planning of drug trafficking organizations.

can market. 3 4 The profits of this sale were alleg- volatile environment in much of the region.
edly to be returned for use by the Albanian sepa- Narcotics smugling via commercial aviation
ratist leadership to buy arms and support terrorist is as rampant in Eastern Europe now as else-
activity in Kosovo and Metohija, as well as on where. Among the most alarming new devel-
Serbian territory. 35 It has been also charged that opments in Eastern Europe narcotics trafickin,
the Republic of Croatia used money from the patterns are the increased seizures of Latin
sale of confiscated drugs to buy weapons for the American cocaine. Okecie International Air-
armed forces, an accusation hotly denounced by port (Warsaw) is said to be a destination of co-
Croatian officials. 6 Bulgaria has allegedly been caine shipments tor subsequent transfer to the
a "central operator" in trading weapons for nar- West, since police and customs officials here are
cotics as well.37 Whatever the factual basis of believed to be stretched thin by the high \ol-
these allegations, the potential link between Lime of smugglini! activity. " In June 1991. some
narcotics profits and arms purchases will remain 11.3 kilograms of cocaine, illegedl from Cl-
an issue throughout Eastern Europe, given the ombia, were seized at the Belgrade airport. The
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The need for specialized counterterrorist
Former WP states have forces, apart from general and even more special-

already become an integral part of ized police and military components, was ex-
key [international/ drug transit routes. pressed this way by a Yugoslav commentator
... For heroin and other opium products speaking from the perspective of the Croatian

originating in Southwest Asia (Iran, Republic:
Afghanistan and Pakistan), Turkey "The regular constabulary, with respect to a

stands as the principal European terrorist, is like a person looking for a black cat
distribution center. From there, a in a dark room at midnight. Special police units

number of routes and variations have ... with respect to terrorists are like a person
been described by regional specialists, seeking a black cat which is not there in a dark
using ground, air and sea transport in room at midnight. Local and border police units

various combinations, seeking terrorists, then, are like a person in a dark
room who is hunting a black cat which is not
there, but who still hopes that someday he will

recovery was reported to have been carried out find it, and the. . . armed forces, with respect to
in cooperation with German police. 39 While a modem terrorist, are like a person in a dark
cocaine is clearly transiting Eastern Europe on room at midnight looking for a black cat that is
its way to other destinations, it is feared that it not there, but who shouts, as ordered, 'I have
may soon become a more widely consumed drug found it!'40

in this region as well. The author emphasized that a state must be
able to respond quickly, effectively and with sur-

Countermeasures gical precision to acts of terrorism, a judgment
Law enforcement and security organizations with which most Eastern European states seem

tasked to deal with armed violence, narcotics to concur. Special counterterrorist units and
trafficking and a soaring general crime problem antiterrorist departments such as the C:echos-
are simultaneously seeking to contend with four lovak Antiterror Group, the antiterrorist divi-
major problems: sion within the Hungarian National Police

* Forging a new identity to replace tar- Command, and the Bulgarian Operational-
nished public image due to earlier employment Technical Department for Combating Terror-
on behalf of Communist Party oppression. ism (under the Ministry of Internal Affairs) md

0 Defining or redefining responsibilities in its apparently subordinate "Special Unit On the
accordance with new legislation. Struggle Against Terror" have been or are beine

* Coping with acute personnel shortages formed. Although these are elite forces, they
and training deficiencies (particularly in investi- face many of the same problems as general law-
gative procedures and techniques). enforcement agencies, that is, lack of tist re-

* Overcoming debilitating equipment hicles, unreliable and outdated weapons and
shortfalls and obsolescence that has seen law en- unsatisfactory communications. 41

forcement lagging far behind better-equipped The Antiterrorist Division of the Polish Capi-
criminal elements. tal Police Command is a particularly good exam-

As the recent testimony of many Eastern Eu- pie of a restructured counterterrorist unit. Clear-
ropean law enforcement agencies attests, this l, the depoliticized heirs of the old re.ime'-
complex of problems has meant faltering prog- counterterrorist force, the new organization is
ress on the general crime front and necessitated tasked "to physically combat acts of terror and
the creation of special units to meet the more se- terrorism," to protect members of the Polis-h
rious threats of terrorism, criminal violence, leadership :,n imprrint ftreun vi',itor; and to
narcotics trafficking and organized crime, support rescue efforts in natural disasters. Mein-
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(Righo Drug-sniffing dogs at Domodedovo Airport and
(below) a stuffed mongoose that customs officials at
Sheremetyevo Airport found filled with three pounds-of
heroin. Drugs frequently pass through these Moscow
facilities on their way to points across Europe.

Narcotics smuggling via commercial aviation is as rampant in Eastern Europe
now as elsewhere. Among the most alarming new developments in Eastern Europe

narcotics trafficking patterns are the increased seizures of Latin American cocaine.
Okecie International Airport (Warsaw) is said to be a destination of cocaine

shipments for subsequent transfer to the West.

bers undergo vigorous preparation based on daily among reorganized internal affairs ministries and
physical, tactical and theoretical training. They subordinate police agencies, intelligence ser-
also attend special training camps (parachute vices, border guard establishments, customs ser-
training, mountain climbing, diving, swim- vices, ministries of health and agriculture and
ming), acquire skills and competence in demoli- even private organizations concerned principal-
tions and explosives work, sniper activity, free ly with social or educational work. It is within
diving and hand-to-hand combat.42 In short, these organizations that an increasing specializa-
the force is generally analogous in mission and tion in counternarcotics work is taking place.
training to the counterterrorist forces of other Developments include the creation of special
countries, narcotics strike and investigation units in police

As with the fight against terrorism, special departments at various levels; putting together
counternarcotics organizations and units have special interagency task forces to coordinate dn
formed, or are forming, in Eastern Europe. enforcement efforts or cover designated border
While numerous national variations exist, in :ones; restricting poppy and hemp cultivation
general the counternarcotics effort is shared (Poland); developing programs to identif," hard-
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core and occasional users; establishing detoxifi- ganized crime, narcotics trafficking, illegal arms
cation and rehabilitation centers. deals and other crimes; the CSFR's agreement

International cooperation has become in- with 40 other nations to include detectable
creasingly important for many Eastern European chemical additives in the exported explosive
states in the area of both terrorism and narcotics Semtex; a memorandum between the United
trafficking. These countries are looking to the Kingdom and Hungary on the joint struggle
West for support in equipment acquisition and against drug abuse and trafficking and the pro-
training. Western justice systems are also serving duction of drugs and psychotropic substances; an
as possible models for Eastern Europe. Poland agreement on cooperation between police and
and the CSFR have rejoined-Hungary has customs officials of the United Kingdom and the
applied to rejoin-Interpol, an association that CSFR on fighting drug trafficking and organized
provides member countries with access to infor- crime; an agreement between the Bulgarian
mation and a broad spectrum of training and ex- Ministry of Internal Affairs and the Greek Min-
pertise associated with combating terrorism, nar- istry for Public Order on combating terrorism.
cotics trafficking and other criminal activities, narcotics trafficking and a number of other orga-

Eastern European countries now frequently nized criminal activities; and the CSFR's June
participate in international law enforcement 1991 announcement of its candidacy for a seat
conferences and seminars and are entering into on the UN Commission on Narcotic Drugs.
bilateral and multilateral agreements on cooper- Widespread information exchanges, coopera-
ation against organized crime, narcotics traffick- tion and actions are taking place on a less formal
ing and terrorism. These include an operational level as well (Hungary's use of information
agreement between the Polish Investigative Op- provided by Austria and Germany to investigate
erations Office of the Police Headquarters and its past support of "Carlos" and his terrorist
the 6th Main Directorate of the Soviet MVD group). 43

(Ministry of Internal Affairs) on combating or- While the new regimes of Eastern Europe are
seeking to make the difficult transition to stable

Grah~iii H. ThrbitiX Jr. is the research c .-democracies with eftective economies and se-
nator for the Regional lilita, Studies Office, S cure borders, the transnational and domestic se-
Arm-v Combined Arms Command, Fort Leaven- curity problems outlined above threaten to slow
w(rth. Kansas. He received a B.A. from Southern or undermine their efforts. Despite serious and
I/!inois Universitv, an M.A. from George Washing- continuing programs to deal with the desrabili:-
ton Universiry and a Ph.D. from the Universi, of
Montana. H4e has sered as the chief of the Soviet/ ing potential of planned and random armed vio-
Warsaw pact Logistc Force Structure and Opera- lence and with the rapidly developing problem
tions Section, Defense Intelligence Agency, Wash- of narcotics trfficking and organized crime, the
ington, DC. His article, "Restructing the Soviet
Ground Forces: Reducon-Mobilizatum-Force gap between criminal success and law enforce-
Generation," appeared in Military Revicv's Dc- ment effectiveness is widening at an alarming ra-
cember 1989 issue and "Counternarcotics: Inter- ndigenous
national Dimensions or a Sotiet Internal Securit" te-an assessment made by most inieo law
Problem" appeared in the December 1990issue. enforcement establishments in Eastern Europe.

Harold S. Orenstein is an analyst and translator One debatable recourse tor dealing with the
for the Foreign Militarv Studies Office, US Army shortages of personnel and equipment is to
Combined Arms Command, Fort Leavenworth, employ elements of the anned forces, a path tak-
Kansas. He received a Ph.D. from Ohio State Uni-
versity: has aught at the [S Arry Russian Institute en by a number of other countries when raced
in Garmsch, GerranN: and has translated several with internal security crises not typically within
volumes of Polish mijhtary' articles and a volume mn the purview of the military. 44 Poland has under-
the history ,' Soviet Pterationad art. His article "A
Year After the Velvet Revolurion" appeared in the taken several initiatives in this regard. Indeed.
December 1990 issue ot Militarv Review. at a January 1991 meetinu involving Polish Pres-

ident Lech Walesa and the ministers ot National
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Drugs and Terror

looking totheWestfor--
equipment.anditrainng

International cooperation has become increasingly important for many
Eastern European states in the area of both terrorism and narcotics trafficking.
These countries are looking to the West for support in equipment acquisition rnd

training... Poland and the CSFR have rejoined-Hungary has applied to rej a-
Interpol, an association that provides member countries with access to information

and a broad spectrum of training and expertise associated with combating
terrorism, narcotics trafficking and other criminal activities.

Defense and Internal Affairs, it was agreed that United States. The establishment of additional
the "two ministries should combine forces with and more effective routes for heroin, cocaine and
the objective of establishing a common front in other drugs destined for Europe or North Ameri-
the struggle against crime."4' One decision from ca would be a tragedy, but one that seems to be
this meeting was to divert conscripts from the developing. The establishment of safe areas or
military to the police forces. Legislation was support bases for alienated ethnic and national
passed, in March 1991, turtherdefining the roles groups using violence as a means to their goals
of the Polish police and military in internal secu- would present a serious security problem as well.
rity roles.46 Such approaches, their appropriate- particularly with the freer movement and inter-
ness and effectiveness, are no doubt being con- mingling of foreign nationals in Europe and a
sidered by a number of the East European states. fragmentini Soviet Union. In short, while tradi-

In the meantime, carefully considered West- tional measures of national security retain their
ern assistance to Eastern European law enforce- importance in the post-Cold War period,. in-
ment, security and military establishments creased attention needs to be directed toward
mounting sustained efforts against transnational those transnational issues that are benetiting
threats may directly advance the interests of from turmoil, instability and an increa.inlv in-
countries in and out the region, including the terconnected world. MR
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19. "Good for the Black Market. But Also Good for Hand Grenades. Naroo-na
NOTES 0broda. 12 August 1991. as Cited in FBIS Vienna message 131953Z Aous:1991,

1. For recent Polish thinking on tow-ntensity conflict (LIC) issues. see Stanis- 20 Kossutn Radio Network Budapest). 1000 GMT 21 May 1991. as cleo
law Koziel. "Reonentaa zadan"(A Reorentaion of Missions). Polska .broina. .n FBIS London message 211527Z May 1991.
25 June 1991. Soviet attention to the US LIC concept has been evident as weil. 21. Ewa Kozierkjewicz-Wider"-ansKa. The Slender Threao of White PCw

2. The overall crime picture is irtualy the same throughout Eastern Europe. der.' Rzeczoospotita. 12 March 1990. as translated in JPRS-EER-90-071. 2'
There has neen panicularty noticeable increase in crimes a~anst property May 1990.42. Polish officials have recognized the potentially spiraing narcotx:c
(thefts. burglaries and robberies) and intensification in the violence associated problem: however. they feel that. for the present. they must turn their imiteo re-
with thes crimes. People are not only being robbed, they are also being physi- sources toward solving problems of a more immediate nature: for example. eco-
calty attacked while the crime is being committed. Murder and rape are also on nomic. ecological, and so on.
the upswing, and there is more incidence of young criminals plaguing elderly 22. 'Today Polish drug addicts satisfy themselves with domestically producedvictims. Crime in Eastern Europe is becoming more organized. and even in its mixtures, but as society becomes richer, the market will increase, as wii
domestic manifestation its makeup has an international flavor. smuggling and drug traffiking. See Koziefuewicz-Widermanska

3. Since the revolutions of 1989. many Eastern European law enforcement 23 Weronika Kostyrko. "A Peasant Woman Was Sowing Poppies,' Gazeta
officials and worers point to socioeconomic changes as major contributors to Wyborcza. 10 June 1991, as translated in JPRS-TDD-91-029-L. 7 In Octooer
the swelling cnre wave. Open bordem have not only greatly expedited 1990 and June 1991, the Polish legislature passed laws banning poppy curava-
smuggling, whether it be drugs, arms. currency or any other kinds of exchange- tion in many areas and putting the remaining cultivation under strict conro
able goods, but have also added to the international character of crime. facilitat- 24 -Hungary is on the Transit Route of Drug Smugglers-Drug Users Shoula
ing the movement of men as well as goods. For example, illegal Third World mi- Be Treated as Sikr People."Magyar Hulap . 10 August 1991. as cited in FBIS
grants have poured into Bulgana on their way west only to collaborate with Vienna message 141533Z August 1991
Buigar c1minals. The transition period between the old communist regimes 25. Ibid. See also -Phony Prescription. Real Danger. Ma Nap. 9 March 1990.
and the new pohfcal--economc systems is seen as a lend of -secunty vacuum.' translated in JPR-EER-90-079. 7 June 1990. 40.
in which the oDmnbmaon of the necessity for law enforcement officials and work- 26. Other popular pharmaceuticals here inciuded codeine. noxiron and mor-
em to reorient themselves psychologically to a new definition of crime. so to phine.
speak, and the peoples perceptions of the negative socioeconomic aspects 27. 'The Amphetamine Trail." Gazeta Wvybocza. 17 April 1991, transate ir'
during this period (unemploymeit. nonavailabity of consumer goods. and so JPRS-TDD-91-018-L. 30 April 1991. 20: 'An Army of Polish Couners. Gazera
on) provide a fertile breading ground for crime. The comparatively lower nc- Wyborrza. 18 Apil 1991. as translated in JPRS-TDD-91-018-L. 30 Aon
dence of crime dunng the former -egimes can also be attributed to the fact that 1991. 19: and Jorgen R. Lohne. Amphstamine SmIgglers Get Five Years At-
during this time, criminals were dealt with harshly and often arbitrarily. (See Tom tenpost", 7 June 1991, as translated in JPRS-TDD-91-029-L, 27-28.
Yazdgewd. 'rhe Crime Epidemc." Radio Free Europe Report on Eastern Eu- 28. \,laa AJbert interview with Gyorgy Balogh. chief of the Hungarian Cus-
rope, vol. 1, no. 35. 31 August 19901, 10: although the arie deals specifically toms Service. 'What Are We Doing Against Drug Smugghng?" Tailozo. no 22.
with Czeicholoiria, it is applicable in many respects to al of Eastern Europe.) 31 May 1991. ax translated in JPRS-TDD-91-027-L 26-27.

4. Interview with retired chief of the Hungarian Homide Division, Dr. Lonnc 29. ROMPRES (Bucharest) 1037 GMT 20 February 1991. as translated in
in Tallzo. 11 January 1991. as translated in JPRS-EER-91-028. 6 JPRS-TDD-91--009-L. 10.

March 1991. In Bulgaria. Gypsies and Vietnamese guest workers are said to 30. "Crime Rate Almost Triples," Radio Free Europe Report on Eastern Eu-prace oranized crime 'with great professionalism" (see George Slavov, Or- rope. 22 February 1991. vol. 2. no. 8. 51. The current situation in YugosaviadCrime in Bulgaria on the Ris' Radio Free Europe [RFE] Daily Report has forced drug traffickers to switch their preferred route from the Middle East
No. P 8 May 1991). via Bulgara and Yugoslavia: now much of this traffic is transiting through Roma5 For example. Ulrike Meinhoff. leader of the Red Army Faction (Baader- na. See RFE Daily Report No. 167.3 September1991.
Meinrff Gang) and world famous international terrorist 'Carlos" are known to 31. "Number of Drxjg-Related Crimes Doubles in First Part of Year: Drug Use
have resided in the Grand Hotel in Budapest This and other such incidents were Spreads to More and More Cities- Hesingin Sanomat. as translated in JPRS-
explained as a trade-off in hopes of redirecting terro atives that might be TDD-91--031-L 11. Acrding to an April 1991 Interpol report. apart from
executed against the host country See"Hungarian In ton of Carlos the smuggling domestically produced amphetamine sulphate to Germany ano
Jadln FBIS Vienna MSG DTG 041539Z (June 91)and DTG 041543Z (June Scandinavia. Poland also serves as a transfer point for manuana, hashish, and
91). heroin from Southeast Asia and Latin Amerca. In addition. Polish ports serve

6. Ral Georg Reuth, "The Stasi Supported the West Berlin Autonomists as transfer points for hashish, manjuana and heroin between Singapore. Bang-
Too)" FrariurWe Algeene. 12 April 1991. as translated in JPRS- kok and Rotterdamn.

0T-91-016-L. 28 May 1991. 27. 32. 'What Are We Doing Against Drug Smuggling?" 27: 'Drug Dealing
7. Report from the Berlin Public Prosecutors Office dated 18 April 1991. in Thr-iqh East Bloc States," Die Presse. 12 July 1991. as ted in FBIS message

IPRS TOT-q1_013-L. 26 April 1991. 23. 1213Z July 1991: and "Police Seize Heroi, Destined for Germany," UNU Ra-
8. BerfinerZetung, 18April 1991.5.astranslated in JPRS-TOT-91-t3-L. dio Network (Romania), 1700 GMT 2 August 1991. as Cited in FBIS Vienra

26 April 1991.23. The artide, Quoting from the magazine Extra, says trat the message 021759Z August 1991
minutes of a Stasi meeting with Abu Hisham. head of the office of the United 33. "Our Mafia in Europe. Sovetskaya Rossiya. 21 May 1991. as transaeo
PLO [Palestine Liberation Organt.aboni-Securry group, indicate that Hisham in FBIS-SOV-91-103. 40.reported on PLO intentions to attaCk persons and installations in West Germany. 34. "Ten Kdograms Ot Heroin Found. Politika. 20 May 1991. as cited in FePS
'However. the PLO does notwantto eng;xox in any activities which are not also Vienna message 101618Z June 1991.
in the interest of the GDR (German Democratic Republic." The Stasi reply was 35. Ibid.
thattheMinstryofStateSecuntydidnotinterfereinPLO intemalaffairs:never- 36. Tanlug (Belgrade) 2058 GMT 1i July 1991. as Cited in jPRS-
theless, Stasi did pass on information to the PLO security organization. Ob- TDD-91-029-L.
viously, Stasi files, if they are ever made available, wi contain a wealth of infor- 37. See 'Narcotics Connection Resurfaces. Radio Free Europe Report on
ma-on concerning such activities and associations. Eastern Europe (Weekly Record of Events), vol 1. no. 12. 23 March 1990

a. See. for example, the Interview with Czechoslovak Pc, )e Chief Frantisek 38. 'The Bulgarian Connection: Stuff for Western Dreams.' Presse 12 Jur,
Maryslka. Prague CTK. 0719 GMT, 29 July 1991. as Cited in FBIS- 1991. as Cited in FBIS Vienna message 121923Z July 1991.
EEU-91-147, 14: Josef Tucek. "Marda Fronta Dries, 13 July 1991. as trans- 39. See Tanlug 1355 GMT 25 June 1985. as oted in FBIS London message
late in FBIS-EEU-91-138. 18: and the Hungarian chief prosecutor's report on 251602Z June 1991.
the Carlos affair in FBIS Vienna message 090806Z July 1991. 40. Fran Visnar. "Croaan Antiterrorist Forces. Start. 2 March 1991.46-49

10. Klell Engelbrrt. 'Probing into the Secret Services Past Activities Abroad." as translated in JPRS-EER-91-041. 2 April 1991. 53.
Report on Eastern Europe. 12 July 1991. 1-5. 41. According to an unconfirmed report. a single terrorist suspect enteed

11. BTA (Sofia) 0933 GMT 6 August 1991. as translated in FBIS- Hungary during the period of the Gulf War. but the slowness of the informa:on
EEU-91-152, 5. network connecting the appropriate authorities allowed him to leave before e-
12, "Head of Anti-terronst Organization Issues Warning, *Radio Free Europe ing apprehended See Arnia Fekete. 'Border Guards Conscnps Will Rema r

ReportonEasemEurope(Weekly Record of Events). vol. 1. no. 34, 24 August Nepszabadsag, 13 March 1991, as translated in JPRS-EER 91-062. 8 May1990. 1991. 27.
13. Warsaw Pap. 1650 GMT. 19 April 1991. as cited in JPRS-TOT-91- 42. Many of the meni n this unit are reservists of the 6th Air Assault Bnoao

013-L. 2. See Robert Kowal. "Poliqant strzela raz [The policeman fires once]. P: 5,
14 Maryska interview. FBIS-EEU-91-147, 14 zbrojna. 10 December 1990, 3.
15. Among the agenda of such organizations is the intimidation of those offi- 43. Also of note in the area of cooperation, in August 1990 the Bulgarian o.-eccials investigating the activities of the former security establishments. Ian Gel- tor of Kintex (identified by Western intelligence agencies as a major arms n

dara. 'Terrorism: A World Perspective. presentation delivered at the VI Annual to terrorist organizations) said that the company is willing to provide tie West
International Symposium on Criminal Justice Issues. Chicago. Illinois. 23 Au- with information on arms exports. Kintex has records and serial numbers c, a
gus, 1991. exported arms to Warsaw Pact and other countries such as Libya. Syr a a-cz16. This alleged November 1990 Slovak Republican Army diatribe was pub- Iraq. If Western governments provide the serial numbers of weapons tned::
lished in"Text," Kapu. no. 6. June 1991. as translated in JPRS-TOT-91--021-L. Bulgaria. Kintex will tell where the arms nave been snipped See -Arms Exoc-7e,
3. While is authenticity cannot be confirmed, t certainly captures the spirit of Offers Information on Sales." Radio Free Europe Report on Eastern E~roe
ethnic. national and political antagonisms so evident throughout Eastern Eu. !Weekly Record of Events), vol 1 no 32. 10 August 1990
rope. 44. It is worth noting that counterterronsm and countemarcorcs are born ee

17. "Chetniks Threaten to Blow Up Krsko Nuclear Power Plant. Neue Kr- ments included under the US military s Concept of LIC.
nen-ze g, 19 May 1991. as cited in FBIS Vienna message 191505Z May 45. V Runov. r-ommon Front in the Struggle Against Crime. Krasnavazve:
1991. da. 31 January 1991

18 Deutsch/andNetworklColoqne), 1100 GMT 15 August 1991. as cited in 46 For a text of this legislation. see Dziennik Ustav. no 26. item no 1 043.
FBIS Vienna. 151318Z August 1991. March 1991. as translated in JPRS-EER-91-106-S 26-28
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United States- Colombia
Extradition Treaty

F AlURE OF AAOF

SECURITY STRATEGY
Major Arnaldo Claudio, US Army

The fight against the drug cartels has been challenging US and Latin
American officials for many years. The author takes a look at the
extradition treaty between the United States and Colombia and how this
treaty has changed with each government during the 1980s. He also
reviews what the current Colombian government is doing about the
treaty and the drug cartels.

[The treaty] . imposes an obligation on the Trujillo, and the Constituent Assembly "barred"
Requested State to extradite all persons, including its the extradition of Colombian criminals wanted
nationals, in cases where the offense involves punish- by the United States and other foreign govern-
able acts in both countries and the offense was ments.2 Gaviria emphasized that the decisions
intended to be consummcwred in the Requesting State. made by the Constituent Assembly will serve
This provision is especially important in prosecuting Colombia as a great instrument for copin, with
exporters of dangerous drugs and narcotics. its problems, and he further stressed that "with

US-Clombtan Extradition Treaty. 19791 every day, Colombia will gain more trust, securi-
OR THE last decade, the Colombian drug ty, optimism and hope to give a bright fUture t

F cartels have had a tremendously disruptive the new generations of Colombians."'
influence on the Colombian government and This sharp change in policy reflects Colom-
nation. Initiated and sustained by the US- bia's desire to take care of its own intemal securi-
Colombian Extradition Treaty of 1979, this in- ty problems. On the other hand, a leading B,, -
fluence has been exerted through a systematic ta newspaper proclaimed "Terrorism Wins."
campaign of intimidation, kidnapping and mur- suggesting the cartels had intimidated the ,.i'v-
der against anyone seeking their extradition to emment into accepting their terms. 4 The tir~t
the United States. Nearly 12 years after former comments by US officials echoed this pessim;stic
President Julio Cdsar Turbay signed the treay, view. For example, a disappointed Bob \lrti-
the current Colombian president, Csar Gaviria 1e:, director of the US Office o National trni,:
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Control Policy, cited Washington's hope that fered an early setback. By amending an existing
"extraditions would have been part of their [Co- law, the US Congress prohibited the sale of air-
lombian] criminal justice system."5 In the view bome radar, aircraft and communications equip-
of some US and Colombian commentators, the ment to Colombia, fearing that this equipment
drug cartels seem to have assured themselves a could be diverted by the nation's military for
"safe haven" in their own country by eliminating "other uses" instead of its intended purpose. In
their enemies, including Colombia's justice min- the view of Colombia's political and militan
ister, antidrug police commanders and more leadership, however, these restrictions severely
than a dozen supreme court justices. What hap- hampered Colombia's ability to conduct anti-
pened, asked Martine:, to Colombia's will to drug operations. 6

fight the cartels? An examination of the chrono- While concentrating on narcotics trafficking,
logical sequence of the complex events concern- Turbay's government neglected the growing in-
ing the US-Colombian Extradition Treaty is surgency movement. Spearheaded by the M- 19
instructive in assessing sharply differing per- Movement and the Revolutionary Armed
spectives of security strategies. Forces of Colombia, these insurgent groups chal-

In his January 1978 inaugural address, Turbay lenged the Colombian military as never before.
declared war on drug traffickers and promised With a massive wave of violence, including both
that his administration would restore order in rural and urban attacks, guerrilla forces com-
Colombia. Ninety days later, taking advantage pelled the Colombian government to concen-

trate on counterinsurgency operations, to the
detriment of its counternarcotics efforts. Re-

By amending an existing kaw, sponding to heavy criticism by the United
the US Congress prohibited the sale of States, Turbay stated, "Colombians are not cor-

airborne radar, aircraft and communica- rupting Americans. You are corrupting us. If you
tions equipment to Colombia, fearing abandon illegal drugs, the traffic will disappear."

that this equipment could be diverted by US-Colombian relations deteriorated rapidly at
the nation's military for "other uses" this juncture, and extradition of Colombian drug
instead of its intended purpose.... offenders was suspended."
[Colombians felt] these restrictions When Belisario Betancur Cuartas assumed

severely hampered [their] ability to con- the presidency in 1982, he adopted a rigid atti-
duct antidrug operations. tude toward formulating a joint US-Colombian

policy for the war on drugs and refused to honor
the extradition treaty signed by Turbay.' He

of the state-of-siege powers granted by the Na- wanted to test the Colombian judicial system on
tional Assembly, he used the military to crack its own ground, with no foreign involvement.
down heavily on drug traffickers. During more Betancur's perceived uncooperative attitude up-
than two years of ensuing savage confrontations set Washington. However, notwithstanding the
with the "enemy," the government seized more deterioration of US-Colombian relations, Be-
than 6,000 tons of marijuana and military equip- tancur took a hard-line approach against narco-
ment, including boats and aircraft. traffickers. He appointed Rodrigo Lara Bonilla

The United States was very satisfied with Co- as head of the Ministry of Justice. The new min-
lombia's assault on the drug problem, especial- ister wasted no time. Using Colombian military
ly after Turbay's government agreed to a US- forces and police, and with the assistance of the
Colombia extradition treaty. Consequently, the US Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA),
United States responded with $16 million in ad- he conducted a massive operation against the
ditional assistance for Colombia's war on drugs. powerful Medelln Cartel. By the end of the op-
However, this US--Colombian consensus suf- eration, the US-Colombian effort had seized
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EXTRADITION TREATY

13.8 metric tons of cocaine, making this effort tinued. To reinforce the president's promise, the
the largest drug interdiction in history US offi- Colombian government extradited 10 Colom-
cials were once again encouraged. Although the bians and three other foreigners to the United
extradition treaty remained on hold, the Colom-
bians had proved they could handle their own
countemarcotics affairs.' 0  Using Colombian military forces

Lara's program disrupted cartel operations so and police, and with the assistance of the
effectively that on 30 April 1984, he was gunned US DEA, [Justice Minister Rodrigo Lara
down by a cartel hit man. One result of Lara's Bonilla] conducted a massive operation
death was that it earned public sympathy and against the powerful Medelln CarteL...
support for the Betancur administration. Betan- Lara's program disrupted cartel
cur was furious at the assassination and, taking operations so effectively that on 30 April
advantage of this popular support, he responded 1984, he was gunned down by a cartel
with a massive war against the Medellfn Cartel. hit man.... Taking advantage of this
To the satisfaction of the United States, he de- popular support, [President Betancur]
cided to use extradition, a policy that he had pre- responded with a massive war against the
viously opposed." Medell'n Cartel... [and] decided to use

To the surprise of US and Colombian authori- extrcdition, a policy that he had
ties, the Medellfn Cartel responded with alarm previously opposed.
and an intensifying concern, since extradition to
the United States was considered the most
threatening consequence. By the end of 1985, States, while continuing its internal drug eradi-
Pablo Escobar Gaviria, the architect of what had cation program. 1 3 At this point, however, a sear-
become the world's largest cocaine smuggling ing event in Colombian security affairs took
network, had control of over 70 percent of South place.
America's cocaine distribution. Therefore, he On 6 November 1985, at approximately I 1-'.
thought he was in a position to negotiate with the commander of the 13th Brigade, charged
the Colombian government about his incarcera- with security of the Palace ofJustice among other
tion if captured. Supported by Panama's military tasks, received a phone call requesting immedi-
commander Manuel Antonio Noriega-to ate deployment of his troops-the Palace of Jus-
whom some several million dollars for personal tice had been assaulted by members of the M- P
protection had been paid-Escobar went to Movement. Armed with revolvers, M16 rifles.
Panama and secretly met with Colombia's at- mini-Uzis, grenades, explosives and one
torney general, Carlos Mario Hoyos Jimdnez 50-caliber machinegun, the insurgent group
Gomez. The main subject discussed was extradi- managed to take 17 supreme court justices hos-
tion. Escobar suggested to Jimdnez that the ex- tage. The Colombian military did its best to deal
tradition treaty be revised so he could turn him- with the M-19 force; however, ill-equipped and
self in and be prosecuted retroactively. 12  poorly trained for such an eventuality, the miii-
Furthermore, Escobar offered the restoration of tary failed in its mission. The consequences were
approximately $15 billion to the government, devastating: all 17 judges and all the insurgents
which would have been sufficient to repay Co- were killed, and there were considerable militar,
lombia's current national debt. Upon learning and police casualties as well. 14 This terrorist or-
about the offer, US State Department officials eration was believed to have been masterminde
queried Betancur, who denied any involvement by the Medellin Cartel, which reportedly paid
with Escobar and reiterated his position favoring some $1 million for the execution of the opera-
strong action against the traffickers. In the tion in retaliation to governmental efforts t,,
meantime, the war against drug traffickers con- continue its extradition policy. By the end ,t
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tion treay on 14 Dcccmbcr 1986. Drug trartick-
ers lost no time in sending, the president a ,i~Tnlj
of their intentions to break the will of the Co-
lombian ,,overnment. Three days atter Barco
had signed the treaty ag,,reement, a cartel hit man
assassinated Guillermo Cano Isaza. an antidru
publisher working for El Espectador, Colombi.',s
leading newspaper.16) Additionally, the Justice
Department's enforcement of antinarcotics law,
began to deteriorate, exemplified by the release
of Jorge Luis Ochoa Visque:. Ochoa, who had
turned himself in on 15 January 1991, was a lead-
ing cartel figure involved in even aspect of the
Medellfin organizations operations.

Nevertheless, Barco was determined to go tor-
ward with his plan. In February 1987, he penon-
ally replaced Medellfn's notoriously corrupt chiet
of police and top aides with personnel he trusted.
This action stripped Carlos Lehder Rivas (Co-
lombia's most wanted drug lord at that time) of
his governmental and police protection. Shortly
thereafter, a US-trained counternarcotics unit
captured Lehder and 15 other members of the

In 1986, Colombia's image in Medellfn Cartel. Lehder was immediately extra-
the world was that of a country totally dited to the United States because Colombian
possessed by the demons of cocaine. A officials feared he might purchase his release.;

battle for survival was underway against Unfortunately Lehder's extradition had little, it
two formidable and intertwined threats to any, impact on the flow of cocaine to the United

national securiy: narcotics trafficking States and other parts of the world. On the con-
and insurgency. Despite the magnitude trrv, it worked to the advantage of the Cali Car-

of the threat, [P~resident] Barco was more tel (in southern Colombia), providing it with
than willing to battle on both fronts. the opportunity to increase its intluence and

He signed the extradition treaty. markets while the Medellfn Cartel regrouped.
Once reorganized, the Medellfn Cartel again un-
dertook violent reprisals against the ,.overn-
ment, which included ordering hundreds OT

1986, more than 50 judges had been murdered murders and bombings.
by the narcoguerrilla alliance. I The years 1987-1990 proved to be the most

When newly elected President Virgilio Barco important period for US influence on extraul-
Vargas took office in 1986, Colombia's image in tion matters. Colombia's president and govern-
the world was that of a country totally possessed ment were ready to support the extradition
by the demons of cocaine. A battle for survival treaty unconditionally. Barco, suppXrted by the
was underway against two formidable and inter- United States, directed all his key military ana
twined threats to national securit': narcotics governmental chiefs to act jointly in a new ,I-
trafficking and insurgency. Despite the inagni- tensive against drug traffickers, but the otfensi\ e
tude of the threat, Barco was more than willin, against the cartels proved impossible to sustain.
to battle on both fronts. He signed the extradi- Barcos leadership and his strateg, of close rela-
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-' Co lombian policemen hit the pavement as lifst guerrillas holding

the Palace of Justice, behind the corrugated steel wall, open

fire with automatic weapons, 6 November 1985.

Armed with revolvers, M16 rifles, mini-Uzis, grenades, explosives and one
50-caliber machinegun, [M-19 insurgents] managed to take 17 supreme court justices
hostage. The Colombian military did its best to deal with the M-19 force; however,

ill-equipped and poorly trained for such an eventuality, the military failed in its
mission. The consequences were devastating: all 17judges and all the insurgents

were killed, and there were considerable militWary and police casualties as welL

tions with the United States had been shaken by asked about McNamara's and Bonner's remarks
the violent and brutal criminal actions of the he added, "Colombia does not accept pressure
cartels.18  on the Constituent Assembly, the government,

Beginning on 7 August 1990, when Gaviria or anyone."'19

became president, a plan was launched to On 15 May 1991, the First and Fourth corn-
strengthen the justice system. The United missions of the National Constituent Assembly
States, however, severely criticized this plan. decided to prohibit the extradition of Colom-
Among its most controversial aspects are decrees bians. The full text of the article approved by the
20-47, 30-30 and 303, which reduce the penal- two commissions reads as follows:
ties for people, including drug traffickers, who "Extradition from Colombia is prohibited.
turn themselves in to Colombian authorities and Extradition of foreigners because of political
confess their crimes. Changing Colombian ap- charges or charges of opinion (cargos de opinion)
proaches were evident in other ways as well. Of will not be granted. Colombian citizens residing
note was the Ninth International Conference in the country who, while abroad, have com-
on the Control of Drugs, held in Cartagena, Co- mitted crimes that are considered crimes accord-
lombia (April 1991), attended by two US repre- ing to national laws will be processed and
sentatives, Thomas E. McNamara (then US am- brought to trial in Colombia." 20
bassador to Colombia), and Robert Bonner In June 1991, four drug traffickers and terror-
(DEA agent-in-charge for Colombia), both of ists from the Medellfn Cartel turned themselves
whom emphatically rejected-the possible aboli- in to officials of the Criminal InvestigationDi-
tion of extradition. Colombian Foreign Minis- rectorate in Medellfn. These included Escobar.
ter Luis Fernando Jaramillo described, as "mere considered to be the leader of the organi:ation.-
opinions," the statements made by the ambassa- The surrender of these criminals to the Justice
dor and the DEA chief. Furthermore, when Department came at a time when Colombia was
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face-many complex challenges posed by rur-Colombian commentators stressed bulence and problems such as juvenile delin-
that the decision of nonextradition by the quency, poverty, prostitution, lack of rural health
Colombian Constituent Assembly was a care, insurgency, drugs, and so on. In a news
legislative one, and the executive branch conference, he stated:

had nothing to do with it. "The Colombian government and people
Moreover, the decision of the Constituent have paid the highest price in the struggle
Assembly did not necessarily guarantee against drug trafficking. We have given a large

that Escobar would surrender. part of our nation's efforts, and sometimes all of
the nation's efforts, to face drug trafficking. Un-
der these circumstances, we expect the intema-

redefining its national priorities and goals. tional community to do its part to turn this into
Gaviria's government faced-and continues to a real multilateral effort by all nations, so that the

Uncovering the Venezuelan Connection
... The death of an officer in Cord&ba ard the capvte

of the klU lead trevelation that Venezuela is another Colombian
victim of the ext sive arm of narcotrafficking.

El Tiempo, 2 Jdy 1991
It is Sunday, 23 June 1991,10:30 a.m. Mario Schil- Contacts in

lia, an Italian, initiates an unusual telephone conver- Venezuela
sation from his residence in the center of Cticuta, Co-
lombia, with an unidentified man in Caracas, Vene-
zuela. "I'll leave at 5:00 p.m., I'm driving a Chevrolet, r
license plates SAP 890 and I'm carrying 622 of you US Italian-Swiss Canadian
know what." The unidentified man responds, "OK, Connection Connection Connection
that is what we agreed." Unfortunately for the Italian, lM,am,? Quebc)
the communication was being intercepted by mem-
bers of the Police Directorate forJudicial and Investi- Figure 1. Colombian cartels in Venezuela
gative Intelligence (DIJIN) in Colombia. Suddenly, Mendoza's and Berrocal's men, providing them with
what had earlier been mere speculation, proved to be information related to developments of the antmar-
reality-a Venezuelan-Colombian connection in re- cotics efforts of the Venezuelan and Colombian police
gard to narcotrafficking had been discovered, in his area of operation. The DIJIN also became inter-

Following this and other similar incidents, the Ven- ested in why Duque had given Schillia his private tele-
ezuelan government announced that it had identified phone number.
the leadership of the groups that manage the narco- Following the Schillia telephone conversation, the
trafficking in Venezuela. It said drug trafficking opera- DIJIN needed to resolve why Mendoza and Berrocal
tions were directed by Colombians and that the ex- were in Venezuela, the ill nature of involvement
governor of Caracas, Adolfo Ramirez Torres, was also with the Colombian drug traffickers and the extent ot
involved. the Schillia-Duque-Berrocal-Mendoza connection.

The breakthrough had begun two months earlier The DIJIN devised a plan and decided to follow
when Edgar Duque Lopera, a specialist in document Schillia to Venezuela. Several hours later, in coopera-
falsification operating in San Antonio del Tachira, tion with the Venezuelan Judicial Police (PTJ), the
was captured by the Venezuelan police. After a very DIJIN arrested Schillia for alleged drug tratficking.
long interrogation process, the police learned that Du- Half an hour after Schillia's car was searched, the
que had provided false passports to Colombians Darfo Venezuelan-Colombian police alliance made the bi,-
Mendoza Parra and Luis Ger6nimo Berrocal, both gest seizure of cocaine in Venezuelan history. The
narcotraffickers and wanted by the Venezuelan au- connection was discovered. Schillia agreed to cxer-
thorities for the brutal murder of Captain Pedro Ro- ate and put together a diagram of the cartel opemtinz
jas, chief of an antinarcotics unit. In fact, the police in Venezuela (fig. 1). He disclosed that San Cristobal
also learned that Duque was the point of contact for on the Colombian border was the point ot enm tor
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burden of this struggle will not be carried in such fickers in chains. A great majority of US politi-
an excessive way, as it has been so far, by the C)- clans, citizens and directors of the principal me-
lombian people." 22  dia have the same desire. This may explain the

DEA Director Martinez, in his first public ap- overwhelming rejection, hostility and distrust of
pearance since the surrender of drug lord Esco- the Colombian judicial system that surfaced
bar, asked those who attended the Second An- when Escobar surrendered to the Colombian au-
nual Conference on State and Local Policy on thorities and was not turned over to the United
Drugs in June 1991: "Is there anyone who does States. It should be noted that there are similar
not want to see Escobar with his feet chained, guarantees for criminals in the US judicial sys-
breaking stones in the quarry of usticer' Of tem and in other countries like Italy, where there
course, the reply was unanimous. 3 Not only is a Mafia as strong as the one in Colombia.
those who participated in the conference would Objections, therefore, rest not on the law itself,
like to see Escobar and the rest of the drug traf- but on the perceived ability of the Colombian

cocaine into Venezuela, after which it was transported Caa a "
to Caracas, where contacts in the Caribbean later Italy
would transport it to Miami. He also revealed that his
brother, as well as two wealthy property owners in the
area and exporters of shrimp, was part of his organiza- l, 3
tion. One of the traffickers had already been identified CVncuta %e Wwith cocaine trafficking after the capture of her hus- 2 eeul

band in Mendanos a month earlier. Venezuela
The PTJ continued the interrogation of Schillia Ornoco River

and began to piece together the Venezuelan narconet. Colombia --'
They learned the identity of three Colombians prob-
ably in command of the narcotics operations in Vene- . Brazil
zuela-all three of whom were unknown to the Co- I G- Brazil
lombian police. After several days of investigations,F 2 n
DIJIN informed the Venezuelans that the three Co- Figure 2. Cocaine routes
lombians had been living in Venezuela for at least 10 were the actual passage points from Colombia to Ven-
years. The intelligence division also learned that the ezuela. Intelligence spokesmen maintained that other
three Colombians possessed a sophisticated chain of laboratories were located on the river banks of the
laboratories to process cocaine in Cticuta and the Orinoco River where both countries are joined. From
mountainous region of Catatumbo. They also re- here, the narcotraffickers transported the cocaine by
vealed that the Colombian route for the transport of boat or aircraft to the community of Anzoategui.
cocaine from Colombia to Venezuela was as follows: Mendoza and Berrocal were located and captured in

Phase 1, initiated in Cdicuta, involved the move- a region of the city of Puerto de la Cruz. After their
ment of drugs via land transportation to Barinas, interrogation by the Venezuelan police, it was con-
Venezuela. cluded that in this city, the cocaine was processed ini-

Phase 2 saw cocaine transported to Caracas by tially, prior to arriving in Caracas.
aircraft. In another development link to the same issue,

Venezuelan authorities announced that a man. de-Phase 3 involved the exchange of the cocaine tained in Canada last May, was identified as a member
with contacts in Caracas for later distribution to Mi- of the Venezuelan Civic Police (DICIV). His interro-
ami, Italy L,, Ctnada (fig. 2). gation was followed by the arrest of an ex-member of

More specific information was provided through the DICIV in the city of Anzoategui. He is believed
another intelligence network. Based on this informa- to have provided members of the cartel with falsified
tion, the Venezuelans confirmed that the cities of San police credentials.
Antonio el Tachira, San Cristobal, Barinas and Cara- This sudden wave of narcotrafficking has stunned
cas and the Selvatic zone between the Colombian- the Venezuelan law enforcement community. The
Venezuelan border close to the community of Vichada continued on followin page
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judicial system to enforce sentences and guarantee that Escobar would surrender. '

achieve stated aims. The question to be asked now is, What does
Why does the United States refuse to accept the Colombian government expect from the

Gaviria's policy against narcotraffickers? Ac- United States in support of its efforts regarding
cording to Diego Cardona of the University of decrees 20-47, 30-30 and 303? Colombians are
California, Los Angeles, a specialist in interna- convinced that they are paying a high price to
tional relations, the US government does not the international community. They are also fully
understand that Colombia also has a division of convinced that the international community
power. If that issue were clear, then the United agrees that Colombia has already paid a very
States would not have erroneously associated high price in its struggle against drug traffickine.
government policy directly with the Constitu- Therefore, Colombians hope that the US gov-
ent Assembly's independent decision to approve ernment approves the initiatives included in the
the nonextradition of Colombians. According Cartagena Declaration ( 15 February 1990) refer-
to Cardona, the US press has overstated the di- ring to special concessions for Colombia and the
rect linkage; that is, the approval of nonextradi- Andean countries in their struggle against drug
tion and the surrender of Escobar.24 Any US trafficking. In addition, they do not expect any
analyst needs only review the controversial case sanctions as they did years ago after the release
of the former mayor of Washington, D.C., Mari- of drug trafficker Jorge Luis Ochoa.26

on Barry, to find an analogy: After the trial, Despite criticism and the initial reluctance of
Barry-in the opinion of many commentators- the United States to support this new way of
received only a "slap on the wrist." This sen- dealing with the scourge of drugs, the Colom-
tence created waves of discouragement in the bian government can show concrete results with
Colombian government. At that time, Wash- this new policy. The National Directorate of
ington explained away the light sentence quite Preliminary Investigations has disclosed that, as
simply: "This is not a government decision, nor of 7 July 1991, 18 citizens accused of drug traf-
is it part of the government's official policy. This ficking had surrendered in accordance with the
is an independent court decision and the gov- new legislation. Three of the Ochoa brothers.
emiment has nothing to do with that decision." Jorge Luis, Fabio and Juan David, all members of
In the same manner, Colombian commentators the Medellin Cartel, are behind bars, and on 21
stressed that the decision of nonextradition by June 1991, both Escobar's brother, Roberto, and
the Colombian Constituent Assembly was a leg- Gustavo Flores, another Medellfn Cartel mem-
islative one, and the executive branch had noth- ber, surrendered to the Colombian authorities.-'
ing to do with it. Moreover, the decision of the In Washington, President George Bush's admin-
Constituent Assembly did not necessarily istration would have preferred the extradition of

Escobar and other drug offenders to the United

Venezuelan States, but Colombians are convinced they de-
serve a chance to continue to fight on their ownConnection continued terms. As stated by Jaramillo, "An extradition

Venezuelan authorities have said that at this time treaty could easily do more harm than good at
they do not have any effective control over the narco- this time by halting the surrender of drug king-
trafficking, money laundering or even the judicial pins." Colombia requests that we provide them
mechanism to fight the cartel. Fortunately, the with a helping hand with its economy, as prom-
Colombians do not appear to have established an in- ised by Bush, during the Cartagena drug summit.
frastructure similar to the ones in their country, but The Colombian government, while recognizim
Venezuelans are worried that this may not be long in the controversial issues of the recent legislation
coming. To their disbelief, they are discovering new
routes every day, with more people implicated in the and its implication, nevertheless believes that it
drug chain. MR has taken the proper steps to meet Colombia's
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demanding security challenges.
The flow of drugs into the United States ac- President George Bush's

tually increased after the signing of the US- administration would have preferred the
Colombian Extradition Treaty. Thus, the under- extradition of Escobar and other drug
lying intent of the treaty, to stop or at least slow offenders to the United States, but
the flow of drugs, was not entirely successfil. It Colombians are convinced they deserve a
became extremely difficult to capture drug crimi- chance to continue tofight on their own
nals slated for extradition, despite a concen- terms. As stated by Jaramillo, "An extra-
trated effort to do so. There was no question of dition treaty could easily do more harm
these individuals surrendering. Major compo- than good at this time by halting the
nents of the judicial system were in jeopardy surrender of drug kingpins."
through drug corruption. Rampant narcoterror-
ism, directed against the Colombian govern-
ment because of its extradition policy, affected cial system would continue to be undermined by
the entire populace, threatening its longstand- drug traffickers and felt that the treaty offered an
ing democratic system. After much bloodshed effective tool by which Colombia could rid itself
and minimal success, the Colombian govern- of narcotics trafficking.
ment decided to take a different approach, that The flow of narcotics continues to threaten
is, to repeal the extradition treaty and apply its the national security of both the United States
own judicial solutions to this national security and Colombia. It is imperative that both coun-
problem. This move by the Colombian govern- tries reconcile their differences in prosecuting
ment met with strong US opposition, as the the war on drugs to ensure a united approach in
United States feared that the Colombian judi- resolving this mutual problem. MR
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The Cuban

,n the wouthern
Hdmi6s *here

-A";:. 7Graham H. Turbiville* Jr.

- Cuba'sfuture is one of chage. The autor ooks at how the rent
Soviet coup attemp4 the declining Soviet influence in Eastern Europe,
the breakup of the Warsaw Pact and the return home of Cuban military
forces have ffected the nation. He points out how these changes have
.abay ieqflenced Cuba's i and economy, and he also discusses

possble options for te island nation.

E N beforhe failed Soviet coup in Au- Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev's relative
gust 1991 changed fundamentally the coolness toward the Cuban leader underscored

character of the Soviet Union ii dintensified tensions between two longtime communist allies
the problems of those remaining'Soviet client that had been evident for some month
states around the world, the future of Fidel Cas- At the same time, a Soviet foreign policy that
tro's Cuba was generally assessed as bleak. By more insistently discouraged the export of arms
spring 1991, declining Soviet econotmc assis- and revolution to the Third World, and vastly
tance to Cuba, coupled with Havarias loss of im- improved US-Soviet understandings on several
portant trading partners in Eastern Europe and issues (including cooperation during the Gulf
the collapse of the Council of Mutual Economic crisis and war) suggested that Soviet military as-
Assistance, was having a severe impact on the sistance to Cuba in the future might have defi-
Cuban economy. Soviet fuel deliveries were re- nite limits. In short, by mid-1991 Cuba seemed
portedly cut by 30 percent in 1991, and raw ma- increasingly isolated, more hard-pressed eco-
terial deliveries for Cuban construction and in- nomically and far less potent as a regional mili-
dustries in the first five months of the year were tary power The completed withdrawal of Cuban
slashed.1 Castro's openly stated disdain for ongo- forces from Angola in May 1991-in accord
ing internal changes in the Soviet Union, and with a 1988 United Nations-backed peace
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plan--symbolized for many observers Cuba's de- this was an affair for the Soviet state to handle.6

dining importance as a global troublemakerand By 29 August, as the enormous consequences of
its forced retirement as a Soviet surrogate. the failed coup emerged, the Cuban daily Gran-

In the face of such developments, radical ma reaffirmed Cuba's intention to follow a so-
changes in Cuba seemed imminent, however in- cialist path, expressed hope for a Soviet state that
voluntary. Cuban emigre groups in Florida,
along with a number of US advisers and support-
ers, began to plan for the transition of Cubals Gobachev'S 11 S ptember
economy to a "capitalist system" after Castro was announcement that Soviet forces
gone. As part of post-Castr planning, a promi- would be wlthdrawn from Cuba
nent Cuban exile spokesman, Jorge Mas Canosa, prompted a more l v eg anlandw
cited his secret meetings with high- Cu- angy response.... plan was
ban officials said to be part of Castro's inrer d nouCed as a surpilse move, put
cffde.' In the Soviet Union itself, the new So- Iothr without pw consultation
viet art of opinion polling sugested growing and It clearly rwpsentd one of
doubts about Castro's future.' In the commercial the most serious psychological
realm, an international real estate speculator ad- blows yet to ai Mvgme that both
vised reducing south Florida and Puerto RMcan e its military srngth and
land holdings, whose value would decrease in feared for Its securty.
the face of burgeoning Cuban land sales sure to
come, while US professional baseball leagues
should prepare for an influx of talented Cuban remained unified and highlighted the mortal
players.4 Such thinking, of couwse, was bolstered danger to Cuba represented by the United
in the wake of the failed Soviet coup. States.7 However Gorbacevs 11 September

announcement that Soviet forces would be
Cuba and the Soviet Coup withdrawn from Cuba (and the unstated impli-While actual Soviet material support waned cation that an estimated $1.5 billion in annual
from last year to late summer 1991, supportive Soviet military aid would also be chopped or
statements and visits by some key members ofthe eliminated entirely) prompted a more vigorous
Soviet leadership provided consolation to the and angry response from Cuba. The plan was de-
Castro regime. Prominent Soviet military, secu- nounced as a surprise move, put forth without
rity and Communist Party officials reaffred the prior consultation, and it dearly represented one
Soviet Union's military and economic commit- of the most serious psychological blows yet to a
ment to the island. Until the consequences of regime that both celebrated its military strength
the failed Soviet coup became apparent, these and feared for its security.8
actions likely gave Cuba hope that Soviet assis- These events have presented Castro with a di-
tance would continue, at reduced levels at least, lemma that offers no good choices. He can seek
and held out prospects that Soviet leadership accommodation with the United States and re-
might someday return to a more traditional, gional neighbors, which would entail holding
harder line. The coup aftermath, however, only free elections, releasing political prisoners, re-
underscored for Cuba and the world the loss of nouncing the export of revolution, reducing ar-
many crucial, longstanding supporters.5  maments and undertaking sweeping economic

Whatever Cuba's initial thoughts about the reforms. Yielding to such demands would mean
coup, Havana remained uncharacteristically the end of 32-yearold socialistCubaand the po-
quiet during its course and the shock of its imme- litical power monopoly of Castro and his revolu-
diate aftermath. Initial comment was limited tionary associates. A host of Cuban exiles hostile
largely to a 20 August statement indicating that to the Castro regime for three decades wait to
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by Cuban instructors in English, still bore the
Energy is in extremely short earmark of Soviet basic tactics and seemed bare-

supply. Public transportation and Iv translated from original Russian military texts.
fuel for personal motor vehicles Regarding strategic security concepts, the Cu-

have been cut back sharply, with ban regime's imposition of a "Special Period in
Chinese-manufactured bicycles Peacetime" in September 1990 to deal with the

now a popular substitute. Short- many difficulties described above suggests a So-
falls in grain have meant bread viet concept whose origins, content and impli-

rationing and food substitutions; cations are worth highlighting.
soap is difficult to obtain.., and Castro imposed the awkwardly designated
even cigars are reportedly now "Special Period in Peacetime" to deal with what
rationed.... Hard currency is in he correctly saw as a time of mounting-and

critically short supply, but required possibly apocalyptic-troubles for Cuba. The
"up-front" for purchases abroad stilted language was due to its direct translation
since Cuba suspended payments from a Russian expression whose ongins lay hi

on its international debt. Soviet civil defense planning for general nuclear
war, and was first associated with Soviet legisla-
tion three decades ago-virtually as old as Cas-

take part in such a process, and some hope to tro's regime itself. As Soviet Colonel Oleg Pen-
speed it along through military action. The oth- kovskiy put it, "This special period is set by the
er option rests on proceeding alone, seeking new Party, the government and the military com-
trading/joint-venture partners, benefactors or mand. The term refers to a time in which the So-
revenue sources, and somehow enforcing an viet authorities consider that hostilities may
even more severe economic austerity program at commence."9

home, while preserving the Cuban armed forces, The special period required that a broad range
security apparatus and internal order. Limited of organizational, control, protective and mobi-
economic opportunities, powerful exrernal en- lization measures be carried out in the govern-
emies and growth of internal opposition make ment, economy and military to deal with the
the success of such a course problematic. As this severest of imminent trials. There was an apoca-
is written, however, the latter option is one that lyptic tenor in planning that emphasized surviv-
Castro has publicly affirmed, and its security as- al under extreme duress. AIko referring less for-
pects are worth examining more closely. mally to a "period of threat" or an "emergency

period," Soviet writings are replete with descrip-
A "Special Period in Peacetime" tions of strenuous actions to be undertaken to

Anyone familiar with Soviet military affairs prepare the country for a potentially devastating
will experience more than a flash of recognition conflict.' The concept played an active role in
when studying the Cuban Re,,olutionary Armed Soviet crisis management and planning for 30
Forces and the overall Cuban security establish- years, even as state institutions reorgani:ed un-
ment. As with a number of other armies built on der perestroyka at the start of the 1990s. Last
the Soviet model, the Soviet Union's stamp is year, for example, former Chief of the General
clear and often remains long after actual support Staff Mikhail Moiseyev noted that in a "special
has been withdrawn. This is true for issues as ba- period" the then new and now defunct Pres-
sic as how tactical vehicles are parked and stored, idential Council would be transformed into a
as well as for larger national security concepts. State Defense Committee to oversee a multi-
At the lower end of the spectrum, for example, rude of defense-relbted issues. 1 With this
military instructional material recovered in Gre- background, it seems clear that Castro's imposi-
nada and taught to the Grenadian armed forces tion of a special period responds to a crisis having
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Cuban soldiers shortly after the formation of Castro's
revolutionary governmenL Within 20 years, the Cubanarmed forces would e x to.over3000 ,me", .•• I

11

, . .0

The completed withdrawal of Cuban forces from Angola in
May 1991-in accord with a 1988 United Nations-backed peace plan-

symbolized for many observers Cuba's declining importance as a global
troublemaker, and its forced retirement as a Soviet surrogate.

both economic and broader dimensions, and "up-front" for purchases abroad since Cuba sus-
one perceived by the Cuban leadership as equiv- pended payments on its international debt. 6
alent to general war. Finding new sources of hard currency will be a

The stated goal of the Cuban economy in this continuing challenge for the Cuban leadership.
period is to shift and focus all available resources But Castro is looking to the most extreme lIr-
on speeding up economic development, includ- it of the special period, a plan designated the
ing boosting food production, acquiring and ap- "Zero Option." Envisioned as a response to a to-
plying new scientific and technical develop- tal cutoff of Soviet economic assistance and
ments, and focusing on the pharmaceutical, trade subsidies, measures under this option call
biotechnology and tourism sectors of the econo- for such actions as widespread conversion to
my. It has meant severe restrictions and ration- animal-drawn transport, use of charcoal and
ing and curtailment of a number of social pro- wood for fuel in place of kerosene, virtual elimi-
grams.12 Energy is in extremely short supply, nation of electrical power and possible conver-
Public transportation and fuel for personal Mo- sion to a lifestyle that Castro himself character-
tor vehicles have been cut back sharply, with i:ed as resembling that of the Indians f, und bv
Chinese-manufactured bicycles now a popular Christopher Columbus 500 years ago. How
substitute. 13 Shortfalls in grain have meant much of this is serious planning and how much
bread rationing and food substitutions; soap is is merely posturing for external and internal au-
difficult to obtain; cooking gas is carefully regu- diences is arguable. Castro has evidentv con-
lated; and even cigars are reportedly now ra- vinced many of his countrymen, however. who
tioned. 14 Visitors describe a deteriorating infra- are now obliged to rehearse portions of the plan.
structure, with consumer items extremely The special period and zero option have mili-
difficult to obtain and very expensive. 15 Hard tary and security implications, in addition to
currency is in critically short supply, but required their economic aspects. These promise to have
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gua, among other states. The last remnants orThe "Zero Option" [is] Cuban military presence in Ethiopia, which to-
envisioned as a response to a total taled perhaps 3,000 men at its peak, have de-

cutoff of Soviet economic assis- parted in the wake of the Communist regime's
tance.... (ft cals] for such actions 1991 defeat there. In spring 1991, Cuba began

as widespread conversion to with,4 rawing the so-called Special Tactical
animal-drawn transport, use of C, p from -he Congo where, since 1977, it had

charcoal and wood for fuel in place the _, ated mission of defending the Marxist-
of kerosene, virtual elimination of Leninist Brazaz'ville regime from anticommunist

electrical power and possible forces staging t, l.,L neighboring states. 17
conversion to a lifestyle that Castro Howc'ver, it was the withdrawal from Angola
himself characterized as... that of that was of greatest material and psychological

the Indians found by Columbus. consequence. Returning troops and equipment
had to be absorbed into the active forces or dis-
charged into the reserves, employed in the econ-

a serious impact on the Cuban military establish- omy and reintegrated into society. The 16-year
ment as Castro attempts to preserve the Revolu- Cuban experience in Angola had seen 377,033
tionary Armed Forces in the face of staggering Cuban military personnel serve there (56,622
resource stringencies, officers), with some 2,077 killed in service (25

percent of them officers). 18 It was revolutionaryMilitary Dimensions of icon Emesto Che Guevara himself who, in 1965,
the Special Period established the first contacts with the Popular

The Castro regime's political power, its ability Movement for the Liberation of Angola. Thus,
to project overt ("national liberation fighter") or the Angola experience constituted a "milestone
covert ("clandestine fighter") military means be- in Cuba's own history..19
yond the island, and the defense of Cuba itself In late spring 1991, Cuban media were filled
rely on the ground, air and naval components of with accounts of Cuban military forces returning
the Cuban Revolutionary Armed Forces, the se- home to the "beautiful green alligator" from An-
cunty forces of the Interior Ministry and other gola in accord with the negotiated end of the
intelligence and security elements (see figure). 16-year civil war in that African nation. Initial
The 180,500 members of the active and ready re- deployments of Cuban combat forces to Angola
serve components of the armed forces and 4,.L0 took place in 1975, reaching about 12,000 troops
borde,- and special designation troops of the Inte- by 1976. With the immediate a~m of providing
nor Ministry are most directly subject to special direct military support for the Marxist govern-
period measures, however. While dealing with ment in Luanda, the force deployment-which
economic problems and changing security rela- reached more than 50,000 at its high-water
tionships with old allies, the Cuban defense es- mark-raised the specter of Cuban and other
tablishment has also had to manage the with- "Soviet surrogates" being employed throughout
drawal of Cuban forces from around the world. Africa and the Third World to advance Soviet

Combat and advisory duty overseas, particu- foreign policy initiatives.
larly in Africa, is central to the Cuban military The return of the last Cuban forces from An-
experience. However, over the last few years-- g"ola was carried out under the code-name (,'Yer-
and accelerating in 1990 and 199 1--changing ition Victry, with units returnin, both lK air
political situations and international agreements and sLa. Returning! troops were typically met by
have sent Cuban f)rces home. "International- -enior officers, Cuban Communist Par" leaders
ist" military c(-ntingents have been reduced or and "representatives of mass and political orca-
eliminated in Mozambique, Yemen and Nicara- ni::ations," who emphasized "the pride the whole
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country feels for the heroic actions of our inter-
nationalist troops in Angola." Troops returned
from Angola with substantial amounts of heavy
equipment, said to include "tanks, armored per-
sonnel carriers, artillery, antiaircraft artillery,
communications gear and other equipment."
This equipment, "in perfect technical condi-
tion," was to be "immediately" transferred to reg-
ular units to increase "the combat readiness of
the Cuban Revolutionary Armed Forces." Re-
turning troops were said to express enthusiasm
for new duties at home. As one returning Cuban
soldier asserted in a 20 May television broadcast,
"We wish to help our country with all our
strength and give our highest effort to whatever
Fidel asks of us, anywhere, anything, at any time,
for whatever is needed. 20

The return of these forces, however, added to
Cuban problems in ways roughly analogous to
the return of Soviet forces from Eastern Europe,
the lost war in Afghanistan and from other Castro [faces] a dilemma
"soldier-internationalist" postings. Whether that offers no good choices. He
these i.. - ' Cuban forces contribute ulti- can seek accommodation with the
mately to strengthening Castro or provide a United States and regional neigh-
source of growing opposition remains to be seen. bors, which would entail holding
Meanwhile, these troops were greeted as heroes, free elections, releasing political
returned combat and support equipment was re- prisoners [and] renouncing the ex-
distributed and efforts were made to mobilize port of revolution .... [This] would
veterans in support of the special period mean the end of... the political
measures. This has included work by provincial power monopoly of Castro and his
"Directorates for Assistance to Combatants, revolutionary associates.
Families of Internationalists and Martyrs" to find [Or Cuba can proceed] alone,
work for returning soldiers. In one example, a seeking new trading/joint-venture
provincial directorate claimed that of 2,600 sol- partners, benefactors or revenue
diers returning to the sugar-producing Ciego de sources, and somehow enforce]
Avila area, all but 1 percent had found work."1  an even more severe economic
Capturing and retaining the support of such dis- austerity program at home....
charged veterans will be key to whatever success Limited economic opportunities,
the special period can enjoy. [and] powerful external enemies

... make the success of such a
Preserving the Armed Forces course problematic.

Under the special period, the Cuban military
is seeking to maintain its combat and training
readiness while reducing costs and contributing tion to reducc obligatory active militar: ,ervice
to the national economy. In an effort to cut mili- in the armed forces from three years to two. ac -
tary expenses while maintaininga strong mobili- cording to the 19 March 1991 edition (4 Grain-
ration and training base. Castro initiated legisla- ma. Voluntary military and civilian, .Onattons
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have also been made to the Territorial Troops economic sector and government, as well is the
Militia, a force (estimatcd at 1.4 to 2 million ac- institution of covert measures to improve the
tive and reserve members) intended for internal posture of forces. The deployment or activation

of agents and intelligence-gathering resources.
and preparations for special operations actions

The joint KGB-GRU signal beyond national borders could be associated
intelligence site at Lourdes... with peak crisis periods. While such changes and

[is] the most sophisticated Soviet preparatory actions have obviously not been ad-
SIGINT collection facility outside dressed in open Cuban writings, the undertaking

the Soviet Union.... Its shutdown of such analogous measures remains at least a po-
would not only mean the loss of tential in view of other Cuban parallels to the
military intelligence to the Soviet Soviet model. In this regard, the recent forma-

Union/successor regime, but tion of rapid action brigades suggests heightened
critical commercial and economic internal security concerns. Rapid action bri-

intelligence as well. gades consist of "groups of civilians organized by
the state to defend socialism," and reportedly
serve as a kind of vigilante auxiliary to the Na-

security but tasked to support the armed forces in tional Revolutionary Police. 27 They are remi-

the event of war.22 In addition, traditional em- niscent of the Soviet Workers' Militia groups ac-

ployment of active and reserve forces in harvest tivated in the late 1980s in the Soviet Union to

and general agricultural support has been inten- deal with various kinds of public disorder.

sified, along with the practice of having military
units grow their own food in subsidiary plots.- Withdrawing Soviet Forces

Military fuel use has been severely cut, an ob- The Soviet Union's stated intention to with-
vious constraint on training forcewide, despite draw its forces from Cuba now influences Ha-
explicit Cuban statements to the contrary. This vana's planning considerations. While no time-
is a particular problem for aviation fuel: as long table for these withdrawals has been announced
ago as October 1990, Aeroflot was considering (as of this writing), and no specific Soviet troops
a shift of its Latin American operations from Ha- have been designated or excluded, statements by
vana to Miami, since fuel supply already had be- US Secretary of State James A. Baker imply a
come such a problem in Cuba.24 In the first promise by Gorbachev to remove all Soviet
quarter of 1991, the Western Army region forces. 8 These forces constitute three groups:
(which includes Havana) claimed a 61 percent a 3,000-man brigade based south of Havana; a
reduction in fuel consumption with no reduc- 2,800-man military advisory and assistance
tion in the pace and scale of training. Innova- group scattered throughout Cuba; and a
tire, if awkward, approaches have included the 2,100-man signals collection complex at
use of firewood-powered gas genera tors to fuel Lourdes near Havana. 9 A Cuban spokesman
tanks and other combat vehicles." As in the described these forces as "symbolic in nature as
civil sector, bicycles are used increasingly by mil- far as Cuba's defense is concerned." '0
itary and police elements. It also appears that Certainly the brigade is the most publicized of
larger numbers of weapons and equipment have these elements, having become a controversial
been put in storage. This is suggested by refer- political issue in 1979. While US spokesmen
ences to the mothballing of unspecified kinds of usually refer to it as a "combat" brigade (to em-
weapons in vacuum-packed polyethylene. phasize its line unit configuration), and the 'o-

Under the Soviet concept, a special period viets in turn publicly call it a "training" britade
could include a number of command and organi- (to suggest a benign instructional mission), it is
zational changes in the military, security torces, in fact a motorized ntle brigade with three mo-
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CUBA

Cuban Revolutionary Armed Forces
(180,500 active and ready reserve)I

Revolutionary Army*
(145,000 including 15,000 ready reserves)

Western Central Eastern Isle of Youth

Army Army Army Mi. Region
1 corps 1 corps 2 corps 1 division -

3 armored divisions biae equivalent
9 mechanized divisions -13 infantry divisions Active ,
8 individual infantry regiments &

1 airborne assault brigade Reserve
1 frontier brigade

Supplemented by additional reserve, territorial
and paramilitary forces All

Ministry of Internal Affairs Troops

Special IIBorder Guard
-orces Troops -

Approx. 1,000 troops Approx. 3,000-4,000 troops -, .-. E.,, ,,. . , ".

Revolutionary Air and Air Defense Troops: 22,000 Revolutionary Navy: 13,500 personnel with Soviet-
personnel with MiG-21, -23 and -29 combat aircraft plus model missile and patrol craft, mine warfare vessels.
Soviet-model helicopters (Mi-4, -8 and -24), transport and submarines (3), amphibious and other miscellaneous
training aircraft: air defense systems include SA-2 and -3 ships and craft. One amphibious assault brigade and
SAMs (surface-to-air missiles). coastal defense elements.
* Conscript-based army that stresses the integration of active and reserve force. Units kept at any of three levels of strength. Soviet-model weapons include amona
others) 1.100 T-54/55/62 tanks: 50 BMPs; 500 BTRs: BM-21 122mm multiple rocket launchers, towed 122mm and 152mm artillery pieces: antiaircraft artillery ano SAM
(SA-6, shoulder-fired models) air defense systems. Range of combat support/combat service support units.

torized rifle battalions, a tank battalion, artillery
battalion and combat and combat service sup- Under the special period,
port units.31 Its role appears to have been to pro- the Cuban military is seeking to
tect Soviet facilities and personnel in Cuba and maintain its combat and training
provide security support for the Castro regime. readiness while reducing costs and
The additional 2,800 Soviet military advisers contributing to the national
provide the usual scope of training and technical economy .... Traditional employ-
support to Cuban forces equipped with Soviet ment of active and reserve forces
arms. Soviet adviser-pilots are rumored also to in harvest and general agricultural
have flown air defense missions in the past. support has been intensified, along

A more significant Soviet presence by far is wt the practice of having military
at the joint KGB--GRU signal intelligence site units grow their own food.
at Lourdes, initially established in the
mid-1960s and expanded to become the most
sophisticated Soviet SIGINT (signals intelli- and processing buildinus, an antenna field and a
gence) collection facility outside the Soviet satellite ground station. Official US asse-
Union. The complex reportedly covers some ments of the complex indicate that it intercepts
28 square miles and consists of some 50 support US commercial satellite communtcarion.
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trafficking in particular. Cooperative ettorts with
The desperation of a Cuban the Latin American drug cartels, cutting out a

government lacking other options more independent share of the trafficking mair-
for trade and revenue could result ket and perverting Cuba's developed pharma-
in Cuba's more visible emergence ceutical industry to synthetic drug production all
as a major drug-trafficking center. exist as options.
A move from Moscow's forward Narcotics sales offer vast profits--so vast that

base in the region to an accom- the Medellfn Cartel offered to pay Colombia's
plice of the drug cartels may at national debt in 1985 in return for government

some point seem to be the only amnesty. To be sure, the Castro regime has been
chance for Cuba under Castro accused of complicity in international narcotics

to remain "socialist." trafficking for years. In 1981, for example, after
the US Coast Guard seized his boat and two and
a half tons of marijuana, Cuban Mario Esteves

commercial telephone calls, NASA space com- identified himself as a DGI (Direccion General
munications and naval and merchant marine de Inteligencia-a major Cuban intelligence
communications. More specifically, it reported- service) agent assigned to distribute cocaine,
ly monitors US Navy Atlantic Fleet and some marijuana and methaqualone tablets in the
US Army communications. 32 Its shutdown northeast United States and Florida. US indict-
would not only mean the loss of military intelli- ments stemming from his testimony in the case
gence to the Soviet Union/successor regime, included two Cuban Communist Party Central
but critical commercial and economic intelli- Committee members, a Cuban naval flag officer,
gence as well. a former Cuban ambassador to Colombia and

Soviet troop withdrawals will remove what another DGI employee. 34

Castro likely regards as insurance against a US Exile group spokesmen and some US officials
invasion, insofar as the Soviet presence symbol- have charged the Castro government with drug
ized the Soviet Union's commitment to a social- trafficking. 35 Castro's arrest and execution of

ist ally. As a consequence, Cuban security Angolan war hero Brigadier General Arnaldo
concerns will be further heightened. The with- Ochoa and a military colleague on cocaine traf-
drawals will probably also be accompanied by a ficking charges in 1989 only increased suspicions
loss of more hard currency compensation, tech- of government involvement, based on doubts
nical support resources and possibly shared intel- that Ochoa and other Cubans involved could
ligence. The removal of Soviet forces will serve have acted without widespread government
to either harden Castro's resolve or force some knowledge. 36 However one judges the murky
move to accommodation. charges and countercharges over past Cuban

drug-dealing activities, the desperation of a Cu-
A Drug Trafficking Option? ban government lacking other options for trade

The Cuban role as an exporter of revolution and revenue could result in Cuba's more visible
and terror has been well documented in official emergence as a major drug-trafficking center. A
and nongovernment assessments.33 Cuba's role move from Moscow's forward base in the region
as a sponsor of narcotics trafficking, as a means to an accomplice of the drug cartels may at some
for both profit and undermining of US institu- point seem to be the only chance for Cuba under
tions and society, is more disputed. Cuba's in- Castro to remain "socialist."
creasingly desperate requirements for hard cur- Whether 11 million proud and talented Cu-
rency more urgently raise the specter of a bans will long tolerate life under the special peri-
hard-pressed Castro government throwing itself od in peacetime---o-r the zero option-is most
into narcotics trafficking generally, and cocaine debatable. Whether smaller internal groups of
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A Cuban supply truck in flanes after an
ambush by,US-supported guerrillas inAngola, circa 1907.

aU-1

Initial deployments of Cuban combat forces to Angola took place
in 1975, reaching about 12,000 troops by 1976. With the immediate aim of
providig direct military support for the Marxist government in Luanda,

the force deployment-which reached more than 50,000 at its high-water
mark--ralsed the specter of Cuban and other "Soviet surrogates

being employed throughout Africa and the Third World to advance
Soviet foreign policy initiatives.

dissidents or dedicated external enemies will between communist regime supporters and their
give them the opportunity is questionable as presumably democratic successors would have
well. Nevertheless, under one set of assump- the potential for sustained or intermittent vio-
tions, Castro's Cuba could survive as a lingering lence. Refugee problems, depending on the cir-
remnant of the Cold War, existing for months, cumstances of the transition, could become a re-
or perhaps even a few years, on limited support gional consideration directly affecting a number
from a few sympathetic or equally isolated gov- of states.
emments, severe rationing and perhaps drawing Former Eastern European communist security
on narcotics trafficking profits as well. Even with personnel have created organiations suspected
the surprising tricks of history, the prolonged sur- of coercive actions and terrorist planning (tor
vival of communist Cuba under such circum- example, Red Fist in the former German Demo-
stances is most unlikely. 37  cratic Republic); the prospect of former I"_

A Castro government that was abruptly over- free-lance activities in an unsettled region must
thrown, eased out through the death or disability at least be considered. Organized crime, includ-
of its aging principals, or fundamentally altered ing local and international drug traffickinz
through accommodation or abdication would could gain a foothold in a post-Castro. tree-
raise complex security issues as well. As in Last- market Cuba, where old institutions were de-
em Europe and the Soviet Union, antagonisms stroved and new ones had not vet taken hold.
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Given these and other rough parallels, recent the relative strength of two competing leader-
Eastern European political transitions may serve ship imperatives: the dedication of Castro and
to inform Cuba in its own unique post-Castro his closest colleagues to a Marxist-Leninist
circumstances. Finally, communist Cuba's im- Cuba, and their well-developed instincts for
mediate future may be most directly shaped by personal and national survival. MR
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A Glantzing Glimmer
By Lieutenant Colonel (P) Richard N. Armstrong, US Army; Harriet Fast Scott,
Colonel William F. Scott, US Air Force, Retired; Lieutenant Colonel (P) John D. Skelton,
US Army; Colonel Paul T. Mikolashek, US Army

Understanding the Eastern Front official publications, he identifies disasters and blun-
World War 11's Eastern Front remains a distant ders, as well as triumphs and accomplishments in So-

fight that Western military historians and students viet military operations. He reveals operations nei-
know impacted the war's outcome, but how the So- ther the Germans nor Soviets wanted to explain. His
viet victory came about is a question with an often illuminating journey through Soviet and outside
little understood answer. What did the Red Army do sources dispels myths about Red Army military
between Leningrad, Moscow, Stalingrad, Kursk and theory, leadership, operational capabilities and fight-
Berlin? ing prowess and balances previously one-sided battle

Over the last decade, an exciting body of Soviet accounts based on German memoirs and histories.
military history has flowed from the pen of a US With the advent of glasnost' and the Soviet
Army officer with a remarkable career of research and Union's becoming unglued, the West stands on the
study, Colonel David M. Glantz. Broadening the threshold of an information avalanche of Soviet mili-
West's understanding of this forgotten front, Giant- tary and society histories. The opening of Soviet mil-
began teaching and publishing at the Combat Studies itary archives for research and study will improve our
Institute, US Army Command and General Staff understanding of the Soviet military. This informa-
College (USACGSC), Fort Leavenworth, Kansas; tion explosion will propel historical rewritings and
followed by his research and conduct of the Art of produce a fundamentally different picture of the
War symposiums at the US Army War College, Car- fighting on the Eastern Front and World War II itself,
lisle Barracks, Pennsylvania; his works with the US altering the West's previous understanding as repre-
Army Soviet Army Studies Office (now US Army sented in the classic, ground-breaking works of Ray-
Foreign Military Studies Office [FMSO]), Fort Lear'- mond L. Garthoff, John Erickson and Earl F Ziemke.
enworth, Kansas; and his editorial writings in the Interestingly, Soviet military historians, with their
Journal of Soviet Military Studies. bureaucratic and secretive restraints, could not write

Glantz's prodigious writings create a new, increased their history as well as Giant:. Their open press histo-
awareness of Soviet army experiences and accom- ties were published in limited editions, over time, re-
plishments and culminate in a series of books pub- stricting availability to researchers. They did not
lished by Frank Cass and Co., Ltd., London. These have total access to German and Japanese archival
books, reviewed below, are Soviet Military Operational materials and only a limited, controlled acces to
Art, Soviet Military Intelligence in War and The Soviet their own archives. Newly released military archival
Conduct of Tactical Maneuver from his Soviet Military material has already verited much ot Giant:', works
Theory and Practice series and From the Don to the of reconstruction.
Dnepr from the Soviet Military Experience series. Ironically, now that the Soviets have Ive.un re-

Glantz's relentless pursuit of available Soviet mili- writing their own history, Giant: is bin_ asked 1%
tary histories has led him through a mountain of Soviet military historians for help in recon ,mictini
memoirs, unit histories and battle and operational ac- their history stripped of ideology. A major challenve
counts from the prolific Soviet postwar military pub- will be to reconstruct their history as the basis tor a
lishing houses. Combining Soviet publications with new relationship between the militarn and ',oietv.
German and Japanese archival materials, he recon- Soviet military histories, the basis t, r much ot
structs highly detailed accounts of Red Army opera- Glant's work, are tundamentallv difftrent in style
tions. Delving into the details, he finds Soviet opera- and presentation from US military histories. In the
tional accounts in the open press more accurate and West, we celebrate the individual. \"We reco,_n:e in-
verifiable with German and Japanese records than dividual achievements, and we like our miditary hi -
suspected in the West. Reading between the lines tory to revolve around battles and laders whose 'ac-
and recognizing what was not printed or stated in the counts are told in tlowimL, entertainino narrative.
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The historical account must be punctuated by inci- The Gulf War will be studied intensely bv officers
sive observations blown to general conclusions ort and generals at the Military Academy of the General
events, warfighting and personalities. Staff and other Soviet military academies. After all,

Soviet military histories, on the other hand, are as Iraqi officers were trained by the Soviets, advised by
dry as unbuttered popcorn. Relatively devoid of per- Soviets and supplied with Soviet equipment. Had
sonalities, they have large doses of military art and they been allowed by Saddam Hussein to use that
science and are in the tradition of the General training, the war might have been a different story.
Staff study. Systematic in its approach, the General As General H. Norman Schwar-kopf said: "Saddam
Staff study is intent on producing unmistakable is neither a strategist, nor is he schooled in the opera-
military lessons and examples. With the Marx- tional art, nor is he a tactician ...."
Lenin influence, Soviet histories fail to exalt individ- Successes in the Gulf War were due, in no small
uals and achievements but, rather, enumerate the part, to a hardy group of Soviet military specialists,
collective effort for the ideological, socialist victory, like Glantz, who for years pioneered the study of So-

Glantz's works replicate this objective, unemo- viet operational art and tactics. The notes in Soviet
tional approach. While he identifies Soviet corn- Military Operational Art are 99 percent from original
manders, there is no development of personalities Russian sources.
and little development of the ironies of situations. Glantz's sources are the writings of the Soviet
Like the Soviet military publications, his are in the Union's best strategic and tactical thinkers, past and
General Staff style of revealing operational examples present. Such military men generally are found in the
for military theory and practice. A functional analysis General Staff or, before 1936, the Red Army staff
of operations and rigorous attention to the various Among them are pre-World War 11 leaders such as
supporting aspects of warfare give these studies not A. A. Svechin, M. N. Tukhachevskiy, A. I. Yegorov
only contemporary but also future value in under- and V K. Triandafillov, and the postwar group that
standing Red Army operations and the nature of the included marshals G. K. Zhukov, V D. Sokolovskiy,
fighting on the Eastern Front during World War I1. M. V Zakharov, V. G. Kulikov and N. V Ogarkov.

As a torchbearer, Glantz lights previously shad- "Operational art" as a category between strategy
owed areas, revealing many new research avenues, and tactics is a term newly adopted by US military
He leads the way in widening the source materials thinkers. In the Soviet Union, operational art was
base and exploiting archival material from all World developed in the 1920s as military theorists struggled
War II participants. His works are now standard ref- to understand the nature of future war. What was the
erence sources in worldwide professional military ii- probability of war, and who would be the enemy?
braries for students and historians. Military profes- What kind of war would it be? How should the mili-
sionals in schools or those self-taught in advanced tary be trained, and what weapons would be needed?
military studies can and do learn front his works. If war does occur, how would it be fought?

It is fortunate that Glantz intends to continue cap- These questions were the subject of heated debates
turing and translating as much of the Soviet archival in the 1920s and early 1930s, Glantz points out. The
material as possible for study in the West. His one- battle plan emerged gradually in the late 1920s.
man show is a magnificent tour de force that makes Called "deep battle" and "deep operations," it re-
him a phenomenon within contemporary military quired three decisive weapon systems--tanks, artil-
historiography as he pursues his unique life's lery and aviation-which began to be produced in
work.-LTC (P) Richard N. Armstrong, US Army the first military five-year plan. Advocates of the

new concept refined it in exercises and reinforced its
realization in regulations.

In 1937 and 1938, Joseph Stalin turned on his ofti-
SOVIET MILITARY OPERATIONAL ART cers, arrested hundreds of them and had them shot.
In Pursuit of Deep Battle. 295 pages. 1990. $45.00 Deep operations was ripped out of Soviet militar"
clothbound. $25.00 paperback. practice by the roots. But the survivors who remem-

Anyone who has ever attended a Glantz lecture bered the exercises in the early 1930s never forgot the
wil! not soon forget his electrifying presentation. lesson they learned: Deep operations worked.
Whether it is a battle on the Russian Front in World Glantz continues to trace the development of op-
War II or Soviet strategy in nuclear war, suddenly, you erational art by the Red Army from the darkest days
are there. Glantz's gripping lectures are perfect exam- of World War 1I, as it faced disaster, to the triumphal
pies of "deep research." Details unroll with precision entry into Berlin. Without the revival of deep battle,
guidance. One longs somehow to capture this wis- the outcome might have been quite different.
dom, to hold the moment. Soviet Military Operation,, The Soviet High Command was faced with two
Art is that distillation. problems when the war ended. First, Stalin's insis-
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tence that victory was the result of his genius, his several simultaneous front operations began to take"permanently operating factors." Second, the United place. Today, Ogarkov wrote, the strategic operation
States had the atomic bomb; the Soviets did not. in a TVD (theater of military operations) has become
Until Stalin died in 1953, he ridiculed the idea of any the basic operation.
one weapon being decisive. In secret, he began a Glantz, with charts and text, outlines in satisfying
crash program to create his own atomic weapon. In detail the strategic operation concept in the TVD re-
1949, he was successful. At the same time, Stalin ferred to by Ogarkov. "What has emerged is a Soviet
drove Soviet and captured German scientists to de- concept of land-air battles juxtaposed against the US
velop rockets capable of reaching distant targets. concept of AirLand Battle," he writes.

After Stalin's death, Soviet military theoreticians The only criticisms are technical. Not all abbrevi-
were free at last to develop a new concept of modem ations in the text appear on his abbreviation list. The
war. The 1953 to 1960 period was known as the peri- book could have used a bibliography. Publishers must
od of the Zhukov reforms. Later, it was described as create a better system of notes. Why not simply num-
a time when "a revolution in military affairs" took ber the notes consecutively all through the book?
place. At that period's end, nuclear-tipped rockets Thus, there would be only one note 13, not eight.
with sophisticated guidance systems began to be in- Soviet Miftary Operatonal Art is the first of a series
troduced into every Soviet armed forces service. The of studies being sponsored by FMSO. It whets the ap-
Strategic Rocket Forces were created in December petite for more.-Harriet Fast Scott.
1959.

At first, nuclear weapons were limited, leaving the
battlefield much the same as it was in World War II.
But as weapons accumulated and entered the serv- SOVIET MILITARY INTELLIGENCE IN
ices' armaments, Soviet operational art was faced WAR. 422 pages. 1990. $37.50 clothbound. $25.00
with the prospect of a nuclear battlefield. As the au- paperback.
thor puts it, "nuclear weapons occupied center stage To some laymen, winning the Gulf War may have
after 1960." Operational art was developed to "use looked like a simple high-tech weaponry victory and
the results of nuclear strikes." The Soviet General a well-conceived battle plan. Less obvious is the role
Staff prepared to fight and win the nuclear war. intelligence and deception played in making possible

By 1967, the Soviet Union had enough nuclear the rapid victory of the multinational forces as-
weapons to begin to exhibit flexibility in their use. sembled against Hussein's troops.
War might not begin with nuclear strikes. New prob- From the beginning of the allied buildup, one of
lems arose. As the Soviet Union reached parity and the first acts of the combined military leaders was to
beyond with the United States, forces had to be tai- deny the Iraqis aerial reconnaissance outside their
lored to fight with and without nuclear weapons. own borders. This was followed bv a carefully ex-

Glantz devotes the last and most critical part of So- ecuted deception plan. At the same time, Iraq was
viet Military Operational Art to the refinement of the open to satellite reconnaissance and, later, to allied
revolution in military affairs. High-precision con- reconnaissance aircraft. As Glantz concludes in his
ventional weapons are as lethal as their nuclear coun- masterful work, Soviet Military Intelligence in War, "al-
terparts, he notes. How does this fit in with "defen- though razvedka [intelligence] does not guarantee
sive" Soviet military doctrine? "It remains a clear success in battle, its absence can contribute to fail-
Soviet intention to achieve theater objectives with- ure." This may be an understatement. The Iraqi po-
out the use of nuclear weapons by either side." litical and military leadership's inability to obtain in-

The appearance of precision-guided munitions formation on allied troop dispositions and planning
(PGMs) used in the 1973 Middle East War alarmed doomed Hussein's hope of success from the verv start.
the Kremlin. What exactly would be the nature of fu- Many books have been published on Soviet KGB
ture war? Marshal A. A. Grechko warned that armor (Soviet Committee of State Security) and GRU
had reached its effectiveness limit, while PGMs were (Military Intelligence Service) exploits. While good
just coming into use. reading, they generally covei only one intelligence

Ogarkov pointed out the ever-increasing scope of aspect. In Soviet Military Intelligence in War, Giant:
war. Until the 16th century, fighting forces were treats the subject as a whole. As one of the leading
composed of regiments. Brigades were developed in US authorities on the Soviet armed forces, he is emi-
the 17th century; divisions, in the 18th century. The nently qualified for this task. He carefully documents
War of l812 saw an army being used as the major ele- from previously classified and other Soviet sources
ment of war for the first time. By the 20th century, how the High Command's intelligence successes
several armies were uniting in fronts. By World War were dependent on careful planning, organization
II, the basic operation was the front operation. Then, and training, plus the recognition by the top political
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and military leadership of the need for intelligence. forcements and supporting personnel.
Glantz explains the difference between the Soviet GRU and KGB analysts were quick learners. Adolf

and US approaches to intelligence. The Soviets use Hitler's drive for the Kursk bulge was accurately fore-
a single word, razvedka, to include both intelligence cast. Collection sources, to include radio intercepts,
and reconnaissance. "With an appropriate adjectival partisan agents and air reconnaissance, had reached
qualifier, it pertains to every possible means of intelli- professional status. Maskirovka had equally improved.
gence collection and analysis." Closely allied with Dummy airfields were constructed and dummy tanks
razvedka is maskirovka, which encompasses camou- and artillery positions confused German air recon-
flage, concealment, deception, disguise, screening naissance. Soviet intelligence had detected German
and masking. intent--strategic, operational and tacticali-while at

Red Army theoreticians of the 1920s studied the the same time masking its own preparations for a
experience of czarist armies in World War I in which counteroffensive.
intelligence had been a weak link. Later, Soviet strat- In contrast, German intelligence was surprisingly
egists, when developing the concept of deep opera- poor. Its analysts had failed to identify Soviet disposi-
tions, recognized intelligence would be essential to its tions. In particular, it had underestimated the Soviet
success. By 1941, Soviet military theorists "had de- ability to create huge reserves.
veloped a thorough understanding of the importance In Soviet Military Intelligence in War, Glant objec-
of intelligence and its critical role in the conduct of tively gives the strengths and weaknesses of Soviet
operations at every level of war." intelligence in wartime. Readers may draw different

Glantz shows it is one thing to understand a con- lessons from this account that may be applicable
cept; it is another to employ it. Initially, the Soviets today. I offer the following.
could not put theory and understanding into practice. Between 1937 and June 1941, Stalin purged ap-
On 22 June 1941, the Germans "achieved strategic, proximately 40,000 of his most senior officers. In the
operational and tactical surprise" in their opening at- 1939-1940 "Winter War" with tiny Finland, the So-
tack. In large part, this was due to Stalin and his para- viet Union suffered some 800,000 casualties. Mil-
noia. Wamingsfrom WinstonChurchill were consid- lions of Soviet citizens were in forced labor camps,
ered "provocations." Another reason was organiza- where they died by the hundreds of thousands. Hit-
tional. The head of the GRU reported directly to Sta- ler's attack on 22 June 1941 caught Stalin by surprise.
lin and not to Zhukov, then chiefof the General Staff. At this time, Soviet intelligence was woetully weak.

The Soviet General Staff had little precise intelli- Yet, within a year, Soviet forces had regrouped and
gence on German movements in the war's first weeks. intelligence organizations had been reorganized. In a
Stalin had forbidden Soviet territory map making be- little more than two years after Hitler's attack, Soviet
cause war was to have been fought on enemy territo- intelligence forecast the German drive for the Kursk
ry. Moscow often did not know how far German bulge and pre-positioned its forces not only for an
forces had penetrated and even their own troops' sta- initial defense but also for a massive counteroffensive.
tus. Although Soviet raredka quickly improved, the Maskirovka--deception, camouflage and decoys-
High Command often failed to recognize German was employed with great success. The plan worked.
deception. For example, in the fall of 1941, Stalin in- From then on, the Red Army remained on the offen-
sisted on concentrating his forces for Moscow's de- sive, stopping only in Berlin.
fense and failed to heed Zhukov's forecast of the Ger- Today, the Soviet Union is in turmoil. The econo-
mans' swing to the southwest, where they quickly my is in shambles, nationalism is rampant and the
overran Kiev with huge losses of Soviet troops. Communist Party, the KGB and the military are

Soviet performance improved considerably during themselves under assault. Many in the West have
1942, although major weaknesses still remained, written off the Soviet Union as a military superpower.
Even then, only a quarter of the reconnaissance air- It would be instructive for all those interested in
craft were equipped with cameras. Soviet analysts national security affairs, from intelligence analysts to
tended to give all intelligence data equal weight. As policy makers, to review the lessons found in Glant:'s
a result of these and other deficiencies, Soviet com- Soviet Military Intelligence in War.-COL William F.
manders significantly underestimated the size, Scott, US Air Force. Retired
strength and resilience of German forces in the Sta-
lingrad area. When the Sixth German Army was sur-
rounded, the Soviets estimated 85,000 to 90,000 sol- THE SOVIET CONDUCT OF TACTICAL
diers were in the pocket. In fact, some 300,000 MANEUVER: Spearhead of the Offensive. 263
German troops had been surrounded! Soviet analysts pages. 1991. $37.50.
had counted the number of divisions and other corn- With the continuing decline of Soviet military
bat formations but had neglected to consider rein- prowess, a cynic will ask, "Why read another booKk on
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the Soviet army?" However, this book is as much "were carefully tailored to perform particular missions
about warfighting theory as it is about the Soviet ... at greater depth and more independently." The
army. In this context, the book is a useful addition to Soviets, in Glantz's view, building on fairly sophisti-
the profession's literature. It is, perhaps, inaccurately cated prewar theory, formed the forces and discovered
titled; a better title might be The Evolution of the For- techniques suited to conducting tactical maneuver.
ward Detachment in Soviet Theory. Glantz describes It was, he argues, this Soviet ability to conduct tacti-
the forward detachment (peredovi oriad) as being "the cal maneuver that paved the way for larger-scale,
most important functional entity tasked with the operational-level success in World War II.
critical combat function of tactical maneuver." The basic Soviet theory behind the forward de-

In writing this book, the author draws from a wide tachment concept has changed little since 1945. Af-
range of detailed Soviet sources, to include a "wide ter all, from the Soviet perspective, the last year or so
variety of hitherto classified sources." The forward of World War II wirnessed a series of successful opera-
detachment is a unique organization specifically des- tions where forward detachments were employed at
ignated to fulfill combat missions to contribute to the the tactical and operational levels. Although some
success of the force as a whole. The forward detach- adjustments to forward detachment theory to ac-
ment normally leads the march formation (of a regi- count for nuclear weapons in the 1960s and 1970s did
ment, division, corps or army) and will, in turn, occur, the subsequent reduced likelihood of nuclear
deploy its own reconnaissance, advance, flank and warfare essentially negated the need for those adjust-
rear security elements. ments. Soviet forward detachment descriptions have

Generally, the forward detachment for a Soviet di- remained relatively constant since the early 1970s,
vision will be a reinforced combined arms battalion but the frequency of articles and studie3 on forward
deploying ahead of the division's advance guard, but detachment operations, both historical and contem-
behind the division's reconnaissance element when porary, markedly increased in recent years. During
the division is arrayed in a march formation. The for- this period, the Soviets have stressed the need for a
ward detachment's exact composition will be in- better balanced combined arms force for the forward
fluenced by mission, enemy and terrain consider- detachment rather than a 1960s' (nuclear era) re-
ations. At the army level, Soviet theory (and liance on tank-heavy forces.
regulation) calls for the forward detachment to be of While describing Soviet enthusiasm for the war-
regiment size. The forward detachment may be used fighting contribution of the forward detachment,
in offensive, defensive or pursuit operations. Glantz also points out the challenges inherent in pro-

Forward detachments receive their missions prior tecting, sustaining, controlling and synchronizing the
to the operation's commencement. A single force, operation of a fast-moving forward detachment oper-
such as a division, may employ more than one for- ating well forward of the main force.
ward detachment at a time if multiple axes of opera- In recent years, before the end of the Cold War
tions are required. While the forward detachment is confrontation in Europe, the US Army devoted con-
usually associated with offensive operations, it can siderable intellectual energy to addressing how to
play a major role in defensive operations as well. In counter Soviet forward detachments on a future
offensive combat, the forward detachment is usually battlefield. Although the concern about the threat
employed to seize and hold important objectives in posed by the forward detachments may have been
the depth of the enemy defense to facilitate the main somewhat overstated, it does not undermine the tac-
force's advance. During the defense, forward detach- tical and operational significance of combined arms
ments "provide time for the main forces to establish forces operating as forward detachments. Glant's
the defense and prepare counterattacks and counter- book makes an important contribution to the mili-
strikes capable of defeating the enemy offensive, by tary professional literature and will be a useful addi-
holding advantageous positions in the security zone." tion to the military professional's library.-LTC (P)

Glantz meticulously traces the evolution of for- John D. Skelton. US Army
ward detachment theory from the post-World War I
period to the present. He points out that the theorists
were way ahead of the technology necessary to make FROM THE DON TO THE DNEPR: Soviet
the forward detachment concept successful. Specifi- Offensive Operations, December 1942 to August
cally, he talks about the need for armed and mecha- 1943. 430 pages. 1991. $45.00 clothKund. $25.00
nized forces that can move rapidly ahead of the main paperback.
force, yet communicate by radio with the main force. In terms of size, scope and intensity, The Great
Starting slowly at first in World War II, the Soviets' Patriotic War" between the Soviet Union and Nai
forward detachment concept fully matured by 1945. Germany is one of the most important conflicts in
By war's end, he concludes, the forward detachments the history of wartare. In spite of this, it is difficult to
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find a comprehensive and balanced account of this valuable reterence for those interested in World War
part of World War 11. Glantz has done much to ,or- I1 and Soviet military art. The Soviets use the Great
rect this. The Soviets have devoted considerable en- Patriotic War as a huge laboratory for experiments in
ergy to the analysis, study and application of the les- the science of war; Glantz provides us with their lab
sons learned from the battles on the Eastern Front. notes on one key part of this experiment.-COL Paul
Glantz relies heavily on this Soviet postwar analysis, T. Mikolashek, US Army
as well as original German accounts to provide a de-
tailed examination of the war's most critical period. ieutenant Colonel(P) Richard N. Armstrong is a naaumai
This research, coupled with Glantzs insight, succeeds securv teilow ot dhe John F. Kennedy School tr Government.
in overcoming the self-serving and biased writings of Harvard University. He uas the commander ol the 312th Md-
German authors and the political rhetoric so often ur lntelligenceBattalion. lstCavuaryDiuvsion, dunngtheGdUt

accompan gSoviet books on the subj.ct. War. He has also served as an inteligence o*er in Viemam.accompanying vest Germany, Korea and uith the Office of the Assistant Chief
Four major campaigns were fought from December of Staff for Intelligence. Headquaters, Department of the Anny.

1942 through August 1943, during which significant He received a B.A. from West Vgrua Universty, an .\1 A
transitions in Soviet military strategy, operational art from Boston Universic-Y and is a gra of USACGSC. He

and force structure occurred. Glantz describes these has published numerous articles on Soviet mdiav affars.

transitions in. terms of the process the Soviets used to Hamet Fast Scott. a noted Sovietoiogist and consultant on
Soviet muitav affars. is an adjunct professor at So-uthwest Mis-

educate themselves, restructure their army and im- soun State Uiversiw. As a member of the General Adisor
plement these sweeping changes while their nation's Committee on Arms Control and Disarmament, she has traveied
very existence was threatened. extensively in the Soviet Union and naintarns one of te lagest

Glantz'sanalysis isthorough. Inthefourcampaigns kno p te libra es of Soviet military publications in the
United States. She is the coauthor of many ,mngs on die Soviet

described, Glantz begins with a clear depiction of the mihars forces %uh Wdlian F. Scott.
strategic and operational settings and description of Colonel William F. Scott, US Air Force, Retired, a noted So-
the area of operations. He then reviews both combat- vietologist and consultant to a number of research institutes, is an
ants' plans down to the tactical level. This is followed adjunct professor at the Defense lntelligenc Cl&ge, Washng-
by a detailed account ofwhat happened. Hesumma- ton, DC. 1Vhile on active duy, he served rotours in the US

EmbassN. Moscow. first as a senior air attache and, later, as air
rizes each campaign with his analysis of the event and and defese attachi. He received a B.S. from the US Miltarv
the impact on Soviet military thinking. Such corn- Academ, an M.A. from Georgemo University and a Ph.D.
plete study gives a greater understanding of these cam- from George Washington Uruversity.

paigns for their own sake, and more important, a grasp Lieutenant Colonel (P) John D. Skelton is an advanced op-
of the evolutionary process transforming the Red eratonal studies fellow of the School of Advanced Miitar Scd-

ies, Fort Leavenuorth. Kansas. He commanded the l stMilitar.
Army between 1942 and 1943 and its continuing in- Intelligence Battalion at Fort Huachuca. Anona. and fnmnerv
fluence on its offspring-today's Soviet army. served as chief of the Intelligence Support Division of the Con -

The serious student of the Great Patriotic War will b/ned Arms Center Threats Oirectorate, Fort L.avenunrm.
find this book a necessity. The casual reader may be- Kansas. He received a BA. f-om Furman Universr. and an
come frustrated with the detailed narrative. How- MPA. trom Golden Gate Uniter.

Colonel Paul T Mikoashek is the commandr. 3d Tr inonever, the introductions and conclusions of each chap- Bngade. Fort Leoak 'Wood, Missoun. He wus formed+ the d,
ter stand by themselves and make the book rector of the Deparmret of Militar Straegy, Plans and Opera-
worthwhile. Although maps are abundant and clear- tions, US Army War College, Carlisle Barracks. Pennsy ivan.
ly referenced in the text, the print quality on some of He is a graduate of the .Armed Forces Staff College, the LS

Army War College and received a B.A. from the Unvernit, ot
them is so poor it makes them nearly useless. Never Akron and an M.A. from Michigan State 'unversitr.
theless, this is an important work and will serve as a

"Air Raid, Pearl Harbor. This Is No Drill."
By Lieutenant Colonel Thomas D. Morgan, US Army, Retired Copynght 1991

"Air raid, Pearl Harbor. This is no drill." That was US Pacitic Fleet at anchor in Pearl Harbor on the
the message sent out by the US Navy command cen- Hawaiian Island of Oahu. 1 By 0945, the last wave ot
ter in the clear and on all frequencies at 0758, Japanese planes withdrew and, except tor sxradic
Sunday, 7 December 1941, 3 minutes after the first strafing, the attack was over.
wave of Japanese bombers and fighters attacked the In less than 2 hours, 353 Japanese planes broke the
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spine of the Pacific Fleet by sinking or seriously dam- considered to be the prime target. In case of a Japa-
aging 18 important ships and destroying over I SO US nese attack there, the Rainbow 5 War Plan clled for
Army and US Navy aircraft-the bulk of air power the Pacific Fleet to first strike and seize the Japanese-
in the Hawaiian Islands. In all, 94 ships of the Pacific mandated islands in the Marshails and Carolines as
Fleet were surprised at Pearl Harbor that tatetul a prelude to relieving the Philippines (then still a US
morning 50 years ago. possession).9

US casualties amounted to 2,403 killed or missing Ironically, the Pearl Harbor attack came almost 10
and 1,178 wounded. Most were sailors, and half the years after the US Grand Joint Exercise Number 4, in
deaths occurred when the powder magazines of the 1932, proving a carrier-launched air strike on Oahu
battleship USS Arizona exploded in a tremendous could b successful. Early on the morning of Sunday,
blast that sank the ship instantly. 2 More than 1,O00 7 February 1932, planes launched from the carners
sailors and Marines are still entombed in the wreck- USS Lexington and USS Saratoga surprised US Army
age of the Arizona, which is still a comissioned ship Air Corps planes on the ground and theoretically de-
and is now a permanent World War II memorial. stroyed them, leaving the Hawaiian bases defenseless

Day of Infamy. The day after the attack, Presi- from further air attacks.10

dent Franklin D. Roosevelt addressed a joint session In the after-action critique that followed, it was
of the US Congress and asked for a declaration of war, generally considered that a Sunday morning attack
calling Sunday, 7 December 1941, "a date which will was "dirty pool." The Japanese did not think so. Al-
live in infamy." The controversy over who was at though considered by many Americans to be quaint,
fault rages to this day. Embarrassing questions were exotic and toy-like people, the "Gods of War" were
raised about the unpreparedness of the Hawaiian de- entrenched around the throne of Japan in the form
fenses. The Army and Navy commanders there were of a militaristic government bent on conquest in
sacked, and the Joint Committee on the Investiga- Asia. The Japanese learned from that 1932 exercise,
tion of the Pearl Harbor Attack published 40 vol- as well as from the 1940 surprise carrier attack by the
umes on the subject. 4  Royal Navy that destroyed the pride of the Italian

A Riing Sun in the Pacific. The years leading Fleet in the harbor of Taranto. The British used 21
up to the attack on Pearl Harbor were tumultuous old-fashioned torpedo biplanes to sink three Italian
ones in the Pacific. Japan emerged as the strongest battleships in an attack that shifted the naval balance
power in the Pacific after defeating, in 1904, the Rus- of power in the Mediterranean to the Allies' side. I 1

sian Asiatic Fleet at Port Arthur with a torpedo-boat Sunday Strike. At 0750, Sunday, 7 December
sneak attack and, in 1905, by sinking the Russian 1941, sailors of the Pacific Fleet were preparing for
Baltic Fleet that was sent to avenge Port Arthur in morning duties. As the 183 torpedo planes, bombers
the famous naval battle of the Tsushima Strait? and fighters of the Japanese first wave struck, the US

Surprise attacks were part of Bushido, the code of colors were raised defiantly, and the battle of Pearl
the warrior, that governed Japan's actions as military Harbor was on!12

rule became dominant during the early part of the The eight aging battleships of the Battle Force Pa-
20th century.6 Japan sided with the Allies in World cific Fleet (the mightiest ship in the fleet in the
War I and acquired former German possessions in the 1920s-the 31,000-tan Arizona-was launched in
Central Pacific-principally the Marshall and Caro- 1915) were the priority targets for the Japanese pilots.
line islands-as its reward from the Treaty of Ver- The two Hawaiian-based aircraft carriers, the USS
sailles. In 1931, Japan invaded Manchuria, and in Lexington and USS Enterprise, were delivering aircraft
1937, it seized northern China. Japan joined Germa- to Midway and Wake islands, respectively, with a
ny and Italy in the Tripartite Pact of 1940 and occu- screen of cruisers; but, the rest o' the Pacific Fleet (94
pied Indochina after the fall of France that same year. ships) was in Pearl Harbor anchorage because it was
Roosevelt retaliated by restricting trade with Japan- the Pacific Fleet commander's habit to bring the fleet
placing an embargo on oil and steel and freezing Japa- into Pearl for the weekend. 13

nese assets in the United States-and by moving the The pride of the fleet-the battleships USS Anzo-
Pacific Fleet from the West Coast to the US Territory na, USS Oklahoma, USS Wst Virginia, USS Califor-
of Hawaii. The scene was now set for an eventual nia and USS Nevada-were sunk or beached after be-
showdown be een the United States and the Em- ing hit repeatedly by bombs and torpedoes. The old,
pire of Japan. defenseless battleship USS Utah, used as a target ship,

GrandJoint Maneuvers. The famous naval his- was also sunk. The USS Tennessee, USS Marvand
torian, Admiral Samuel E. Morison, said, "Never in and USS Penmsy waa sustained light damage, and
modem warfare was a war begun with so smashing a the USS Maryland was the first battleship returned to
victory by one side... ."8 Almost no one expected a the battle fleet in February 1942.14
Japanese attack on Hawaii. The Philippines were The Japanese attack fleet consisted ot 34 ships,
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the strike force being six aircraft carriers with a total war.20 The survival of the irreplaceable carers and
of 423 planes on board. After carrier security and re- the logistics assets at Pearl Harbor sowed the seeds of
serve aircraft were allocated, 353 planes made the ac- Japan's eventual defeat and unconditional surrender
tual attack--only 29 failed to return. A force of 27 in 1945.
submarines was scheduled to sink the fleet if it left Remember Pearl Harbor! All of the Japanese
Pearl Harbor. Five of the submarines carried midget ships that participated in the sneak attack on Pearl
submarines intended to infiltrate the harbor and sink Harbor, except two-a desy.oyer and a supply ship-
the ships at anchor there. were sunk by the war's end. Admiral Isoroku Yama-

In direct contrast to the effectiveness of the air moto, the reluctant architect of the Pearl Harbor at-
strikes, the submarine attack was a failure. No US tack, stated thatJapan had "only awakened a sleeping
ships were sunk by the submarines, and all five midget giant and now his reaction will be terrible."22

submarines were sunk. One was damaged and washed For "awakened" Americans, "Remember Pearl
up on the beach where the Japanese ensign in com- Harbor!" was the great patriotic rallying cry that mo-
mand became the first enemy prisoner of war. 16 bilized and sustained the American public in the war

The sinking of the Arizona, within a few minutes effort. As a result of the Japanese attack, the lives of
of the beginning of the attack, was the most dramatic most contemporary Americans were dramatically
incident of a day filled with drama. It lasted only a changed. "Ask anyone who was alive and of the age
few minutes before sinking, absorbing about eight of reason on December 7, 1941, (to rememberl where
bomb hits and several torpedoes before a 1,760- he was and what he was doing when he heard the
pound bomb penetrated beside the No. 2 turret to the news. I have never met anyone who could not do
powder magazines, causing the ship to erupt like so..." 23 Pearl Harbor is forever etched in their
Mount Vesuvius. The Arizona broke apart and sank memories. MR
immediately in a mass of twisted wreckage, taking
1,177 members of its crew to their grave. Rear Admi- NOTES
ral Isaac C. Kidd, commander of Battleship Division 1. SNT . MiES l s= w
1, and Captain Franklin van Valkenburg, the Arizo- ar it, vo. III: me Rs, , (=son: Oftuo, and o-
na's skipper, were killed on the ship's bridge. The Ari- 2. W12,126; WiIfainT Rice. The PWO l.artor ki.(Honoki: Tongg

zona remains the final resting place for 1,102 sailors Co.. ud., 19t l , 295. Z
and Marines (75 of the original 1,177 killed were tak- day& Co., 1), 315.

en off later during salvage operations.)' . Harbor: Then and Now." After a* Saa. No 38.
Lucky Phmonix. The light cruiser USS Phoenix (1%2)-".

received only one bullet hole in a range finder shield 7. iW.. 7-62.
and was dubbed the "Lucky Phoenix." It survived the 9. ,.. 1-.
war in the Pacific unscarred. Sold to Argentina in 10. ,w.Radba.'aiBae Force.in At Hw ReC-

o= ;b - oa Day ~ m, ed, by Paul SWdkel, (Annapolis MD: Naval WM-

1951, it was sunk by a British submarine during the e PrsaS198, s-1A11. Walter C. Ansel, The Taraao Lesson," in Air Rad: Pearlingll 744T7

Falklands War while carrying the name HMS Geneal same Pa. -s Mart Harbor., I.try Mstory Ouar"r (Sprng 991):51:
Be/rano. After 41 years, its luck ran out in 1982!8 Monsn,13.12. Mono, 94.

Rebirth of the Fleet. All US ships sunk at Pearl 13. H, 0: Mori. 86.102.
Harbor, with the exception of the Arizona, Utah and S1 .. 8I-0 8485.98.
Okahoma, were refloated and later saw battle action. k Asli.i k PrinWes ,.nc 1).30. ,,,oaA
The spunky Nevada provided naval gunfire support 17. Mon. 18-10: Hyde. 49.18 ye ;Ted Hed'ier Jr., 'Like Swatting Bees i a Tewphorm Booih." in

for the Normandy and Iwo Jima landings. The West Ar R.aid hlarb. 18-8
Vgmia. Maryland, Caiformia, Tennessee and Pennsyl- 19. Monon,. 143-46.

20. Ibid, 125.
vania crossed the enemy's 'T' at the battle of Surigao 21. Hyd, 6.s
Strait in 1944 and exacted revenge by sinking the in, ft v , ce td in The LD,.na y of K

Statn194a xatde Quiio. mld and= by Jusbn Wintle (New Yor: The Free Press.
better part of the remaining Japanese Fleet. These 1 , . SAW (Ne York: MGraW Hill Book Co.19 23. GocnW Prantge, At Dawn We Se(e ok crwHl o o

ships aIso participated in the capture of Okinawa. 1981), 796.
While the Japanese destroyed the Pacific Battle

Force and the Hawaiian-based air forces, the precious Lieutenant Colonel Thomas D. Morgan. US Army,
US aircraft carriers were out of their reach and thus Retired, is a Battle Command Training Program con-
were saved. The Japanese also neglected to destroy troller/rrainer with R & D Assocates, Fort Leaven-
the repair shops, dry docks, submarine base and, worth, Kansas. He received a B.S. from the US Mill-
above all, the oil storage "tank farm" at Pearl Harbor. tary Academy, an M.P.A. from the Univestr. of Mis-
The tank farm was of more value than the aging sur- soun and an M.A. from Pacific Lutheran University.
face fleet because it represented several years' supply He is the author of "BCTP: Training Leaders, in the

of fuel needed for the immediate prosecution of the July 1990 Military Review.
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WWII ALMANAC

Halting of the German Juggernaut: Moscow, December 1941
By Colonel David M. Glantz, US Army

After suffering almost live months of successive, tum German defeat into outright rout, the sov'et
often catastrophic, military defeats and conducting a High Command threw into battle every speciali:ed
continuous strategic defense and withdrawal to a and elite force at its disposal, including naval intantrv,
depth of nearly 900 kilometers, a desperate Red Army diversionary forces, cavalry, ski troops and virruallv all
struck back at its tormentors in December 1941, near their remaining precious airborne forces. Beleaguered
Moscow. On 5 December 1941, General G. K. Zhu- German torces, organized into hedgehog defenses
kov's Western Front, with a combat strength of across the front and caught in encirclements of up to
388,000 men and 550 tanks, initiated a massive corps size, fought desperately to restore and maintain
counteroffensive against the estimated 240,000 men a continuous front.
and 900 tanks of German Army Group Center By late February 1942, the Germans had fought
deployed on the Moscow axis.* The hastily con- the Soviet counteroffensive to a standstill. The exer-
ceived Soviet Moscow counterotfensive shocked the tions and agonies of both sides had not settled the
Germans by its audacity and ferocity. Within 30 days, question of who would ultimately prevail. They had,
the exultant Soviet forces threw the tired and dishev- however, forever vanquished the specter of German
eled German forces away from the approaches to military invincibility. Months earlier and a continent
Moscow. The German army, while suffering its first away, the Japanese government had made the deci-
setback since the beginning of World War II, fought sion to move south and east against the power of the
for its very existance in the bitter cold and deep snows United States. This decision, underscored by the
of the Russian winter. The roster of Russian cities and Tokyo-Moscow Nonaggression Pact, permitted the
towns abandoned by the Gerinans-Kalinin, Kin, Soviets to allot greater attention and forces to the de-
Kaluga, Volokolamsk, Belev, Mtensk, Livny-attests feat of Germany. Those forces made their presence
to their growing desperation. known at Moscow in December 1941. In this sense,

In early January 1942, the Soviet army renewed its the momentous events at Moscow and Pearl Harbor
offensive from Lake II'men in the north to the Don became inexorably entwined. MR
River in the south, this time hoping to seize Smo-
lensk in a giant pincer and destroy German Army , Colonel David M. Glantz Ls the director of the Foreign
Group Center. Lacking adequate mobile forces to litary Stuies Office. US Anm Combined.Arms Command.

IFat Laventorn th Kanms He recetd a B.A. from the Vi, a
* Comparative strengths stated are those contained in the Miar Institute and an M.A. fom the U rCmmn od ,orth

Carolina. He isa guae ofde S Am-vCmand andneuly released, formerly classified Soviet account of the &Jos- General Staff Collee. the Russm LanRuage hx and the L'Scow operation, which was published under the direction of Mar Army Institute for Advanced Sotwt and East Europm Studies
shal B. M Shaposhniko in 1943.

THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION by Richard Pipes. Stalin and others in a grotesque collection area for
946 pages. Alfred A. Knopf, New York. 1990. $40.00. fallen idols.

As this review is being written, the Soviet Union With the unraveling of the Soviet Union, it would
is disintegrating, with virtually all of the republics be useful to review the events that brought the Corn-
now having declared their independence. There is munists to power more than 70 years ago. Richard
even debate about what to call the Soviet Union, Pipes, professor of history at Harvard Universitv,
since it is no longer a union or soviet. The father of Cambridge, Massachusetts, and former National Se-
the Russian Revolution, Vladimir Ilich Lenin, is no curity Council adviser on Soviet and East European
longer revered as a god-like, infallible figure; his affairs, has written the definitive work on the Russian
mummified body may soon be removed from the Revolution, which he notes is "arguablv the most im-
mausoleum on Red Square to an earthen grave in the portant event of the century." Actually, The Russtan
city that until very recently bore his name. A number Revolution is the second volume of a trilogy, the first
of his statues have already joined those of Joseph being Russia Under the Old Regime: a sequel, Russia
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Under the New Regime, will deal with the civil war and eign ministers Eduard Shevardnad:e and Aleksandr
the period of Lenin's dictatorship. Bessmertnykh; Politburo member and Presidential

In this monumental work, Pipes describes the Adviser A. N. Yakoviev; and chief of the General
decay of czarism and the collapse of the monarchy. Staff S. F Akhromevev.
He then recounts how the Bolshevik party seized The result is a diplomatic history. pnmarilv from a
power, first in Petrograd and then in the provinces in- Western perspective, of the shiftinz nature of US/So-
habited by the Great Russians. By shameless exercise viet relations during the past seven years. This is a
of terror, the Bolsheviks set about imposing on this timely and ambitious work that provides an ordered
region a one-party apparatus, methodically snuffinL approach toward understanding this critical period in
out any who might oppose their rule. superpower relationships. From the author's personal

Concerning Lenin, Pipes writes: "The evidence access to key players, conferences and events, he has
shows that Lenin, its most determined instigator, re- constructed a logical, very readable narrative that will
garded terror as an indispensable instrument of revo- prove a classic work on the end of the Cold War. Ob-
lutionary government. He was quite prepared to re- erdorfer provides a good contemporary history with
sort to it preventively-that is, in the absence of new material that will help interpret current issues.
active opposition to his rule;." T-, carry out his cam- As an honest observer, he even points out when his
paign of Red terror, Lenin chose the monster Feliks newspaper reporting was wrong or missed the mark as
Edmundovich Dzerzhinski, the founder of the to the significance of certain events.
dreaded Secret Security Police, the Cheka. (In the Unfortunately, Oberdorfer's taomnotes often lack
exciting postcoup days of August 1991, his huge stat- the detail that would allow the reader to separate Ob-
ue was pulled down and placed alongside those of the erdorfer's personal opinions from what was said at cer-
toppled figures of Stalin and Lenin.) tain interviews. Further, Oberdorfer has not read

Pipes has written a brilliant study of an extremely some of the recent Soviet press and thus missed some
complex period of history. He admits that it is diffi- key developments in the events covered in this book.
cult for the historian to deal with the Russian Revo- For example, before this book went to press, Izvesua
lution dispassionately. Until very recently, at least, conducted a further investigation of the Korean Air
the Soviet government controlled the bulk of the Lines 007 aircraft downing by Soviet air defense
source materials, deriving its legitimacy from the rev- forces. Oberdorfer apparently has not read it since his
olution and wanting it "treated in a manner support- book continues the Soviet myth about warning
ive of its claims." shots being fired in front of the passenger plane.

Further, "by single-mindedly shaping the image of Further, his discussion of the November 1983 ABLE
the Revolution over decades it has succeeded in deter- ARCHER exercise is a hit overstated.
mining not only how the events are treated but which These are minor criticisms, however, of an excep-
of them are treated." It has been reported that this tional effort. It is a well-writen and important work
book will be published in the Soviet Union. If true, for the Soviet analyst and military proressional who
glasnost' is alive and well. After reading this book, is concerned with civil-militarv relations and super-
many citizens will conclude, with Pipes, that "the power politics at the highest level. The general read-
Revolution was only the beginning of their sorrows." er will find it a fascinating account of the truly monu-

COL Otto P. Chaney, USA, Retired, mental, fast-moving changes that affect his daily life.
Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania LTC Lester W. Grau. USA, Foreign Military Studies

Office, Fort Leavenworth. Kansas

THE TURN: From the Cold War to a New Era, the
United States and the Soviet Union, 1983-1990 by THE STRATEGIC NUCLEAR BALANCE,
Don Oberdorter. 514 pages. Poseidon Press, New York. VOLUME I: And Why It Matters by Peter Vincent
1991. $25.L0. Pry. 247 pages. Taylor & Francis Hemisphere. New York.

Don Oberdorfer has been a diplomatic correspon- 1990. $53.00 clothboiund. $32.00 paperback.
dent for The Washington Post since 1976. His creden- TIHE STRATEGIC NUCLEAR BALANCE,
rials gained him 122 interviews with such key US VOLUME II: Nuclear Wars, Exchanges and Out-
players as presidents Ronald Reagan and George comes by Peter Vincent Pry. 308 paces. Tivior & Frmc is
Bush; secretaries of state George P Shultz and James Hemisphere, New York. 1990 560.X clothbound.
A. Baker; defense secretaries Caspar W, Weinberger, $42.00 p aperback.
Frank C. Carlucci and Richard B. Chenev; and na- Peter Vincent Pry has a Ph.D. in international re-
rional security advisers Ramsey Clark, Robert McFar- lations (national security studies) from the Universitv
lane, John M. Poindexter, Colin L. Powell and Brent ot Southern Calitornia, Los Angeles. fie served in
Scow r.tt. On the Soviet side, he interviewed for- the US Arms Cmtrol and Disarmament Ai-encv and
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has written several books on national security topics. examine key dimensions of national securitY in the
He is an employee of the Central Intelligence Soviet Union, concluding differently that peresrroika
Agency (CIA); but both volumes have a note that is not going the way its architects intended.
the views expressed are Pry's and do not necessarily US Naval War College Professor Paul Holman
represent the CIA's views, opines that economic and political restructuring,

Together, these two volumes constitute a major while bravely conceived, mark a long descent into
work. The timing is lousy, yes, but these volumes con- chaos, predicting armed resistance by disgruntled
tain a valuable discussion of what needs to be consid- power figures. Professors Paul Craig Roberts and Kar-
ered when trying to compare strengths and weak- en LaFollette, of the Institute for Political Economy
nesses of the United States and the Soviet Union. An in Washington, DC, examine historical Russian
enormous amount of detailed research and develop- views of money and production, predicting chronic
ment and reference searching went into preparing instability until the concept of private property is tul-
both volumes. Using the best sources, Pry first defines ly accepted, which, they say, will be many years.
strategic balance and what that includes. To go much John J. Dziak, senior Soviet analyst in the Office
further, he has to settle on unclassified stockpile of the Secretary of Defense, offers a trenchant per-
figures for warheads and delivery vehicles for both formance history of the KGB (Soviet Committee
sides and their allies. How close his assumptions are of State Security), the GRU (Military Intelligence
is guesswork, but his discussions are convincing. Services) and the MVD (Soviet Ministry of Internal
Another condition to ponder is that his discussions Affairs). He shows convincingly that Soviet intelli-
are based on 1987 numbers. Then too, the Soviet gence and security forces are more active than ever
Union was modernizing its nuclear, biological and during the perestroika era, the significance being that
chemical capabilities (efforts that continue today). so many news media and political figures in the

Since 1987, the communist political strength has West think that perestroika has been ushering in an
crumbled, the Warsaw Pact has dissolved and the So- era of retrenched activity among the Soviet security
viet Union itself has apparently started to fall apart. services. Andrew F Krepinevich and Fred F Little-
It would seem the step-by-step analysis in these two page serve with the director of New Assessment, Of-
volumes loses its value. Not so. Almost every conclu- fice of the Secretary of Defense. They conclude that
sion Pry reaches is that the United States comes in a the apparent decline of Soviet military power man-
poor second to Soviet capabilities. As the Soviets get dates a different but still very significant military se-
deeper into civil war and the breakup of the union, curity role for the United States and the European
who knows what may happen to their stuckpile con- Community.
trol. If fragments now secured by Soviet armed forces Sergey Fedorenko, former chief, Division of Con-
are captured by the breakaway republics, we probably ceptual Problems of US National Security. Institute
will be assessing our relative strengths frequently, for the United States and Canada, USSR Academy

Volume I defines some of the variables that must of Sciences, serves as a research fellow at the Naval
be considered to set up static models. Volume 11 uses War College. He shows how Mikhail Gorbachev has
these variables to design a war game series permitting outrn his power base to defeat his own goals, thus
study of our actions and their potential results. creating a likely milieu for counterattack by the
(Again, we lose.) Communist Party and security forces. Robert L.

The ground work that went into producing these Pfaltzgraff Jr. is president, Institute for Foreign Policy
books is much too valuable to waste. With updating Analysis, Fletcher School of Law and Diplomac,
as required, they can give our planners a base from Tufts University, Medford, Massachusetts. He
which to improve our capabilities. They are not sketches out a role for future US national security
books you need for your private collection. They that will, to be sure, include a strong presence in re-
should, however, be in libraries that support universi- gional conflict resolution but will also require a stmte-
ties, senior military staffs, intelligence and nuclear ac- gy heavily driven by the reality of the Soviets' huge
tivities, congressional committees, and related federal military capabilities and possession of strategic re-
and civilian planning groups. sources.

COL Mark H. Terrel, USA, Retired, Corvallis, Oregon This little book has an executive summary, with no
author given, that one wishes could be projected into
American homes via the popular news media. Sadi;

THE SOVIET UNION AFTER PERESTROI- the book has no index, no bibliography and no edito-
KA: Change and Continuity by Paul Holman. 117 ri-l -'imm-ziry leyond the executive summary. S-ome
pages. Brassey's (US), Inc., McLean, VA. 1991. $9.95. of the events are now outdated by developments

The subject of this book is easily the most timely since the August 1991 attempted coup d'6tat. So.
and vital topic of the day. Six tightly written essays what value has this slim volume now?
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First, this book came close to predicting the Au- tureConventional Forces in Europe-tpe a.,reements
gust i991 attempt to oust Gorbachev. More senior and NATO/US Army, Europe, reductions.
national security officials should have comprehended T) understand the background that has led to this
this likelihood, for these eight authors are factual and current search for a conventional deterrent torcc., one
convincing. Second, even with the cut-and-tape would be advised to read Raymond L. Garthoff's De-
format in which the book appears, it is the best analy- terrence and the Revolution in Sotiet Military, Doctrine.
sis, to date, of recent national security processes in the While the book does not include the Iraqi invasion
Soviet Union and of the people who control them. of Kuwait and the resulting air and ground war, it does
Third, the essays do what most national security anal- provide the best synopsis available on the develop-
yses fail to do; they link economic behavior to politi- ment of two independent deterrent concepts. Garth-
cal and military processes. This book deserved more off had three goals in mind when he wrote this book.
heed than it got in early 1991; the processes it de- First, he wanted to explain Soviet military thinkint.,
scribes, the linkages it demonstrates and the caveats on deterrence and war prevention from 1945 to 1985.
it derives are still valid. And that is why this little Second, he sought to explain the impact of "new
book also merited better editing. thinking" on these concepts. Finally, he wanted to lay

Russell W. Ramsey, Air Command and Staff College, the foundation for rethinking US policy in this arena.
Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama Garthoff's work is the first to cite the recently de-

classified military-theoretical journal of the Soviet
General Staff, Miiitary Thought, as a primary source.

DETERRENCE AND THE REVOLUTION It provides the reader with a bird's-eye view into the
IN SOVIET MILITARY DOIrRINE by Ray- logic and development of General Staff thinking on
mond L. Garthoff. 209 pages. The Brookings Institution, deterrence. He also relies heavily on his own works
Washington, DC. 1990. $29.95 clothbound. $11.95 on military policy, doctrine and deterrent theory over
paperback. the past 40 years, works for which he has gained noto-

Over the last two decades, the concept of deter- riety in Soviet studies. For those unfamiliar with
rence has received too much attention from US and Garthoff's background, he was the US ambassador to
Soviet planners. Unfortunately, both sides have de- Bulgaria and served on the first Strategic Arms Limi-
fined deterrence differently due to the varying stages tation Talks delegation.
and underlying premises of military thinking in the Garthoff's book includes a transitionary chapter
two countries. As a consequence, each side has devel - that melds the traditional approach to deterrence
oped an awesome strategic arsenal that is of marginal thinking with Mikhail Gorbachev's "new thinking,"
practical utility beyond its deterrent (primary) role. highlighting where the old and new coincide and

Some members of the Soviet General Staff are contradict. He uses the Soviet doctrinal construct
now engaged in the search for a conventional deter- throughout to provide an ordered, logical framework
rent force, one they believe will have more practical that serves as a thread of continuity through the dec-
utility. The recent revolution in military-technical ades. The methodology succeeds in making interest-
affairs (such as micro circuitry, laser technology, and ing reading out of the sometimes boring and confus-
others), underscored by the overwhelming US suc- ing arms control jargon. Garthoff's book is for serious
cess in the Gulf War, has been the catalyst for this de- readers of international affairs. It is not particularlv
velopment. The proclaimed aim of this policy is to long, and chapter lengths are reasonable. This book
attain qualitative superiority over the West in conven- should be mandatory reading for anyone interested in
tional armed forces and to attain conventional parity arms control concepts or Soviet doctrine.
similar to that attained in the 1970s in strategic arms. LTC Timothy L. Thomas. USA, Foreign Military
Such Soviet thinking has serious implications for fu- Studies Office, Fort Leavenworth. Kansas

Combat Service Support Training Package
The Exportable Model Program provides training and standardization in combat service sup-

port training exercises to Reserve and Active component units. The primary emphasis of the
training is to exercise group and battalion commanders and staffs in their areas of responsibility.
refine command and staff procedures, enhance communication skills and develop unit Army
Training and Evatuation Program/Mission Training Plan proficiency. The US Army Combined
Arms Support Command, r rt Lee, Virginia, has i i separate training packages tor the fliowin
types of units: area support groups; corps support groups; corps support battalions: maintenance
battalions; petroleum supply battalions; transportation motor battalions; ordnance battalions;
and supply and services battalions. For information, write to Commander, USACASCOM,
ATTN: ATCL-LEA, Building P-1 109, Fort Lee, VA 23801-6000.
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